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CRAS+SPIGC 2019
Joining Efforts – Progressing Faster
Robotic surgery is one of the most appealing fields of modern robotics. With over 3 decades history,
more than 3.800 systems installed worldwide and over 600.000 robot-assisted interventions
conducted per year, the field of robotic surgery is considered well established. Despite these
impressive figures and increasing popularity in research labs all over the world, the list of
technological advances that made it into the operating room (OR) during this last decade is fairly
limited. Long expected techniques such as 3D reconstruction, motion compensation, virtual
guidance and haptic feedback still have not made into the market.
CRAS seeks to give a clear view on the status and recent trends of assistive surgical robotic
technologies. It aims to support and propose concrete measures to accelerate research and
innovation in this field. To this end, the ninth edition of CRAS has brought engineers and surgeons
together to exchange experiences, ideas and rethink the future of surgical technologies.
For the first time, the 9th edition of the Joint Workshop on New Technologies for Computer/Robot
Assisted Surgery (CRAS) was completely merged with a medical conference, the National Congress of
the Italian Polispecialistic Society of Young Surgeons (SPIGC). The result was a large conference
dedicated to ENCOURAGE YOUNG SURGEONS AND ENGINEERS. This joint event offered a unique
opportunity for multi-cultural interactions, for identifying surgical needs and potential engineering
solutions, and for the establishment of new multi-disciplinary collaborations.
CRAS+SPIGC 2019 aimed at fostering the transformation of surgery into an INNOVATIVE,
INTERACTIVE, TECHNOLOGICAL and EDUCATIONAL process, stimulating discussions about this vision
through joint sessions, round-tables and hands-on demonstrations of the latest research prototypes
and technological innovations.
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Venue
The CRAS+SPIGC 2019 joint conference was held at the Tower Genova Airport Hotel, in Genoa, Italy.

Tower Genova Airport
Hotel & Conference Center
Via Pionieri ed Aviatori D'Italia, 44

Tower Genova Airport Hotel & Conference Center is conveniently located near the airport and the
city, 6 km from the historic center and 15 minutes’ walk from the Marina di Genova.

Genoa
Genoa is the capital of Liguria and
the sixth largest city in Italy. It is
one of Europe's largest cities on
the Mediterranean Sea and the
largest seaport in Italy. Genoa has
been nicknamed “la Superba” due
to its glorious past and impressive
landmarks. Part of the city’s old
town is included in the World
Heritage List (UNESCO). The city's
rich art, music, gastronomy,
architecture and history allowed it
to become the 2004 European
Capital of Culture. It is the birthplace of Cristoforo Colombo. Genoa is located in the Italian
Riviera, near other major Italian tourist destinations such as Portofino and the Cinque Terre.
It is also a short train ride away from Milan, Turin, Pisa and Florence.
(Adapted from Wikipedia)
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Program
In this joint conference, all science and engineering presentations from CRAS were embedded into
closely related medically oriented sessions. The session topics included:


Minimally invasive surgery



Health Technology Assessment (HTA)



Robotic surgery



High energy surgical devices



Surgical staplers and suturing
technologies



Surgical training





Trauma and resuscitation

Tracers, surgical guidance and augmented
reality



Endoscopy and endoscopic surgery



Transplantation and regenerative medicine



Microsurgery



''Low cost" technologies



Endovascular surgery





Rehabilitation and enhanced recovery
after surgery

New technologies, novel methods and
future applications



New technologies demonstrations and
competition



Imaging and diagnosis

For details on the CRAS+SPIGC 2019 conference program, please refer to CRAS website
https://www.cras-eu.org/cras-2019/program.html

Open-Access License Information
All articles included in these proceedings are published as open-access publication under the
“Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International” license.
This means that the materials included here can be shared and adapted for any purpose. However,
you must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made.
You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you
or your use.
For more details on the “Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International” license, please refer to:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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VRViz: Native VR Visualization of ROS Topics
J. O’Neill1, S. Ourselin1, T. Vercauteren1, L. da Cruz2*, and C. Bergeles1*,
1

School of Biomedical Engineering and Imaging Sciences, King’s College London,
2

Moorfields Eye Hospital *Equal Contribution
christos.bergeles@kcl.ac.uk

INTRODUCTION
With Virtual Reality (VR) hardware becoming readily
available, the promise of unparalleled data visualization
and immersion using VR is coming within reach. Further,
the Robot Operating System, or ROS [1], has matured to
a point where it is considered key to the development of
robotic systems, including simulation and sensor
processing. In this paper we present our openly
accessible framework to introduce the ROS-based 3D
models of a robot into an active VR environment,
therefore merging the advantages of the breadth of tools
that ROS offers on kinematics and simulation with the
immersion that VR offers. We anticipate that our tool can
offer key insights during the robot design evaluation
stage, as it provides the possibility for the robot to interact
with its surroundings, while providing the operator with
a realistic overview of its visual or ergonomic
considerations. There have been several attempts to bring
the benefits of virtual reality to the ROS framework,
however these either depend on obsolete hardware [2] or
require the use of a separate PC running Windows [3] in
order to use the Oculus drivers on the Windows
computer. We present here an open source ROS node
which provides visualization of ROS topics in virtual
environment, with similar functionality to RViz while
running natively on Ubuntu.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The software is written in C++ using OpenGL. VRViz
depends on Steam & SteamVR being installed, which are
freely available from Valve Corporation. Linked
dependencies include OpenVR and SDL2, which are
included in the repository as catkin libraries to match the
ROS catkin ecosystem. The VRViz Node itself extends
an example class in order to ease integration of updates
to the OpenVR SDK, which is useful as the OpenVR
SDK is still under active development. The software is
available
open
sorce
on
GitHub
at
https://github.com/RViMLab/vrviz.
VRViz is under active development, and currently
supports the following message types:






Image: Stereo or normal image;
Point Cloud: Colored points in 3D space;
Robot Description: URDF description,
including 3D meshes;
Transforms: Display axes for transformations;
Visualization Markers: shapes, text & meshes.

Figure. 1. Preliminary design-stage retinal surgery robot being
manipulated and visualized in virtual reality. The inset shows
the user, and the large view shows the left eye image sent to the
headset.

For the 3D interaction in the virtual world, the “Ground”
of VR space connected to ROS space. This world
coordinate frame can be manipulated with buttons on the
Steam-VR wand to explore large scenes or when seated
but this can cause some disorientation. The user can also
walk around the scene, and the buttons and position and
orientation of the VR-headset and VR-wands poses are
published back to ROS as transform messages to be used
for control, with millimeter-level accuracy. The size of
the 3D world is scalable from ROS→VR, to allow both
large or small scenes to be comfortably explored.
As a test case, the authors used a model of a retinal
surgical system currently being designed by the Robotics
and Vision in Medicine Lab and Moorfields Eye Hospital
[4]. This model was converted from SolidWorks into
ROS using the standard URDF format. Further context,
such as the surrounding surgical suite and the operating
table, was also added. Kinematics nodes were created for
every robot joint, enabling the manipulation of a robot
designed in Solidworks via ROS in VR. Once in ROS,
the robotic system was evaluated in 3D by both the
engineers designing the system and the clinicians who
will ultimately use the system.
The virtual reality system was then further extended by
adding a simple retinal surgery game and used for
outreach events. The system was shown to the general
public at New Scientist Live, a science exposition in
London. The system was also demonstrated to potential
patients at the UK Macular Society’s London
Conference, providing an opportunity for the patient
community to get a first understanding of scientific
research and development in robotics.
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In order to demonstrate the adaptability of the system,
two other robots were also tested with the system. The
Turtlebot [5] is a widely used mobile robot which is well
supported in ROS. This was used running in Gazebo, a
physics simulator which works with ROS. A full body
surgical robot which is under development, CORVUS
[6], was used with inverse kinematics to show the motion
and dexterity of the robot with an operating table.
RESULTS
The virtual reality system with the retinal surgical robot,
shown in Figure 1, received positive feedback both from
the engineers designing the robot, as well as from the
clinicians who were advising on the robot’s design.

Figure. 2. Members of the public interacting with the VRViz
demo at New Scientist Live.

The outreach event to the general public at New Scientist
Live is shown in Figure 2. This event received positive
feedback from most of the eventgoers. However, it
should be noted that very young children found the
virtual reality unsettling, and some users lacked good
vision in both eyes due to medical issues which reduced
the value in the 3D stereoscopic effect. This was also true
among many members of the Macular Society, however
the ability to move around in 3D still provided enough
depth cues to those lacking stereo vision that they were
able to get some value out of the demo.

Figure. 3. Left: Turtlebot simulated in Gazebo, being
visualized in virtual reality. Right: CORVUS full body surgical
robot being controlled in virtual reality.

The additional robots tested can be seen in Figure 3. The
Turtlebot and a point cloud it is scanning of a virtual
environment are shown on the left, and the CORVUS
robot can be seen on the right where the two arms are
following the position of the wands.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The VRViz node provides a significant benefit to
engineers who are already using ROS for their
development of robots for medical or other purposes. The
ability to run natively in Ubuntu allows a lower barrier to
entry than earlier systems, and the open source nature of
the software means that additional or custom features can
easily be added. Future work includes a more detailed
user study including evaluation by clinicians.
An additional benefit of the system is providing an
entertaining and educational outreach tool with minimal
additional effort once the system is set up. This can allow
the valuable research into medical robotics to be shared
with a wider audience to elicit feedback and keep target
markets appraised of design progress prior to the
construction of a physical prototype.
The VRViz software should work with any headset
supported by both OpenVR and Ubuntu, however the
authors have only tested with a standard Vive headset and
therefore cannot make any claims beyond that. As the
software is still in development there are many
opportunities for further work, including extending
support for more ROS messages and testing the software
with different robot designs. We welcome contributions
from interested researchers in what we hope can become
a useful platform for our community.
The research was funded by the NIHR Invention for
Innovation Programme (II-LB-0716-20002). The views
expressed are those of the author(s) and not necessarily
those of the NHS, the NIHR or the Department of Health
and Social Care.
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INTRODUCTION
The growing availability of new medical imaging
modalities together with the need to reduce the
invasiveness of surgical procedures, has encouraged the
research for new 3D visualization modalities of patientspecific virtual reconstructions of the anatomy that could
act as a surgical guidance or tool for surgical training.
In this context, Augmented Reality (AR) system based
on head mounted displays (HMDs), such as Optical SeeThrough (OST) HMD, offer the most ergonomic
solution, as they intrinsically provide the user with an
egocentric and natural viewpoint and for this reason are
deemed as the most efficient solution for those tasks
manually performed under user’s direct vision [1-4].
The introduction of such technology in the basic surgical
workflow could remarkably improve the surgical
outcomes, as it could lead to reductions in surgery times
and improvements in surgical accuracy, reducing trauma
to the patient.
Several attempts in this direction have already been done
at the EndoCAS Research Center, where the Microsoft
HoloLens have been used to develop an augmented
reality training systems for two types of surgery:
minimally invasive neurosurgery and orthopaedic open
surgery [5, 6].
In both cases, a specific app was developed to run on the
HoloLens device (Figure 1) and was used to test the
suitability and efficacy of wearable AR displays as tool
for surgical training. Either papers yielded positive and
encouraging results.

Figure 1. AR demo implementation Microsoft HoloLens based
for: a) minimally invasive neurosurgery and b) orthopedic open
surgery.
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However, some of the problems that characterize the
OST HMD systems have not yet been solved, which
make them not robust enough to be used as a surgical
tool on standard basis. The key problem that hinders the
successful introduction of such devices in the surgical
workflow pertains the correct registration between the
real scene (e.g., patient anatomy) and the virtual
enrichment. For a perfect combination between the real
3D world and the computer-generated 2D graphics
projected onto the display, an accurate alignment
between real and virtual content must be obtained on the
display image plane. To this end, we must know the
exact position of the user’s eye within the HMD
reference system and take it into account when
performing the calibration of the OST display.
In this paper we suggest a solution for the
aforementioned calibration based on a homographic
transformation that encapsulates the eye position with
respect to the display; according to Grubert et al [7], this
solution can be classified as automatic closed-loop
calibration method. For a more thorough analysis of the
work presented in this paper, we refer the reader to our
already published work [8].
MATERIAL AND METHODS
We focused on OST near-eye displays (NEDs) based on
waveguides with focal plane at infinity. The common
goal of all eye-NED calibration procedures is to define a
proper projection matrix that yields a correct pixelwise
mapping of the world points onto the display. We
modeled the eye-NED as an on-axis pinhole camera, with
principal point located in the middle of the display and
focal length equal on both x and y axis. In our
experiments, we substituted the user’s eye with an
internal camera.
The estimation of the projection matrix was divided into
two steps: 1) world to eye/camera projection matrix and
2) eye/camera to display homography.
In the first step, we considered the eye position with
respect to the world for the computation of the projection
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matrix. The transformation is described by the following
relation:
𝐶
𝑝̃𝑐 = 𝜆𝐾𝑐 ∙ 𝑇𝑊
∙ 𝑃̃𝑊

(1)

Where 𝑝̃𝑐 ∈ ℝ3𝑥1 is the image point in homogeneous
coordinates (in pixel) and 𝑃̃𝑊 ∈ ℝ4𝑥1 is the world point
in homogeneous coordinates (in mm). 𝜆 is a generic scale
factor due to the equivalence of homogeneous coordinate
𝐶
rule. 𝐾𝐶 is the intrinsic matrix of the eye/camera and 𝑇𝑊
is the transformation matrix that transforms the world
points in the eye/camera coordinate system.
The second step of the calibration is the computation of
the homographic transformation between eye/camera and
display in its central position. This step is essential for
evaluating the correct projection matrix, as by applying
this homography the correct registration between real
world points and projected virtual points is recovered.
The homography matrix is obtained as follows [9, 10]:
𝐻𝐶𝐷 = 𝐾𝐷 ∙ (𝑅𝐶𝐷 +

𝑡𝐶𝐷 ∙ 𝑛𝑇
𝑑𝑐→𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑒

) ∙ 𝐾𝐶−1

(2)

As in [11], 𝐻𝐶𝐷 ∈ ℝ3𝑥3 is a perspective preserving
homography that depends on: the rotation matrix and
translation vector between eye/camera and display
coordinate system (𝑅𝐶𝐷 and 𝑡𝐶𝐷 ); the normal unit vector to
the display waveguide (𝑛𝑇 ); the intrinsic matrix of the
display (𝐾𝐷 ); the eye/camera distance from the display
waveguide (𝑑𝑐→𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑒 ). Moreover, we assumed that
for a NED with infinity focus, 𝐾𝐷 is not affected by the
position of the eye with respect to the display (i.e. ideal
on-axis camera model).
Thus, the final projection matrix is:
𝐶
𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑓 = 𝐻𝐶𝐷 ∙ 𝐾𝐶 ∙ 𝑇𝑊

𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑓 can be broken down using RQ
decomposition as explained in [9], obtaining:

𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑓 = 𝐾𝑒𝑞 ∙ [𝑅𝑒𝑞 |𝑡𝑒𝑞 ]

(3)
Givens

(4)

Where 𝐾𝑒𝑞 and [𝑅𝑒𝑞 |𝑡𝑒𝑞 ] represents the proper intrinsic
and extrinsic matrices of the virtual rendering camera.
RESULTS
We assessed the accuracy of the calibration strategy by
analyzing the disparities between the NED-projected
landmarks and their real counterparts. For measuring the
displacement, we exploited the hybrid nature of the
HMD proposed in [12] and shown in Figure 2, placing a
camera in arbitrary positions behind the NED to simulate
the user’s view.
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Figure 2. On the left: the HMD in detail. On the right: example
of the OST view after the calibration.

The tests were performed in ten different configurations
and led to the average results shown in Table 1:
MEAN

STD. DEV.

MAX VALUE

EUCLIDIAN
DISTANCE

x axis

y axis

x axis

y axis

x axis

y axis

Mean

Std.
Dev

0.99

1.32

1.07

1.19

4.76

5.45

1.85

1.37

Table 1. Average error values in pixels of the ten
camera/display configurations.

It appears clear that the resulting errors are small, with a
global average values of less than two pixels.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we presented an automatic calibration
technique for OST NED with infinity focus. We estimate
the equivalent projective transformation that relates
world points to image points on the display. The
projective transformation accounts for the parallax
between the real viewpoint and the ideal (display)
viewpoint. We compensate this parallax through a
homographic transformation.
Next step of our study will be the testing of our
calibration method in case of a real user. To this aim, we
are currently working at the integration of the device
shown in Figure 2 with an eye tracking system, through
which we will know the exact position of the user’s eye
and we will be able to insert this information in the
homographic transformation.
It is worth mentioning that our method is suitable for
OST systems with infinity focus; however, it would be
interesting to test its functionality for visors with closer
focus such as the HoloLens, whose focal plane is set at 2
meters.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the AESOP surgical robot in
1990 the medical field has continued to expand its use of
robotics [1]. The first recorded application of a laser system
in a surgical procedure was 1963, when a laser was used for
retinal tears surgery [2]. The benefits obtained by using lasers
in soft tissue surgeries include: (a) improved post-operative
functionality, (b) decreased morbidity, (c) better homeostasis,
and (d) reduce thermal damage to tissue [3]. Commonly,
laser endoscopic tool positioning is controlled by the surgeon
through a human computer interface, the control is openloop and the interface is large. Giallo and Grant [4] were the
first to develop a computer interface that precisely controlled
a laser for tumor ablation. In [5], [6] the research in [4]
was transitioned into an open-loop electromagnetically (EM)
actuated laser fiber positioning system.
The focus of this research was the development of a
closed-loop light laser optic fiber positioning system, one
that would overcome control issues identified in [5], [6]. The

research concentrated on applying an identification algorithm
to the new closed-loop scanning system, one that would
achieve consistent calibration and tuning. First, a dynamic
model of the new closed-loop system had to be identified.
Fig.1, shows a graphic of both the closed-loop laser scanning
system and an image of the physical test-bed. For a clinical
application the EM actuator system must be an integral
part of endoscopic tool, which will lead to future design
and scalability challenges. Currently, the scanning actuation
system consists of four miniature electromagnetic coils and
five ring permanent magnets; that are attached to a light
lasers optic fiber. Magnetic actuators are robust, they operate
at low voltages and can be controlled remotely. The forces
used to actuate the lasers optic fiber are generated by
the torque interaction that occurs within the EM fields. A
photo-detector sensor was then introduced into the system.
This feedback sensor measured the output position of the
laser beam and compared it to a desired input value, the
difference between the values was the input to the controller.
Experiments with closed-loop feedback gave improved laser
positioning accuracy and reduced output tracking error. An
estimation algorithm was then used to: (a) identify the
system’s dynamic model, and (b) aid in the design of the
controller. Experiments with input/output data and the system
identication algorithm estimated the model of the system
to be a second order system. A proportional-integral (PI)
controller was then designed and tested on the closed-loop
light laser scanning system test-bed. The results showed that
the system operated within desired tolerances.
II. E STIMATION OF THE MODEL
To begin the process, the system was considered to be a
discrete-time linear system with input u(k) and output y(k),
see [7].
y(k) = G(z)u(k) + H(z)e(k)

Fig. 1: The experimental test-bed of the closed-loop laser system

(1)

Where, e(k) was zero mean white noise and the goal
was to identify the transfer functions G(z) and H(z) using
suitable input/output time series data. A Box-Jenkins model
was used to identify the discrete model of the magnetically
actuated fiber-coupled light laser. The output of the model
was generated from an input/output data set, it is expressed
by equ.(2),
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Fig. 3: Actual laser position vs. reference position for the closed-loop system
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13.86s + 9.9e04
U(s)
(5)
s2 + 27.7s + 9.889e04
The identified model was then used to design a proportional plus integral (PI) controller for the system. The derived
PI parameters controlled the system with 95% accuracy (6)
Y (s) =
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(2)

KI
(6)
s
where, K p = 0.08 and KI = 16. The derived controller
parameters were implemented and verified on the physical
test-bed. The result are shown in Fig.3. The result shows
that the system is capable of track the reference signal with
an accuracy of 60µm.

(3)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Gc (s) = K p +

Fig. 2: An input/output data set

y(k) =

B(z)
C(z)
u(k) +
e(k)
F(z)
D(z)

F(z) = 1 + f1 z−1 + f2 z−2 + . . . + fn f z−n f
B(z) = 1 + b1 z−1 + b2 z−2 + . . . + bnb z−nb
C(z) = 1 + c1 z−1 + c2 z−2 + . . . + cnc z−nc
D(z) = 1 + d1 z−1 + d2 z−2 + . . . + dnd z−nd
In order to identify the unknown parameters of a physical
system ( fi ,bi ,ci ,di ) a recursive least square method was
used. The objective function, from the Box-Jenkins model,
was minimized using an input/output data set gathered by
experimentation {u(k), y(k)}Nk=1 . That objective function is
expressed as equ. (4).
N

J(θ ) :=

min
b1 , b2 , ...

∑ [y(k) − ϕ̂ T (k)θ ]2 ,

(4)

k=1

Where, ϕ̂(k) is a matrix of input, output, and estimated noise
data, and θ is a vector of coefficients. The parameters are
estimated by applying the recursive least square method to
minimize the objective function. The noise model and its
order are estimated by the user, so the risk of introducing
error into the model is high. A common first step is to
initialize the noise model as H(z) = 1, i.e., no noise model
needs to be identified. Initially, the output of the system only
includes the noise at the time of measurement and does not
include noise samples from any previous time-steps. In order
to accurately identify the system order the input signal was
excited over a range of frequencies. The input/output data
recorded was then used to train the Box-Jenkins algorithm
and thereby determine the system’s dynamic model, see
Fig.2.
III. RESULTS

In conclusion, the research here used a system identification method to model a physical system, i.e., an EM
actuated fiber optic system, to accurately position a light
laser beam under closed-loop control. Experimentally derived input/output data, recorded over a range of frequencies,
was applied to a Box-Jenkins algorithm and an identification
model of the dynamic system was generated. The second
order model generated by the Box-Jenkins algorithm was
95% accurate. That model was then used to design a PI
controller that further improved the positioning accuracy of
the closed-loop system to 60µm.
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A Box-Jenkins algorithm within the MATLAB identification toolbox was used to identify the system parameters. The
system proved to be second order model, equ. (5).
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INTRODUCTION
Peripheral IntraVenous Catheterization (PIVC) is a very
common procedure for medicinal infusion and blood
sampling, with over 2.7 million PIVCs taking place in
the United States daily [3]. Unfortunately, this operation
suffers from very low success rates, especially for
children younger than 2 years old, because their veins
are very small and fragile. The overall success rate for
pediatric patients is reported to be around 60% [1].
During a pediatric PIVC, it is highly difficult to detect
venipuncture. The traditional unassisted PIVC relies on
the practitioner’s haptic sensing of a small decrease in
insertion force to detect this event. But this force change
is small and noisy [2]. Thus, over-puncture is a common
failure in pediatric PIVC.
This study presents a small device named SVEI (Smart
Venous Entry Indicator) which is designed to overcome
the challenge of venipuncture detection. This device can
provide fast and accurate venous entry detection, and
light on an LED to inform the operator at the exact
moment this happens. Here, a pre-clinical experiment
using a baby arm training phantom was conducted to
evaluate the SVEI involving medical personnel. Details
of the SVEI design and experiment are provided below.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Figure 1(A) shows the prototype of SVEI. A concentric
electrode needle (CEN) and a cannula can be directly
plugged to the SVEI and use for PIVC operation. Figure
1(B) shows the configuration of SVEI. It includes a
control unit (Atmega328P) which reads the electrical
impedance measurements from an AD5933 impedance
converter IC. Before the PIVC operation, the user needs
to turn on the device by the switch. LED_PW is used to
indicate whether the device is on or off. Another LED
(LED_IV) in the front of the SVEI is used for indicating
venous entry. After the SVEI is turned on, the control
unit starts reading data from the AD5933 and processing
the data continuously. When the measured value is
found within the range of blood, LED_IV is lit. A
battery is integrated into SVEI for power supply
allowing the device to work cordless.
For the device evaluation, an experiment was conducted
at the San Martino hospital, Genova, Italy. All subjects
invited to this study had medical background. However,
due to different job duties, some participants were not
experienced in performing PIVC. Based on their

experience, we divided the subjects into 2 groups: the
Expert group and the Non-Expert group. The Expert
group consisted of medical doctors and nurses, all of
whom had >5 years experiences on PIVC operation.
The subjects in the Non-Expert group included medical
students, medical assistants and medical doctors, who
claimed to have none or little experience in this task.
This allowed us to compare the performance between
two groups, and evaluate the effectiveness of SVEI for
assisting different potential user groups of the
technology.
Before the experiment, all subjects received verbal and
written information describing the experiment and its
goal. They were also asked to provide written informed
consent according to recommendations from the Istituto
Italiano di Tecnologia and the Declaration of Helsinki.
Then a 5 min tutorial video about the PIVC process was
provided. In addition, the experimenters showed SVEI
to the subjects and introduced its working principle with
both verbal and video instructions.
Subsequently, each subject was required to perform 6
PIVC trials on the baby arm phantom in total. In either
group, half participants were asked to perform 3 trials
with an ordinary IV catheter first and then 3 more trials
with SVEI. The other half participants were required to
use SVEI in the first 3 trials and then use an IV catheter
in the subsequent 3 trials. For each trial, we collected
the result whether it is successful and the possible
reason if it failed. This study also recorded the operation
time for each trial. For result analysis, the time of failed
trials were not considered since they are normally very
long and cannot reflect the real time needed for a PIVC.
As shown in Figure 2, the experimental setup included a
baby arm phantom, a pump for circulating a 0.5% saline
solution inside the baby arm phantom, a SVEI, a regular
26G IV catheter (Terumo SURFLO-W), a Vein Finder
(BVF-260), and a video camera for recording an
overview of all trials performed during the experiment.
At the end of the experiment, the participants completed
a questionnaire designed to collect data about their
PIVC experience and satisfaction with SVEI.

Figure. 1. (A) The prototype of SVEI; (B) the system
configuration of SVEI.
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Figure. 2. (A) The 3D model of SVEI; (B) the system
configuration of SVEI.

RESULTS
In total, this study had eight subjects in the Expert group
and twelve subjects in the Non-Expert group. In both
groups, the numbers of female subjects and male
subjects were equal.
The experimental results demonstrated that the overall
success rate of PIVC for all the subjects increased from
48.3% for the conventional way to 71.7% when SVEI
was used. The difference between two methods was
statistically significant (Welch Two Sample t-test, t = 2.6, p-value = 0.00088). Both experts and non-experts
could greatly benefit from this medical device. It was
noted that when SVEI was used, experts achieved 75%
success rates, much higher than their performance in the
conventional way (33.3%). As for non-experts, a
considerably high success rate of 69.4% was achieved
with SVEI compared to the success rate of 58.3% in the
conventional way.
Moreover, the improvement of PIVC performance when
using SVEI could also be observed through comparing
the individual success rates of SVEI-assisted PIVC and
unassisted PIVC. Specifically, for each subject, the
numbers of successful insertions in 3 unassisted PIVC
trials and 3 SVEI-assisted PIVC trials were collected
respectively for comparison. The results revealed that
all experts achieved better or equal results with SVEI
than the traditional way. And in the Non-Expert group,
9 out of 12 subjects could also have better or equal
PIVC performances when SVEI was used.
Another important evaluation metric is the first-stick
accuracy. In the Expert group, the improvement of firststick accuracy by SVEI is obvious as 5 out of 8 subjects
succeeded their first trials with the assistance of SVEI.
The others were successful at their second attempt.
However, when they performed the PIVC insertion in
the conventional way, only 2 experts could successfully
insert the catheter at their first attempt. The others
required three or more attempts to complete the task.
Among 12 non-expert subjects, 8 subjects succeeded the
first attempts with the assistance of SVEI and 10
subjects could successful perform the PIVC insertion
within 2 attempts. When trying the conventional way, 7
subjects succeed their first attempts, but only 1 more
subject was successful in the second trial.
The reasons for the failed insertions in both Expert
group and Non-Expert group were also collected. This
results also show that SVEI has potential to effectively
help both experts and non-experts to avoid catheter
overshoot ( OS ) and undershoot ( US ) during the PIVC

insertion. In the Expert group, the occurrence of OS and
US was 8 cases and 5 cases respectively, during the
unassisted PIVC trials. These numbers decreased to 2
cases and 3 cases when SVEI was used. Similar
phenomena was observed in the Non-Expert group as
the failed insertions due to OS reduced from 7 cases to
3 cases, failures of US reduced from 7 cases to 5 cases.
In addition, 2 failed SVEI-assisted PIVC insertions were
found due to miss-target (MT) by non-experts.
In addition, the experimental results revealed that the
operation time for inserting catheter with the assistance
of SVEI could be slightly faster than the conventional
way. For experts, it took them 14.2 s (SD=3.1 s) on
average to insert a regular catheter without SVEI, and
11.6 s (SD=3.6 s) to do the same task with SVEI. Also,
in the Non-Expert group, the operation time was found
to be 14.4 s (SD=5.2 s) in a conventional way and 10.6 s
(2.9 s) for a SVEI-assisted PIVC.
The results of the SUS questionnaires showed that
Experts were more satisfied with their performance with
SVEI compared to their performance in the
conventional PIVC way. They felt that the task becomes
easier with SVEI than with only a regular catheter. As
for the Non-Expert group, the subjects were overall
satisfied their performances in both SVEI-assisted PIVC
and unassisted PIVC. Nevertheless, they also agreed
that SVEI could make the task easier for them compared
to the conventional method. The satisfaction of the
performance was found highly correlated to the success
rates (r=0.893, p=0.0007). In addition, the questionnaire
answers also revealed that SVEI was highly appreciated
by both experts and non-experts under all dimensions of
usability expressed by the SUS scales [4].
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results clearly show that SVEI can
greatly improve the performance of pediatric PIVC for
both experts and non-experts. They also confirm that
PIVC operation is very difficult even for experienced
medical personnel. With the help of SVEI, the
challenging venipuncture detection procedure can be
addressed, and thus PIVC performance of both experts
and non-expert were found to be greatly improved. The
future work of this study will focus on the clinical trials
on patients with SVEI.
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INTRODUCTION
Image guided medical procedures may require the
identification of the pose of a real-time acquired image,
usually 2D, inside of a pre-operative 3D dataset. Once the
pose is known, an instrument that was already calibrated
with the imaging probe will perform the procedure
precisely. The identification of the pose of a 2D image
inside a 3D dataset with the highest precision and
accuracy is therefore of paramount importance. The
common tracking systems employed in clinical scenarios
are optical and electromagnetic. Even if the accuracy of
these systems is less than 1mm, they suffer of drawbacks:
the optical system works on the line of sight, while the
electromagnetic system can undergo interference.
Moreover, they cannot track the movement of the organ
of interest.
In this paper, we investigate the possibility to track a 2D
medical image inside a 3D volume through the
implementation of a neural network that learn the pose
inside a dataset. Magnetic resonance images (MRI) of the
prostate have been used. Our work took inspiration from
[1], where a deep learning architecture was employed to
learn the camera pose from a single RGB image.
Compared with [1], our implementation makes use of
different data, therefore the loss function for learning the
image pose was changed, as described in the next section.
The pose estimation in volumetric data using a deep
learning approach was published in [2], but in a
microscopic scenarios, where optical coherence
tomography images were used.
The use of convolutional neural networks (CNN) in
medical applications is still rare, also because of the
difficulty to obtain large training sets [3].
MATERIALS AND METHODS
MRI data of the prostate from 47 patients was used. For
each single patient dataset, we have performed arbitrary
slicing through random translations and rotations (Figure
1). The slicing was limited to ¼ from the center of the
volume to the maximum extension along x, y, z axis,
respectively. We specify here that each patient dataset
represents a ‘scene’, therefore the algorithm will train on
2D images taken from the same patient in order to learn
the position and the orientation inside each ‘scene’.
Since the MRI resolution of the prostate standard exam
is low (51251235 voxels), we re-interpolated the
starting volume to the resolution of 256256256 voxels
along the directions x, y and z respectively.
The interpolation is required because slicing the volume
in an arbitrary orientation should yield images with

Figure. 1. A random slice from a 3D dataset (image captured
with 3DSlicer).

similar resolution, so that the training algorithm could
work.
We have used in this work the GoogLeNet Deep
Learning architecture with a customized loss function, as
follows. The neural network was implemented using
Keras, a Python Deep Learning library and TensorFlow,
which is an open source machine learning framework.
Training operations took more than one day on an Nvidia
GTX 1060 graphical board. We have employed two loss
functions: one based on a single parameter 𝛽, used for
initialization (1), and a more precise loss (2), called
reprojection error function, that fine-tunes the initial
guess:
𝑞̂

ℒ(𝐼) = ‖𝑥̂ − 𝑥‖1 + 𝛽 ‖𝑞 − ‖𝑞̂ ‖ ‖

(1)

2 1

ℒ(𝐼) =

1
𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 2

𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸
∑𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸
̂ (𝑢, 𝑣)‖1
𝑣=1 ∑𝑢=1 ‖𝜋(𝑢, 𝑣) − 𝜋

(2)

In these formulas, 𝐼 is the image considered, 𝑥, 𝑞 are the
position and orientation quaternion respectively, and 𝜋 is
the projection function for each pixel (𝑢, 𝑣) in the ground
truth image:
𝑠𝑢
𝜋(𝑢, 𝑣) = ( 0
0

0
𝑠𝑣
0

𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸

𝑢−
0
2
0) 𝑅 (𝑣 − 𝑆𝐼𝑍𝐸 ) + 𝑡
2
1
0

(3)

In (3), 𝑠𝑢 and 𝑠𝑣 are the scaling coefficients of the MRI
taken from the DICOM header, 𝑅 is the rotation matrix
determined by the unit quaternion, 𝑡 is the coordinate of
the central pixel of the slices and gives the translation.
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Loss
function

Mean Error

half a millimeter can determine the success of the
intervention.

Accuracy

Distance
(mm)

Degrees

<1mm

<3˚

Training
with (1)

0.85±0.32

1.82±1.3

≈90%

≈88%

Finetuning
(2)

0.24±0.13

0.31±0.2

≈98%

≈99%

Table 1. Results of the proposed algorithm.

The ‘hat’ versions of the variables (𝑥̂, 𝑞,
̂ 𝜋̂ ) denote the
predicted values.
The loss given by (1) balances between the positioning
error and the orientation error, as in [1], when a suitable
value for 𝛽 is chosen.
By testing several values for 𝛽 , we found a good
estimation around 𝛽 = 200.
There are two considerations to be mentioned here: the
loss function (1) converges toward a global minimum
that is not always optimal, meanwhile the loss function
(2), based only on the reprojection error could stop in a
local minimum or converges very slowly. The
combination of both functions will lead to the best
results.
For each patient dataset, we trained the algorithm with
11000 images, of which 0.1% were used for evaluation
during the learning operations.
RESULTS
Table 1 shows the results achieved by our algorithm.
Since the loss (1) should bring the result toward a global
minimum, we had to pay attention to the learning rate
coefficient. We tried values ranging from 10−3 to 10−6 .
The algorithm converges only with learning rates closer
to the smallest limit of the interval, or even smaller.
For each patient, we evaluated the error on 100 arbitrary
oriented slices that were not included in the training
process. The slice positioning error was computed as the
average Euclidean distance between the learned position
and the ground truth (Table 1). To get the orientation
error, we have transformed the quaternions in Euler
angles and we computed the difference with the angles
given by ground truth.
We have then averaged the results over the whole cohort
of patients and we computed the standard deviation.
The last column of the table 1 reports the percentage of
the images that reached an accuracy of less than 1mm in
positioning and less than 3˚ in orientation.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We presented a preliminary work to compute the pose of
a 2D slice inside a 3D medical image dataset. This is an
innovative work that enlarge the spectrum of applications
of deep learning in medical images, from mere
segmentation of organs to intra-operative registration.
Future improvement that can be applied to obtain a better
model are:
-change the fine-tuning formula (2) by considering not
only the distance between pixels but also the differences
among the intensities of pixels that belong to the same
position;
- predict the pose of a slice taken from one patient, while
the training was performed on several different patients;
- perform segmentation of the organ of interest and learn
the pose of the slice taken from the segmentation. This
will increase the speed and the precision of the algorithm.
A future iteration of this work will involve using better
MRI images of the prostate (e.g. images acquired with a
3T MRI scanner) and ultrasound (US) imaging.
It would be also interesting to try our architecture with
data coming from other organs (e.g. brain, breast).
The use of the pose prediction in conjunction with a
tracking system may simplify the procedure of the loss
function computation by substituting the initialization
step with the tracked pose. The tracked pose is then
refined by using only the fine-tuned loss function (2).
We envision that our work will open the way to new
applications that support medical procedures and employ
machine learning.
The final goal is to increase the intra-operative
registration accuracy and precision from about 5 mm, as
it is at the current state of the art, to 1 mm, which is
desired in a high precision procedure, such as the biopsy
or minimally invasive therapy of lesions smaller than 5
mm.
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These results confirm that the improvements achieved by
the fine-tuning process are not insignificant; in very
delicate cases, such as minimally invasive procedures,
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INTRODUCTION
Lack of cadavers and organ models hinders the quality
of medical education; therefore, there is a need for a
reliable and sustainable training medium for evergrowing number of medical students and personnel.
We design
and
fabricate
silicone-based
surgical models that are engineered to simulate
mechanical responses of real organs to incision,
dissection, and suturing. On these accessible platforms,
surgeons-in-training can improve their skill sets and
standardized evaluations of the trainees can be carried
out.
Here, we present two of these platforms: i) breast model
[1] and ii) microsurgery model [2].
Breast model. One in eight women experiences breast
cancer in the world and the return of these women to their
pre-cancer lives depends on the aesthetic and medical
success of the surgery that they are going to go through.
On this model, several different modern oncoplastic
techniques can be practiced; a huge part of the model can
be removed, the model can be sutured, and the position
of the areola can be manipulated.
This model has a two-layered composite structure for
dermis and epidermis layers as opposed to the singlelayered torso models in the market. This structure
provides better suturing retention as well as an enhanced
undermining experience. Undermining, which is the
separation of the dermal layer from the connective tissue,
is a technique that the trainees should master.
Microsurgery model. Several disciplines such as plastic
surgery, neurosurgery, and orthopaedic surgery have
integrated microsurgery to their practice [3]. Long-term
assessment of recovery of nerve injuries that are repaired
through microsurgery indicates a faster healing process
and retrieval of sensory and motor functions [4]. This
model offers a standard medium for the repair of a fifthdegree nerve injury. Fresh tissues such as pig leg, human
placenta, and avulsed skin are a few examples to fresh
tissues that are used as practice media. Fresh tissues
necessitate refrigeration and contain a high risk of
transmissible diseases; hence, can be classified as
biohazards and require vast amounts of effort for selfprotection. Our model is designed to reflect necessary

fragility, complexity, and hierarchical outlook of real
tissues and offers a realistic platform for surgeons-intraining to simulate the repair of nerve injuries at their
own pace. Current synthetic models in the market only
consist of vessels which are embedded in a matrix.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We have tracked a series of silicone and silicone-based
composite formulations to mimic the cosmetic and
mechanical properties of human tissues. Two-component
liquid silicone elastomer; component A (SL-3358A) and
B (SL-3358B), were obtained from KCC Corporation,
Korea. Silicone oil was purchased from Sapar, Turkey
(PMX200-350 CST). Cotton fibers were received from
local providers. Dyes that were used in coloring were
obtained from Wacker Chemie AG. The mechanical
properties of the formulations for the microsurgery
model were characterized via the Universal Testing
Machine; the damage caused by the needle on the entry
sites was assessed through scanning electron microscopy
(SEM).
The design of the breast model was iterated through the
feedback of expert surgeons. We used tear-drop shaped
aluminum molds where, first, the inner tissue was cured,
then a textile layer is employed to impart resistance to
tearing during suturing. Thereafter, two outer silicone
layers were applied to simulate dermis and epidermis.
The areola is molded and colored separately, and attached
to the breast after the curing of the outer layer. The back
of the models was capped with Velcro to be attached to a
wooden plane that provides four different angles of
inclination. Anatomical landmarks like the clavicles and
jugular notch can be marked on this plane for training
purposes.
The structure of the microsurgery model was based on
the human anatomy of the peripheral nervous system [5].
The model is aimed at ulnar, median and radial nerves in
the upper extremity and contains a skin layer, fascia (the
connective tissue layers between the skin, nerves, and the
muscle layers), and the peripheral nerves (epineurium
and fascicles). The simulated epineurium has an inner
diameter of 3 mm with a wall thickness of 1 mm. It holds
three fascicles which are 1 mm-thick composite
structures that contain 0.1 wt % cotton fiber in their
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formulation. Axons are excluded from the design, since
on a benchtop, it would not be possible to fabricate fibers
that are 1 μm in diameter.
RESULTS
We focused on the elastic modulus at the range of 3–
10 MPa for the inner tissue of the breast model and
optimized the mechanical properties for precise incision,
epidermal undermining, suturing, and resisting suture
tension after excision of a considerable mass.

Figure 3. Simulation of repair of fifth degree peripheral nerve
injury on the microsurgery phantom.

Figure 1. Simulation of batwing mammoplasty on the breast
model

For the microsurgery model, mechanical properties of the
formulations of silicone were tested to mimic human
peripheral nerves. A formulation with 83.3 wt% silicone
oil and 0.1 wt% cotton fiber was chosen to be used as
nerve fascicles. Both 83.3 wt% silicone oil with cotton
fiber and 66.6 wt% silicone oil without fiber provided a
microsuturing response similar to that of epineurium at a
wall thickness of 1 mm.

wt % silicone oil

Elastic Modulus
(MPa)

25

50
66.6

20

80

15

83.3

10
5
0
50

66.6

80

83.3

Figure 2. Comparison of elastic modulus of formulations with
increasing wt % silicone oil

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
These phantoms i) provide realistic responses to surgical
interventions, ii) can be produced in a non-chemistry lab,
and iii) have a potential to serve as a standardized test
medium for assessing skill sets of surgeons. The
surgeons can potentially improve their eye-hand
coordination on these models, which in turn, may reduce
the number of cadavers/animal models that are routinely
used in surgical trainings.
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INTRODUCTION
In teleoperated minimally invasive laser osteotomy
surgeons have to manoeuver a robotic endoscope to an
accurate pose inside the patient’s body such that the builtin laser can treat the target structure. The positioning of
the endoscope has to be achieved within several physical
limitations: the master and slave device mechanics, the
anatomy of the operator’s hand and wrist, and the
anatomical environment at the surgical site [1]. Previous
work has intensively investigated both mechanics and
control algorithms of master devices (telemanipulators)
and slave devices [2]. Although the handle is the part of
the telemanipulator through which the user interacts with
the teleoperation system, to date we have not found any
detailed guidelines on how to design task-specific
telemanipulator handles. However, it seems plausible
that the handle design directly influences the surgeon’s
task performance. Therefore, the aim of this work was to
develop different telemanipulator handle prototypes
considering several geometric shapes and sizes. The set
of developed prototypes was subsequently reduced based
on different handle characteristics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A customized, 6 degrees of freedom, handleless lambda.6
haptic device (Force Dimension, Nyon, Switzerland) was
used. While the delta-structure of the device defines the
end-effector position, the attached serial links allow the
rotation of the end-effector around the yaw, pitch, and
roll axis (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1. The lambda.6 can provide haptic feedback in 6
degrees of freedom (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw). An adapter at the
end-effector allows mounting different handles.

In a first step, the prototype generation, eight different
three-dimensional geometric shapes, all based on simple
shapes such as circles, triangles or squares, were used
(see Fig. 2a). For each of these shapes at least two
different prototypes addressing two fundamental grasp
types [3] were developed: one to be held with a precision
grip and one to be held with a power grip. While for the
precision grip the handle is held only with the fingers, the
handle is to be held with a firm contact with both the palm
of the hand and some of the fingers for the power grip

(see Fig. 2b). Most geometric shapes allowed the creation
of further handles by simply rotating the shape. Thus, an
unequal number of prototypes was generated for each of
the eight geometric shapes.

a)
b)
Figure 2. a) The eight basic geometries on which the handle
development was based on: square pyramid, sphere, cube,
triangular pyramid, cylinder, ring, cone, and prism. b) Two
basic grasp types: precision grip (left) and power grip (right).

In a second step, the prototype reduction, all resulting
prototypes were mounted onto the lambda.6 using an
adapter. To reduce the number of handle prototypes in a
structured way, all prototypes were rated by the
developers with respect to four different characteristics:
 Grasp intuitiveness, i.e. if it is clear how the handle
is intended to be grasped.
 Home position ergonomics, i.e. how ergonomic the
wrist and hand posture is when the handle is held at
the center of the lambda.6 workspace with neutral
angles and the lower arm aligned with the roll axis.
 Manipulation ergonomics, i.e. how ergonomic the
wrist and hand positions are when the handle is
moved throughout the workspace of the lambda.6.
 Association with everyday objects, i.e. how often
objects with a similar shape are grasped in daily life.
Each handle was rated on a scale from one to five for each
of the four characteristics, five being the highest score.
All handles with a score of less than an arbitrary cutoff
of 15 points were disregarded. Moreover, the grasp type
used to hold each prototype was assessed according to the
grasp taxonomy developed by Feix et al. [4]. For handles
with the same grasp type, only the one with the highest
score was eligible for further consideration. In a third
step, the prototype refinement, all remaining handles
were adapted to improve their ergonomics and grasp
intuitiveness. These final adaptations included slight
rotation and scaling of the prototypes, adding fingertip
grooves, and filleting of sharp edges.
RESULTS
Overall, 41 different handle prototypes were developed
based on 8 basic geometries in the prototype generation
phase, i.e. two to nine different prototypes per geometric
shape (see Fig. 3). Totally, these prototypes are held with
13 different grasp types as defined by Feix et al. [4].
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Table 1 shows the results of the developers’ rating of all
prototypes that reached a minimum score of 15 points in
the prototype reduction phase. These are also highlighted
in Fig. 3. The selected nine prototypes are all held with
different grasp types (five different precision grips and
four different power grips) and are based on six of the
original eight different geometric forms.

Grasp
4
intuitiveness
Home position
4
ergonomics
Manipulation
4
ergonomics
Association with
4
everyday objects
16
Total score

5

4

4

5

3

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

3

4

5

4

3

3

4

3

3

4

17 16 15 16 15 15 15 15
Table 1. Subjective evaluation of the preferred nine prototypes.
The box coloring of the prototype renderings shows if they were
designed to be held with a power grip (dark gray) or precision
grip (light gray). The rated boxes are color-coded by score.

The adapted versions of the nine prototypes that resulted
from the prototype refinement phase are shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. The final nine handle prototypes color-coded by the
underlying geometric form.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This work presents the structured development of several
telemanipulator handles for different grasp types. In
addition to existing work (e.g. [5]), we focused on
generating handles that enforce different grasp types.
This will allow us to assess which grasp types and
handles are most suitable considering anatomical
constraints of the human wrist and specific teleoperation
tasks. Thus, this work documents a first necessary step
towards task-specific guidelines on grasp types for
teleoperation handle design.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery
(CAOS) systems in the operating room has become
more prevalent over the past 15 years [1]. As these
systems increase in popularity, it is pivotal to
understand the performance of key elements, and how
these impact the accuracy of the overall system.
The creation of an accurate 3D model of the bone and
joint is a crucial requirement for any CAOS system, and
the basis for any and all surgical planning. This model
can be obtained by using image-based or image-free
techniques [2], [3]. Image-based techniques rely on the
segmentation of pre-operative scans. Segmentation is
typically done manually, which is a time-consuming
process that requires technical expertise. Image-free
techniques were developed to avoid this preoperative
step and rely on intraoperative surface scanning and
bone morphing algorithms to create a patient-specific
model during surgery. Recent advances in machine
learning have aided the development of novel
segmentation algorithms, which may eventually enable
automation of the segmentation process in image-based
techniques [4].
In this work, we assessed the accuracy of digital models
of a cadaveric femur obtained using three different
systems (manual segmentation, a state-of-the-art
machine learning algorithm and a commercial imagefree surgical system), by comparing them to high
resolution optical scans of the exposed femur, which is
used here as the gold standard.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Test sample and MRI scans
One cadaveric knee was used for this study. Ethical
approval was obtained from the Imperial College
Healthcare Tissue Bank (project R13066-3A) and the
cadaveric knee was sourced from an approved supplier.
The intact sample was scanned using a Siemens Spectra

Figure 1. (Left) MRI scan of the cadaveric knee. (Middle)
Manual segmentation: femur in yellow, femur cartilage in
light blue. (Right) Automatic segmentation: femur in red,
femur cartilage in green.

MRI system to obtain the images needed for the imagebased procedures (Fig. 1, left).
MRI segmentation
Manual segmentation of the femur bone and cartilage
was performed in 3D-Slicer by thresholding, followed
by manual adjustment (Fig. 1, middle). A 3D model of
the segmented volume was then generated using the
same software.
The automated segmentation was performed using the
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture
described in [5]. The neural network was trained to
classify voxels into five categories (femur bone, femur
cartilage, tibia bone, tibia cartilage, other) using 70 MRI
volumes of the knee, available from the SKI10
challenge [6]. Training required approximately 41 hours
on an NVIDIA Tesla K80 Graphic Processing Unit
(GPU). After training, the same neural network was
used to segment an MRI scan of the specimen (Fig. 1,
right). The label maps obtained from the network were
then converted into a 3D model using Matlab R2018a.
Digitisation using optical methods
The knee specimen was prepared for optical surface
scanning by attaching it to a custom-made metal rig
using bone cement and exposing the distal end of the
femur by performing a vertical cut as in a Total Knee
Arthroplasty (TKA).
To obtain a gold standard measurement, 12 high
resolution scans of the visible part of the femur head
were obtained from different positions and orientations,
using a Polyga HDI C210 3D Scanner. The scans were
then aligned and merged using the FlexScan3D
software, available from the camera manufacturer.
The specimen was then digitised using a commercial

Figure 1. Digitisation of the cadaveric knee using the imagefree system.
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Manual

CNN

Image-free

0.4889 mm

1.1294 mm

0.7143 mm

Table 1. RMSE in mm resulting from the registration
carried out between each point cloud and the goldstandard.

Figure 3. Residual error in mm between gold-standard and
manual segmentation (left), automatic segmentation (middle),
and image-free modelling (right).

image-free surgical system. To this end, a reference
array was attached to the femur using bone pins and,
after standard calibration, the visible part of the femur
was digitised using the system’s probe (Fig. 2). After
this, the system’s log files were downloaded to a USB
drive to access the computed surface model.
RESULTS
The 3D models obtained with the different modalities
were imported into Matlab as point clouds and manually
cut to include only the distal end of the femur, as this
was the only part accessible with the optical scanner and
image-free system. Point clouds derived from the
manual and automatic segmentation were uniformly
down-sampled to ease comparison with the image-free
method.
After this preliminary step, the point clouds obtained
from manual and automated segmentation, and from the
image-free system were registered to the gold standard
using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) method [7].
Fig. 3 shows the residual distance of each point from the
gold standard, for the three methods analysed. To
summarise the accuracy of each method, the root mean
square error (RMSE) was computed for each modality
and is reported in Table 1. The manual segmentation has
the lowest RMSE, followed by the image-free method.
The RMSE computed for the automatic segmentation is
highest. Additionally, the results in Fig. 3 clearly
highlight how the CNN struggled in certain regions (e.g.
the intercondylar notch), where discriminating between
bone and cartilage is particularly challenging.
Finally, the three techniques analysed require
significantly different times to execute. While manual
segmentation requires hours to complete, automated
segmentation required approximately 1 minute on the
same GPU used for training. The image-free procedure
also executed in minutes, but required calibration of the
system, and surface acquisition with the probe, pushing
the overall time to about 20 min. It is important to note
that the latter method does away with all preoperative
imaging and related scanning time, which should be
taken into account when comparing and contrasting
these three different methods.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Despite recent advances in the field, automatic
segmentation of medical images remains a challenging

task. Manual segmentation is confirmed here to be the
most accurate method, but it requires expertise and time.
Hence, in order to alleviate the task for clinicians,
image-free systems have gained in popularity.
Our results show that the accuracy of a state-of-the-art
machine-learning algorithm is still worse than with
other methods, but inching towards the ballpark figure
for image-free systems, albeit with the need for
preoperative imaging of the patient, which would add
time and cost to a navigated procedure.
It is worth noting that our algorithm was trained on a
relatively small MRI dataset (70 volumes), and the use
of a larger training dataset might improve performance.
These results suggest that machine-learning methods
could become a powerful alternative to currently
available segmentation techniques. With the attention
that these methods have been receiving in recent years,
and the rapid development of hardware and software
tools for deep learning, the quality and speed of
execution of these methods will continue to improve in
the coming years, with a consequent impact on their
speed, robustness, and overall accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
In the context of minimally invasive surgeries, cabledriven flexible instruments are essential tools. In robotic
systems, cable transmission allows to control distal effectors from motors located at the proximal side, but nonlinearities are introduced due to the interaction between
the cables and the sheaths inside the endoscopic tools
shafts [1]. A common effect that can be observed is the
presence of a hysteresis shape between the position of the
cables at the proximal side and the distal tip position.
A novel position inverse kinematic model (IKM) that is
able to take into account complex non-linearities is proposed in this paper. The core concept of our method
is to combine classic kinematic modeling with supervised machine learning techniques. This allows for a precise, yet efficient, IKM that can handle hysteresis effects.
The positioning accuracy is improved compared to other
learning-based approaches [2] with a much faster training
phase as has been shown on experiments on the STRAS
robotic platform.
∆y
x
y∗
P∗

t
y

Fch

z
θ∗

z

x

y

ρ∗
Fch

Figure 1: The cable-driven instrument passing through the
channel of an endoscope. Top: top view, bottom: face view.
Figure shows left channel frame, the degrees-of-freedom of the
instrument and task space parameters. Adapted from [3].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We consider a flexible instrument with 3 motorized
DOFs: the bending of its distal part, the rotation and the
translation of its shaft in the channel of the endoscope.
The motor positions for each DOF are denoted qbend , qrot
and qtrans respectively. For this system, a suitable parameterization of the task space is obtained by using the
radius ρ, the depth y, which is a function of the translation
t and depth difference ∆y, and rotation θ with respect to
the channel. These parameters can be seen in figure 1.
Our objective is to determine the motor positions allowing
to achieve a reference position P ∗ defined in the channel
frame Fch despite the non-linearities introduced by the
mechanical transmission.

Figure 2: The experimental setup consists of the STRAS
robotic platform that controls the endoscopic surgical tools and
the external measurement system composed of two cameras
(used only for training and validation).

The classic hypothesis used while modeling this kind of
flexible system is that bending induces a constant curvature shape of the instrument [4]. On this basis, a 3-step
IKM can be computed [5]. This model, however, does
not represent the reality of such devices. The interaction
between the cables and the sheaths coupled with the aging
of the vertebrae of the distal tip can greatly impact the accuracy of the traditional IKM. Our approach to handle the
imperfections of the mechanical transmission is to combine classic kinematic modeling with machine learning.
The configuration of the tool is described by its geometry,
but the impact of the actuators on each joint is modeled
using data obtained by measurements from the system.
The distal parameters used to describe the configuration
of the tool are θ, ρ, y and ∆y. These parameters can be
linked to the motors positions in a decoupled way [5]. The
method can be described by two main steps:
Training step:
• Train the models linking the actuator space to the task
space by obtaining the input/output pairs with an external sensor. The searched models are:
1. qrot = f −1 (θ) - inverse rotation model;
2. qbend = g −1 (ρ) - inverse radius model;
3. ∆y = h(qbend ) - direct bending model;
4. qtrans = k −1 (y) - inverse translation model.
Prediction step:
• Given the reference position P ∗ , express the desired
orientation θ∗ , radius ρ∗ and depth y ∗ .
• Find the actuator position by using the learned mod∗
els in the following order: 1) qrot
= f −1 (θ∗ ), 2)
∗
∗
qbend
= g −1 (ρ∗ ) and 3) qtrans = k −1 (y ∗ + h(qbend
)).
• Apply the desired joint positions to the robotic system.
Note that the prediction step does not use any external
measurement. A possible technique to obtain the models
is the Extreme Learning Machine [6]. The input (ξi ) and
output space (ξo ) for the inverse relations are defined as
ξi [k] = (α[k], dj [k]) and ξo [k] = q j [k]
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where α is the considered distal parameter (θ, ρ or y),
dj [k] is the displacement direction (coded as +1/ − 1)
and q j is the actuator position of the joint j. For the single direct relation h, the spaces are defined as
ξi [k] = (qbend [k], dbend [k]) and ξo [k] = ∆y[k].
A total of 700 positions is required to train all of the models (300 for direct and inverse bending models, 300 for the
rotation model and 100 for the translation model). These
data are acquired using the setup shown in figure 2.
RESULTS
The proposed approach was tested on one of the STRAS
robot instruments. 2D and 3D trajectories were carried
out twice to evaluate the precision and the repeatability
of the technique. The 2D trajectories only involved the
translation and bending of the tool. The paths performed
by the tool were ellipses defined in the XY-plane with a
major and minor axis of 44mm and 6mm respectively.
Figure 3 illustrates the results of 3 different techniques.
All the tests were performed in open-loop.
Our proposed approach gives very good results with a 2D
RMS error of 0.72mm and a high repeatability. The statistics are reported on table 1, first column. It can be observed that our model is capable of generalizing well and
can make up for the backlash.
The second technique tested consisted of training the previously mentioned models without taking into account the
displacement direction. The error statistics can be found
in the second column of table 1. The backlash cannot
be properly modeled and, therefore, it cannot be compensated. Since the backlash of the bending joint greatly impacts both the motion on the x-direction and the prediction
of ∆y, large errors are observed on both directions.
The third method is a state-of-the-art, learning-based
technique [2]. The training data was obtained by performing backward and forward motions of the bending joint
while maintaining constant translations. A total of 1920
points, distributed on a [30 × 32] grid over the actuator
space [qtrans × qbend ], were acquired. The errors are reported in table 1 (third column). The poor generalization
shown by this method can be explained by the lack of features describing the hysteresis loop in its input space.
The 3D trajectory shown in figure 4 is shaped like a
parabola in the XY-plane with a slight rotation around
the Y-axis. A displacement of 40mm, 20mm, and 9mm
alongside the X, Y and Z directions respectively defines
the range of the desired movement. To perform this trajectory, all 3 DOFs must be actuated simultaneously. As
detailed in table 1 (fourth column), the errors are larger
than the ones obtained in the 2D case. Nevertheless, the
obtained accuracy is similar to methods using an external
sensor for feedback [7], whereas our approach only relies
on encoders measurements.
Statistics

our
method

RMS (mm)
Var (mm2 )
Max (mm)

0.72
0.19
4.0

2D
w/o
backlash
comp.
6.87
8.37
12.9

3D
method
of [2]

our
method

7.92
11.57
14.1

2.92
1.92
5.86

Table 1: Statistics of the errors for the 2D and 3D trajectories
for different position control methods

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The 2D experiments really showcase the potential of the
proposed approach. It outperforms the approach from [2]
by reducing the RMS error by 11 times. For the 3D experiments, even though the errors are larger, the results
are still very promising.

Figure 3: 2D trajectories on the XY-plane. Adapted from [3].

Figure 4: 3D trajectory performed in the task space.
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer
worldwide and the success of therapeutic treatment
highly depends on early diagnosis through colonoscopy.
The quality of the procedure, however, varies according
to experience and expertise of the endoscopist [1]. In this
work we develop a method to predict depth from
endoscopic images. Depth information can be used to
map the inner surface of the colon during colonoscopy
improving navigation and thus polyp detection rates.
Because the colon is inflated and deformed
during colonoscopy, ground truth from computer
tomography (CT) cannot be obtained. While previous
work has therefore focused on geometry cues [2], more
recent work trains on synthetic images and uses
unsupervised transformer networks to translate between
the domains of synthetic and real images [3]. As these
transformer networks are error-prone and do not allow
backpropagation of the translation loss, we instead train
an integrated conditional generative neural network
(cGAN) that predicts depth directly from both synthetic
and real images. We report promising results on synthetic
data and qualitatively verify the robustness of the model
on real clinical images.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data Generation – We generate a synthetic dataset based
on a CT colonography scan. From the scan we extract a
surface mesh. Using the game engine Unity we determine
a camera path through the mesh and render RGB images
and corresponding depth maps along the path (Figure 1).
The virtual camera has a field of view of 110° and two
attached virtual light sources to replicate a real
colonoscope. We generate several subsets with different
lighting-material configurations.
Conditional GANs [4] – GANs learn the distribution over
a given set in an unsupervised manner and traditionally
are used to generate random instances from the learned
distribution. A standard GAN consists of a generator that
draws samples from the current distribution and a
discriminator that evaluates how real the sample looks.
Let 𝑦 ≔ 𝐺(𝑧|𝜃( ) denote the output of the generator,
where G is a convolutional neural network (CNN), θg are
the parameters of the CNN, and z is noise. And let
𝐷(𝑦|𝜃+ ) denote the discriminator, with CNN parameters
θd. Then by competing with one another in a minmax
game, the discriminator becomes better at distinguishing

Figure 1. Data generation process. Left: colon segment within
the Unity environment with a virtual camera, camera path,
and light source; Right: examples of rendered RGB images
with corresponding depth maps generated along camera path.

Figure 2. Scheme of our network architecture.

real images x from fake ones, and the generator learns to
output more realistic looking instances. Eventually, an
equilibrium is reached, and the generator
𝐺 ∗ = argmin max 𝐸9~;<(9) [log 1 − 𝐷(𝐺(𝑧))]
5

7

+ 𝐸D~;EFGF(D) [log 𝐷(𝑥)]
learns to produce instances that are indistinguishable
from real images in the training set.
In cGANs, the generator and discriminator are
conditioned on an input image c, in our case the RGB
colonoscopy image. Our base model is the cGAN pix2pix
[5], that uses a convex loss to compare the generator
output, in our case the predicted depth, to its ground truth.
The generator then predicts depth from RGB images. The
discriminator decides whether the depth looks realistic
and the L1-Loss between ground truth depth and
generated depth is backpropagated to the generator. In its
equilibrium we then obtain
𝐺 ∗ = arg min max 𝐿J5KL (𝐺, 𝐷) + 𝜆𝐿OP (𝐺),
5
7
where
𝐿J5KL (𝐺, 𝐷) ≔ 𝐸9~;<(9),J~;EFG(J) [log 1 − 𝐷(𝑐, 𝐺(𝑐, 𝑧))]
+ 𝐸J,D~;EFGF(J,D) [log 𝐷(𝑐, 𝑥)]
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inside a photorealistic phantom. CT scanning the
Model

Discriminative
pix2pix
Extended
pix2pix

L1 error
in cm
0.234
0.232
0.171

Relative
L1 error
0.084
0.082
0.064

RMSE
in cm
0.239
0.236
0.175

Table 1. Results on synthetic images.

and

𝐿OP (𝐺) ≔ 𝐸9~;< (9),J,D~;EFGF (J,D) ||𝑥 − 𝐺(𝑐, 𝑧)||P .

To improve the robustness of our model when
applied to real images we propose a new training
paradigm for the standard pix2pix approach and input
real images to the generator. As there is no ground truth
depth for real images, the only loss signal remains the
response of the discriminator. The generator then learns
to predict realistic depth maps from real images,
otherwise the discriminator would be able to identify
those depth maps as false—the network is implicitly
adapting to a new domain. A scheme of the architecture
is depicted in Figure 2. The detailed architecture can be
found in [5]. However, we omit batch-norm layers.

Figure 3. Results on synthetic images.

Training – We use TensorFlow for the implementation of
our model. Training takes about 12h while inference
takes 0.04 seconds for a single image on a NVIDIA Titan
V GPU. We use Adam optimizer with a learning rate of
2 ∗ 10−4 and set λ = 200 as proposed in [5]. We train for
300 epochs using a batch size of 20. One element of each
batch is a real example. We divide our dataset into
training, validation and test data using a 6:1:3 split,
resulting in approximately 9,600 training images.
RESULTS
Synthetic data – We train and compare three models:
pix2pix; our extended version of pix2pix incorporating
real images; and a discriminative version that has the
same architecture as the generator in pix2pix. We
measure the L1-distance ‖𝑥 − 𝑦‖P , the relative error
‖(𝑥 − 𝑦)/𝑥‖P , and the root mean squared error RMSE =
U1⁄𝑁 ∑Y(𝑥Y − 𝑦Y )Z between ground truth depth x and
predicted depth y. Results are reported in Table 1.
Additionally, we show predictions of the extended
version of pix2pix in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Results on real images [6].

phantom with the camera inserted, we will accurately
recover the shape of the imaged scene. Results on this
validation set are to follow.
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INTRODUCTION
Embedded and environmental sensors are widely used
to provide information regarding human-robot and
robot-robot
cooperation
within
unstructured
environment. Worldwide, several research laboratories
and companies are focusing on researching and
developing autonomous self-adaptive machines capable
of cooperating and interacting in swarm-based
configurations and/or with human beings (e.g.
autonomous vehicle, collaborative industrial and also
medical robots). On this regard, a robust knowledge and
awareness of the environment the robotic agent operates
in, has been one of the main bottleneck for the diffusion
of robotic cooperative systems, either in industrial or
medical scenarios.
In order to provide such information, based on contact
and proximity detection, Tonietti et al. [1] proposed to
enhance human-robot interaction through variable
impedance actuators (VIA) embedded onto robotic
manipulator, whereas De Maria et al. [2] developed a
force/tactile sensor for monitoring the interactive forces
of a robotic end-effector with the external environment.
Still relying on contact/pre-contact detection (up to 20
mm) Mazzocchi et al. [3] developed a sensorized
external skin used for covering industrial manipulators
and providing closed-loop force/pressure information
through piezoresistive sensors. Moving to proximity
technologies, Ye et al. [4] developed a capacitive
technology capable of detecting proximity of an iron
bullet at a maximum distance of 600 mm. These are just
a few significant examples of developed sensor
technologies, but more details are reviewed and reported
in [5]. Other technologies, such as optical, ultrasound
and laser are mainly integrated and applied into mobile
robotic platforms, as presented in [6], [7], and [8], even
if they are strongly affected by the shape and the
material of the object to be detected.
For enabling environmental awareness for robotic
agents and human beings, this work focused on the
design and characterization of a novel capacitive-based
technology for high-range proximity detection.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The capacitive technology, presented in this work, is
composed of two main units: a first one, named
“reading sensor”, on which the maximum detectable
distance will be computed through the analysis of the
distortion of the electrical field generated by the sensor
itself, and a second active unit, named “bracelet”, that
interacts with the first one for enhancing the proximity
response; the aforementioned units have to be used in
combination. The reading sensor can be integrated into
any non-regular surface, whereas the bracelet can be
easily worn by a human operator. The complete system,

patented on July 2018 (deposit number: IT
102018000007150), considered, as a possible
application, the bracelet worn by a human operator,
while reading sensors were installed on the external
surface of a robotic anthropomorphic arm. However, it
is worth mentioning that the bracelet can be integrated
in other wearable, or even not, units, such as t-shirts,
gloves, etc.
As a first step of the design phase, several geometries
for the reading sensor were analyzed and physical
parameters (i.e., electrode dimension, distance between
the electrodes) were tested in order to optimize sensor
performances. Analysis leads to a bio-inspired geometry
based on a multi-layer honeycomb-based structure
(concentric hexagonal spirals) made up by a first
conductive layer (A) lying on a insulate plate (B) made
of Kapton. A third soft silicone layer (C), with specific
features (e.g., elastic module, thickness), was intended
and designed as shock absorber for reducing the energy
transferred during the collision between the robot and
the human being, according to the thresholds regulated
in the ISO/TS 15066. Finally, an active conductive layer
(D) was added in order to force the electric field
propagation along a specific direction. The bracelet is
made by a soft foam layer, on which two conductive
elements (made by iron) are arranged and powered to
generate a specific electrical field (Figure 1).

Figure 1- Multi-layer structure of the reading sensor
and wearable bracelet
First, the reading sensor was characterized in simulation
and in real environment, then the entire system was
tested placing the two units (sensor with bracelet) at
different distances (0-400 mm with a 40 mm step); for
each step 1000 measures of capacitance were acquired,
filtered and converted into voltage values for providing
statistical data (i.e., mean value, standard deviation).
RESULTS
A preliminary simulation in COMSOL Multiphysics
5.3, where the reading sensor interacts with a cube
(volume of 125 mm3) with electrical properties
comparable with the human hand (i.e., skin resistance,
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skin conductivity), was performed. The interaction was
investigated at several distances (i.e., 0-165 mm with a
15 mm step) assuming air as dielectric between the
sensor and the cube. The simulated behavior was
compared with the response of the real prototype
(powered with 1 Vpp sinusoidal wave at 50 kHz), both
showing a logarithmic trend in agreement with the state
of the art (Figure 2)

Figure 2 - Simulated vs. real curve of response from 0
mm (contact) to 165 mm
The maximum detectable distance achieved was 165
mm; it means that in the current configuration the
sensor cannot detect a human hand further than 165
mm. Additionally, the sensitivity range increases with
the conductivity of the detected element increases. This
concept paved the way to the solution proposed within
the paper, where, to increase the human hand
conductivity the bracelet was developed in order to be
worn by the human being while generating a specific
electrical field. The maximum achievable distance,
assuming to power the reading sensor with a first 1Vpp
sinusoidal wave at 50kHz and the bracelet with a second
sinusoidal wave in counter phase with respect to the
first one, is about 400 mm. It means, 2.5 times the
sensitivity range achieved with the sensor interacting
only with the hand. The curve of response of the reading
sensor interacting with the human hand with and
without the bracelet are compared in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Reading sensor interacting with the bracelet (blue
line) vs. reading sensor (red line)

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The work describes the preliminary result of the
development of a novel capacitive-based technology for

high-range proximity detection, composed of a reading
sensor unit, embeddable onto any non-regular surface,
and interacting with a wearable active bracelet. The
combined system demonstrated a maximum sensitivity
range from 0 to 400 mm and it can be used either for
pressure or high range proximity detection; the latest
represents a noteworthy result in comparison with the
current state of the art where capacitive sensors, similar
in dimension, usually have a sensitivity range of a few
centimeters (i.e., mainly used for pre-contact detection).
Prototype result shows, with respect to the simulated
one, an error lower than 8%, probably due to
environmental conditions, neglected in the simulated
environment.
Due to the high sensitivity range achieved, the
technology, still providing a local information, can
allow to detect and re-map an obstacle in the
environment for avoiding collisions and/or for replanning on-line motion trajectories reducing the gap
with the environmental sensors. The developed system
has to be intended as modular; this means that the
sensor unit can be designed and arranged as an array of
multiple elements adaptable, in dimension and shape,
with any non-regular surface according to the requested
performances. The first designed capacitive-based
technology paves the way to future implementations,
where the wearable bracelet can become a sensorized tshirt or a printable tattoo, due to its compact dimension
and low-cost. On the other hand, the reading sensor
dimension can be scaled up or down in order to be
integrated into any non-regular surfaces, such as robotic
arm/gripper. This re-scaling will clearly affect sensor
performances
thus,
a
trade-off
between
mechanical/electrical features and sensor performances
has to be considered. Moreover, arrays of reading sensor
with compact dimension could be developed and used in
applications of gesture recognition, 3D reconstruction
and, in perspective, used to recognize the material of
different objects with different electrical properties.
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INTRODUCTION
Sleep plays a crucial role in physical and cognitive
wellbeing of individuals: physiologically the average
human being spends roughly a third of her/his life
sleeping. Sleep curtailment or reduced sleep quality
(e.g. due to shift work) are linked to detrimental
consequences particularly marked for attention and
working memory capabilities [1]. Central to this
contribution is not sleep itself but drowsiness, that is the
intermediate state between alert wakefulness and sleep
[2]. Drowsiness and sleep deprivation (SD)
consequences are of main concern in safe sensitive
occupations. Within the medical field, surgeons are
traditionally exposed to considerable levels of SD,
raising significant concerns on safety issues associated
with sleepy surgeons [3], [4]. Drowsiness is also a
major threat to personal security of surgeons and
physicians as it has been shown to be linked to raised
risk while commuting back home after shift work [5],
and is deemed to generally play a role in up to 20% of
road crashes [6]. Hence, being able to measure and
possibly track drowsiness among surgeons, can play a
role in the mitigation of accident risk for both surgeons
and possibly patients. Physiological measures can be
used to detect, measure and track drowsiness and sleep.
Recently, miniaturized single channel EEG systems
were able to distinguish with high accuracy sleepdrowsiness in aviation pilots during long-haul flights
[8]. The aim of this study is to assess if this kind of
approach could be effectively replicated on surgeons
thorough a specifically-designed wearable EEG system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The designed system is composed by a wearable EEG
recorder and an external Linux-based data processing
unit (Raspberry Pi 3B+), the wireless communication
between the two modules is encapsulated in a TCP/IP
protocol (Fig. 1). A prototype has been created as a
proof of concept of the integrated wearable EEG
recorder. The components were chosen following the
technical specifications for EEGs system dictated by the
IEC 60601-2-26-2012 standard [9]. The prototype
acquires EEG signals using an array of 10
microelectrodes (cEEGrids, [10]) comfortably placed
around the ear, in a non-hair bearing area of the skull to
maximize subject comfort and system usability in the
field, also reducing overall system complexity. The
cEEGrid has a flat connector that is attached to an
analog front-end (ADS1299, Texas Instruments). The
analog front-end has 8 input channels plus the bias and
reference ones, a 24-bit ADC, 8 programmable gain

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the system

amplifiers with a small footprint (10 x 10 mm) and has a
low input reference noise<1Vpp at maximum gain (24).
The wearable EEG recorder uses a SoC that embeds an
MCU (Photon, Particle; 120 MHz ARM Cortex M3 and
Broadcom BCM43362 Wi-Fi radio). The MCU
establishes a TCP connection with the external unit,
configures the ADS1299 registers for EEG signal
acquisition through SPI, stores the retrieved EEG data
in a buffer and sends it through the TCP/IP connection.
The MCU firmware can be flashed over the air, and
remote basic diagnostic is also available (e.g. free MCU
flash, or Wi-Fi RSSI).
Nor the wearable EEG recorder neither the external
compute unit need any calibration. EEG data are
received in chunks by the external compute unit at
1.12Hz. Data received are then buffered until 30s of
EEG signals are available. Then we pre-process the data
and, using the embedded GPU on the Rpi, we calculate
the EEG signal spectrum. The filtered EEG signals and
their spectra are fed to an artificial neural network (NN)
classifier to classify behavioural state. The NN is
implemented in Keras (2.2.4) TensorFlow (1.11.0). The
network was trained using a public EEG dataset
(https://physionet.org/physiobank/database/challenge/20
18/) of 50 subjects for the training set and 50 subjects
for the test set. The NN architecture uses both a 1D
convolutional plus batch normalization cell and a
recurrent one built using Gated Recurrent Units. The
convolutional cell takes bandpass filtered (in the 0.530Hz band) EEG data as input, while the recursive
branch is fed with the spectrum of those signals. The
architecture was designed trying to maximize the
computational efficiency through the minimization of
the number of parameters of the network. The current
implementation has a computational cost of 682.825
FLOPs. Three experiments were carried on comparing
the performance of the prototype with a medical grade
EEG amplifier (Morpheus, Micromed). Exp.1 - EEG of
one subject was recorded using cEEGrid electrodes that
were connected to both our prototype and to the medical
grade EEG recorder (Fig.2). Exp.2 - 4 subjects were
recruited (average age 25±2yrs). Each participant wore
the cEEGrid electrodes connected to our prototype, as
well as 7 standard EEG electrodes attached to the
Morpheus. The latter group of electrodes were located
on the skull following the standard 10-20 system
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scheme (Fig.2). During the first two experiments,
participants were asked to sleep for 30 min and 1 hour
respectively during an afternoon nap. Exp.3 - three
standard Au wet electrodes were used to record an EEG
signal from behind the ear, to verify the functionality of
the prototype. The bias electrode was placed over the
mastoid bone. The subject sat relaxed and was asked to
perform two tasks (60 seconds each): i) eyes
continuously open, ii) eyes continuously closed. EEG
was recorded during each task.
RESULTS
Exp.1 - we calculated Pearson correlation coefficient
over 30 minutes of recording obtaining an average rho
of 0.92±0.02 (p<0.001) for all channels, meaning that
there is a strong linear relationship between the EEG
signals acquired with our prototype and the medical
grade Morpheus amplifier.

changes in certain EEG frequency bands, especially the
lower ones (delta, theta, alpha). The presence of alpha
and theta waves paired with slow rolling eye
movements in an awake individual indicates a higher
sleepiness. Now, our prototype had comparable
acquisition performance to a medical grade amplifier
enabling reliable EEG data collection. The NN model is
in his early training phase providing good performance,
future development will embed a prediction inference
mode (prediction horizon 30s ahead) to enable early
detection of drowsiness and subsequent feedback to the
wearer or his team. Furthermore, the upgraded version
of the system will use a mesh network instead of the
current Wi-Fi standard, enabling self-organization and
self-configuration of the network with an efficient
routing of data between devices and no single point of
failure in the network itself. This new communication
standard will also help to reduce the power consumption
of the EEG recorder to around 70mA (~50% reduction
as of now). The system will be embedded in a PCB
(sized 23x50x5 mm) embedding all the components. We
plan to integrate the PCB in a lightweight ad hoc
eyeglasses frame to improve comfort and the ease of
use.
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INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound is a dynamic, real-time investigation, but is
operator dependent and has high inter-operator
variability[1]. Operator training and competence
assessment are therefore, of great importance for safe
clinical practice. Globally, standards for training and
assessment have been suggested by bodies such as the
American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM),
The International Society of Ultrasound in Obstetrics and
Gynaecology (ISUOG). In Europe, countries such as
France, Germany and Switzerland require operators to
have performed a minimum number of scans. The French
National College of Gynaecologists and Obstetricians
(CNGOF) require practitioners to pass a national,
examination of ultrasound skills to obtain certification.
Meanwhile in Sweden and Italy there is neither a formal
curriculum in obstetric ultrasound, nor a minimum
number of scans to complete.
Training in ultrasound and fetal medicine procedures are,
inevitably pressured by clinical workload and worktime
regulations for junior doctors. An arbitrary minimum
threshold places considerable pressure on learners, their
trainers, the hospitals they work in and provides no
assessment of competence.
This study aimed to define measurable differences
between expert and novice ultrasound operators and to
understand how these metrics could be applied to define
a specific, measurable and reproduceable performance
goal for training in ultrasound.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We undertook a prospective, observational study. We
recruited a total of twenty participants. Half of whom
were experts (n=10, >200 ultrasound examinations) and
half of whom were novice operators (n=10, <25
ultrasound examinations). The study was undertaken at
the Obstetric Ultrasound Unit at The University College
London Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. All
participants were doctors in Obstetrics & Gynaecology at
UCLH. All participation was voluntary and informed
consent was obtained from each participant.
Each participant was asked to obtain three common
cross-sectional images of the fetus. These views are the
most common used for estimation of fetal weight. The
required views were of the transventricular plane,
corresponding to Head Circumference (HC), the

transabdominal plane, corresponding to the Abdominal
Circumference (AC) and a view of the femur (FL). The
scan was performed using a GE Voluson E8 ultrasound
scanner (Chicago, Illinois, United States) and a
commercially available second trimester phantom
(SPACE-FAN ST, Kyoto Kagaku Co., Ltd, Kyoto,
Japan) was scanned.
The position of the probe was tracked using an Aurora
electromagnetic tracking system (NDI Inc, Ontario,
Canada). To track the probe a 5 degree-of-freedom
sensor was attached to the ultrasound probe by means of
a custom 3-D printed holder and the phantom was placed
on an Aurora planar field generator.
Prior to commencing, each participant was given written
instructions, including images of the required planes and
up to five minutes to familiarise themselves with the
operation of the ultrasound scanner. Participants were
permitted to refer to these instructions during the task, if
they wished to.
The captured images were transferred to the research
database and were scored using the scoring tool described
by Salomon et al [2] for quality control in fetal biometry.
RESULTS
Novice operators were able to achieve image quality and
measurement accuracy approaching that of an expert
operator when allowed unlimited time to complete the
task and given access to visual prompts.

Table 1 - Mean biometry results as achieved by Expert and
Novice Operators.

There was a difference in the process by which novice
and expert operators acquired the required ultrasound
image. The novice operators took 2.8 times longer to
complete the task. The ultrasound probe travels 3.3 times
as far, this is displayed graphically in Figure 1, which
depicts the ‘journey’ of the probe during the scan. When
scanned by an expert the probe makes three distinct
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pauses, corresponding to an anatomical plane at which a
measurement was made. The probe travel distance for a
novice operator is longer, the pauses relating to
measurement planes were lost and a tracing of the gravid
abdomen was seen.

Figure 1. Path Length and Probe Travel in both groups.

We also assessed Dimensionless Jerk (DJ), a derivative
of acceleration with respect to time and distance but
dimensionless, so that there is no dependency of
movement duration, extent, and spurious peaks [3]. DJ
has been described in endoscopic surgery as a means to
discriminate between expert and novice operators[4].
Figure 2 demonstrates the difference in dimensionless
jerk when plotted against time for the novice and expert
groups. The resulting ellipses have a small area of
overlap, indicating that consideration of time and
dimensionless jerk together can differentiate novice from
expert performance.

Figure 2. Dimensionless Jerk Plotted Against Time

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We found that the process of performing an ultrasound is
more discriminatory between our expert and novice
groups than the images acquired.

Our results show a series of metrics by which training
progress could be assessed. We demonstrate that if the
probe journey is considered in the context of deliberate
pauses related to planes of interest, the smoothness of the
probe and the time taken, that expert and novice groups
can be told apart.
Ultrasound also requires a detailed understanding of the
technical abilities and limitation of ultrasound to capture
medical images, the ability to manipulate settings within
the machine and a detailed understanding of both fetal
and maternal anatomy, favouring the expert operator.
The use of metrics such as jerk, path length and total time
taken cannot, at this stage, be advocated as conferring
competence.
This study was limited by small numbers, but is a first
step in demonstrating performance differences which
could form the foundation of standardised, validated
training outcomes in obstetric ultrsound. The phantom
used in this study did not simulate cardiac activity or fetal
movements. Additional variables, such as fetal position,
maternal body habitus and fetal movements could affect
results such as time to complete the scan. Performing a
scan in a clinical environment may induce stress or
distractions which also impact on operator performance.
Contemporary training in obstetric ultrasound is evolving
to include simulation, but remains an extension of “see
one, do one, teach one” rather than a reflection of modern
approaches to medical education. The metrics described
in this paper can be measured in a clinical setting to
demonstrate improvement in technique, progress towards
competence and give confidence to trainers and learners
that they are advancing towards independent practice.
Our methods could also be used for quality control or for
practitioners to demonstrate ongoing competence in
ultrasound.
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INTRODUCTION
Robotic-Assisted Partial Nephrectomy (RAPN) is a
surgical procedure where a part of the kidney is resected
to remove cancerous cells. During this procedure,
typically performed with the da Vinci Surgical System
(Sunnyvale, CA) [1], a “drop-in” ultrasound (US)
imagining probe is used to identify and outline the target
tumor intraoperatively. The probe is grasped and
controlled using the EndoWrist® Prograsp™ Forceps
tool. The teleoperation of the probe significantly
increases the cognitive load of surgeons: an optimal
scanning orientation should be maintained to ensure the
contact and slippages are common, hence, repositioning
of the probe is frequently required. In September 2018
the authors have presented at CRAS in London for the
first time the Pneumatically Attachable Flexible Rails
(PAF Rails), a novel soft robotic system designed to
improve the outcome of the intra-operatory imaging
procedure described before. In [2] the authors have
presented a detailed design study of the proposed system.
This paper builds on the work presented in [2]: focusing
on the integration of the proposed system with the da
Vinci Surgical System (Sunnyvale, CA) the authors have
developed a custom software architecture to automate its
deployment on the kidney surface. With this work, we
aim at the automatization of the grasping and placing of
the PAF rails on the kidney surface so that the surgeon is
actively operating only during the swiping step, to further
decrease his/her workload and ease the procedure.
The automatization of surgical tasks is a topic widely
investigated by different research groups worldwide: in
[3] Pratt et al. designed a new framework for automatic
tumor dissection for a planar tissue surface using the
intraoperative US; in [4], the camera motion and tissue
deformation are simultaneously estimated based on a
respiratory model of the tissue motion. Recently Zhang
et al. [5] proposed a novel system for autonomous
ultrasound scanning under tissue motion.
In this work we propose the use of: 1 - a calibrated
environment with an initial comparison of two surface
registration techniques (reference frames used in the
calibrated environment detailed in Fig.1 bottom); 2 - an
imaging process algorithm for system detection 3 - a preoperative point-to-point trajectory planning supported by
a real-time control scheme based on visual feedback to
monitor the position of the surgical tool (grasper) holding
the system. To the best of our knowledge, this represents
the first work in terms of automation with the proposed
system which has never been used before in research
work, clinical studies or practice.

Figure 1 – Left: Experimental setup for PAF rails autonomous
placement tests including: pig kidney, the robotic tools, the stereo
endoscope, the PAF rail and the drop-in US probe (mock-up). The
mock-up probe is already paired with the custom clip-on connector
that enables probe grasping and swiping along the PAF rail. Four
ink markers used for surface registration are highlighted on the
kidney surface. Right: ROS node architecture. Bottom: the five ref.
frames considered in the calibrated environment are displayed on
a CAD of the system: workspace (
), grasper remote centre
( ), endoscope ( and ) and PAF rail (
).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental procedure here presented is performed
using the daVinci Research Kit (dVRK) [6]. The ROS
node architecture developed is shown in Fig. 1 (right).
Camera and Workspace Calibration
the reference frames used are shown in Fig.1 (bottom).
The stereo endoscope has been calibrated through the
Matlab toolbox [7] using a checkerboard. The workspace
(WS) calibration has been performed as in [8], probing
the intersections of a 3D printed checkerboard and saving
the values of the encoder. The points were then registered
with the known checkerboard dimension for each Patient
Side Manipulator (PSM) tools. The test setup is shown in
Fig. 1 (left), displaying the starting configuration.
PAF Rail Detection and Kidney Registration
the PAF rail is equipped with a checkerboard (see Fig.1
left) the position of which is located and tracked inside
the workspace through Matlab.
For the kidney
registration, we extended the methodology proposed in
[9] to an ex-vivo pig kidney using biocompatible ink
markers. The results coming from each method are
compared in terms of distances between the detected
markers and the real ones representing the ground truth.

*This research is supported by the Wellcome / EPSRC Centre for Interventional and Surgical Sciences (WEISS) and from the EPSRC Impact Acceleration
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Trajectory Planning and Visual Servoing
two elements are required to autonomously grasp the
system in the targeted area: 1 – the generation of an
ergonomic trajectory to reach and grasp the system; 2 –
the development of a real-time control system to optimize
the operational performance. A point-to-point trajectory
has been implemented using as initial point a defined
“home” position of the tooltip and as a final, the
configuration corresponding to the rail correctly located
on the kidney. The trajectory in-between these two points
has been divided into three steps: STEP I – the robotic
tool (grasper) approaches the grasping site from the
“home” position. The cartesian position corresponding to
this point is detected by the stereo-camera and
successively triangulate in the 3D space. STEP II – the
tool, holding the rail, moves back to the predefined home
position. STEP III – the tool places the PAF rail on the
kidney surface, allowing the system to anchor to it using
the suction cup(s) as detailed in [2]. Some kinematics
constraints related to the pick-up phase in STEP I and the
target approaching phase in STEP III have been defined
filtering and averaging the values coming from user
demonstrations.
Furthermore,
to
account
for
uncertainties and minor errors and to enhance the
performance of the tool driving, visual feedback is added
from STEP I onwards. Nonetheless, the system does not
present any tool tracking node; once the relationship
between the rail and the tool is geometrically established
during the grasping phase, it is possible to compute the
same information. The position of the tooltip is extracted
dynamically and transposed in the workspace frame
and compared to the position acquired through the dVRK
and transposed in the same space.
RESULTS
Regarding the kidney registration procedures, accuracy is
quantified by the error in the markers reconstruction for
each method [9] in terms of Euclidean distance between
the markers themselves. Unsurprisingly, given the small
intraocular distance of 5.4 mm between the stereo camera
in the da Vinci endoscope, localization registration with
PSMs (1.23 ± 0.44 mm) was more accurate than with
endoscope-based technique (4.10 ± 0.88 mm). In this
preliminary test, we focused on the repeatability of the
task in order to be sure the kinematic can be used to guide
the dVRK. Six different acquisitions were recorded for
the same task with the same initial and boundary
conditions. The PAF rail is positioned in the field of view
of the endoscope with the tooltip starting from the
”home” position. The task is considered successfully
completed when the tool grasps the PAF rail, precisely
places it in on the kidney surface and moves back to the
”home” position. The boxplots in Fig.2 shows the mean
values of the three Cartesian coordinates in the
workspace frame
of the point G (rail grasping site)
when the grasper is paired. It is possible to notice that the
values related to the z-axis are greater than the other two
axes, highlighting that the main error component is due
to depth estimation error from during the reconstruction.
A dataset of 40 acquisitions has been recorded to test the
overall architecture. The task is considered concluded

Figure 2 – Boxplots for the coordinates of G (see Fig.1) when the
grasper tooltip is paired with the PAF rail during the repeatability
tests (left). Cartesian positions of G in the workspace during 10 out
of 40 acquisitions (right) (only one correct grasp displayed)

once the PAF rail is in contact with the kidney surface on
the side of the suction cup. The acquisitions partially
displayed in Fig.2 show a success rate of 35/40; in the
remaining 5/40 the tooltip was not able to reach the rail.
In 4 of the 35 successful cases, the task was correctly
completed but a lower
was estimated, generating a
small sliding of the rail before the grasp, showed by the
horizontal drift (yellow circle). The average travel time
among all the acquisitions was 42 seconds.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The preliminary results here presented show that the
proposed algorithm is reliable and robust with a high
success rate. The described calibrated environment and
the pre-planned trajectory generated allow the system to
autonomously position the PAF rail on the kidney,
reducing the workload of the clinician as intended.
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INTRODUCTION
The automation of complex human tasks by an
intelligent robotic system has been investigated widely
in the last years, thanks to the advances in machine
learning [1]. In surgery, many challenges are involved,
including the design of a robotic system which executes
safe and precise movements, understands the surgical
workflow, makes autonomous decisions and adapts to
unexpected changes within the environment,
guaranteeing soundness and reliability. Fully automated
robotic systems have been tested on real patients,
notably in orthopaedics1, e.g., for bone milling.
However, interaction with soft tissues in complex and
safety-critical surgical scenarios, e.g., laparoscopic
surgery, is still a challenging task for an autonomous
robot. Moreover, only elementary surgical tasks, e.g.,
needle insertion [2], have been automated. This paper
addresses the automation of a complex task, where
multiple actions must be coordinated. This requires the
integration of different hierarchical layers, from the
task-level reasoning on the model to the online adaptive
motion planning, both depending on the continuous
stream of sensor data. To test the feasibility of the
proposed framework, we chose a prototypical peg
transfer scenario from the Fundamentals of
Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS), consisting of 4 different
colored pegs and rings. The task consists of multiple
pick-and-place in a pre-defined sequence, using a
redundant manipulator. While several authors have tried
to implement it, only partial automation has been
achieved so far [3].
MATERIALS AND METHODS
An overall schema of the framework is shown in Fig.
1a. It consists of four units: a predefined model of the
task, an ontology-based reasoner to drive the execution,
a camera for sensing, and Dynamic Movement
Primitives (DMPs) as motion planner. The task is
modeled by a deterministic Finite State Machine (FSM).
Referring to the standard granularity levels in the
description of the surgical workflow [4], the FSM
defines the actions, namely the atomic operations to be
performed in order to accomplish the task, as well as the
switching conditions among them. The structure of the
FSM is adapted from [5], where the two-arm execution
is described. Each pick-and-place consists of four
normal actions: move (the end effector goes to the ring),
grasp (the gripper closes), carry (the end effector goes
to the peg) and leave ring (the gripper opens).
Anomalous events may be managed by task re-planning
with recovery states in the FSM. The vision system
1

TSolution One (https://thinksurgical.com/)
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(a)
(b)
Figure. 1. (a) Proposed framework for knowledge-based task
automation; (b) experimental setup (the camera, in front of the
robot, is omitted for visualization purpose).

consists of a hand-eye configuration with an RGB-D
sensor which observes the entire scene. After having
performed the calibration necessary to have a common
framework for the robot and the camera, we segment
and label the scene according to the requests sent by the
ontology to identify the peg and the ring. Once the point
cloud relative to the ring is obtained, we send it to Grasp
Pose Detection (GPD) [6] algorithm; then we track the
ring while approaching to the correct peg for checking
correct execution. To monitor and execute the task, we
designed an ontology which represents all possible
entities (e.g., “Peg”, “Ring”, “Spatial information”,
“State”, etc.) as abstract classes with properties (e.g.,
“hasColour”, “hasShape”, etc.), as well as states and
transition rules from the FSM. Based on the task model
and constraints, the ontology selects the current state to
be executed and queries the vision system for object and
target point detection. Detected objects are represented
as instances of classes through symbolic anchoring and
reasoning is performed on their properties. At each state
of the FSM, a continuous trajectory has to be executed.
To encode such trajectories, we decided to use the
framework of DMPs [7]. DMPs allow learning a
trajectory that is easily generalizable in space (different
start and final position) and time (faster or slower
execution). In the learning phase, the robot learned eight
trajectories (one move and one carry for each color) via
kinesthetic teaching. When a particular trajectory is
needed (depending on the current state triggered by the
ontology), its execution is generalized for the particular
goal position (e.g., grasp point) provided by the
reasoning engine.
RESULTS
Fig. 1b shows the real setup used to test the components
of our framework, with a 7-DOF industrial manipulator
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“Panda” from Franka Emika (Germany). The robot is
controlled with a ROS/MoveIt interface. The FSM is
implemented using SMACH package, while the
ontology is encoded in RDF/XML (Resource
Development
Framework/eXtensible
Markup
Language), SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language)
rules, Pellet2 reasoner and OWL API3. The point clouds
are acquired from a calibrated RGB-D Intel Realsense
D415 camera. We processed the data for tracking the
rings using the Point Cloud Library (PCL) and
OpenCV. The sequence of colors is red-green-blueyellow. As shown in Fig. 3, we were be able to segment
pegs and rings with the precision of 100%. Using our
custom Cartesian DMPs4, the robot is able to repeat
human movements, while reacting instantaneously to
high-level commands coming from the ontology
reasoner, which analyzes the camera stream online. An
example of trajectory generalization is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure. 2. Example of generalization of DMPs. The learned
trajectory (carry of the green ring) is shown in blue, a
different green carry (with different grasping and leaving
points) is shown in red, while the generalization of the learned
trajectory to the new critical points is shown in dashed green.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this work, the automation of a FLS peg-transfer task
has been implemented on a real setup with a redundant
manipulator. A novel hierarchical framework has been
presented, integrating task-level ontology reasoning on

a predefined task FSM with low-level information from
the camera and adaptive motion planning with DMPs.
This framework could be useful in real surgical
applications, where safety shall be guaranteed by a
supervisor model-based reasoning on real-time sensory
information with reactive task and motion planning to
crucially operate in uncertain dynamic environments.
Moreover, DMPs can easily learn human movements,
which is advantageous to replicate typical surgeons’
gestures, e.g., knot-tying. To our knowledge, this is the
first successful attempt to introduce full automation in a
surgical relevant scenario. In the future, we will test this
framework by adding uncertainties in the scenario (e.g.,
rings with different shapes and mixed colors) and
handling exit conditions within the task. We will exploit
the scalability of DMPs and ontology, and probabilistic
information to reproduce the task with the da Vinci
research kit (dVRK).
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Figure. 3. Results on the segmentation of four rings and pegs. “Exemplary scene” shows an acquired raw point-cloud of the scene,
“manual segmentation” was done by extracting the points that fall inside of a 2D polyline once it is projected on screen.
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INTRODUCTION
Laparoscopy is a minimally invasive technique in which
surgery is performed by means of long, rigid instruments
inserted into the patient’s abdomen through a set of
trocars. Although endoscopic cameras are used to
provide visual feedback, the loss of direct vision makes
this procedure complex to perform. Augmented Reality
has proven beneficial in restoring visual information and
providing intra-operative guidance (e.g., overlay preoperative images on the surgical scene) [1]. During
surgery, the surgeon might utilize the surgical instrument
as an active pointer to modify the onscreen contents, to
register new anatomical structures as points of interest, to
draw [2] cutting trajectories, or to define forbidden areas.
Pointers were first introduced in orthopedic surgery and
for gait analysis [5] to register points over the bones
surface and compute the rotation axes of a joint (e.g.,
knee). For a surgical tool to be used as a pointer two
conditions apply: it is equipped with a marker whose 3D
pose has to be measurable by a navigation system and the
tip coordinates have to be estimated via a pre-calibrated
transformation from the marker to the tip. In laparoscopy,
instruments are tracked via optical or magnetic systems.
Although these systems provide highly precise raw
measures, the reconstruction accuracy is limited by
geometric factors [4]. For example, for a standard 40cmlong laparoscopic tool, tip reconstruction errors can
exceed 2mm [1]. In this case, the tool length imposes a
distance between the markers and the tip, inducing a
lever-like effect that magnifies the errors in the measures.
In this study, we quantify these effects on the tracking
performance of a pointer for Minimally Invasive Surgery
(MIS). In a first phase, the pointer is calibrated using an
optical tracking system. In a second phase, the pointer is
manipulated and the tracking performance is evaluated.
Moreover, we take into account whether calibrating the
pointer in a specific area of the camera increases the
performance with respect to a general calibration that
spans the entire workspace.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
An instrumented (or navigated) pointer is a surgical tool
used for the intra-operative estimation of the 3D position
of anatomical landmarks. The pointer is equipped with a
unique marker configuration identifying a local reference
frame, whose pose is intra-operatively measured by the
navigation system (frequently an infrared stereo-camera).
The pointer tip is calibrated into this local frame and is
used to estimate the coordinates of the point of interest:

𝑷 = 𝑤𝑇𝑖𝑛

𝑖𝑛

𝑷

(1)

where 𝑖𝑛𝑷 are the homogeneous coordinates of the tool
tip in the marker frame, 𝑤𝑇𝑖𝑛 is the current homogeneous
transform of the instrument marker and 𝑤𝑷 are the
resulting coordinates of the tip in the navigation system
frame. The accuracy of the tip reconstruction (Eq. 1) is
mostly influenced by geometric factors, such as the
number and spatial distribution of the marker geometry
and the relative marker-tip distance [4]. Other sources of
error arise from the intrinsic accuracy of the navigation
system and the calibration method. Calibration is usually
carried out by pivoting the instrument around a fixed
divot [3] and indirectly estimating the tip as the center of
rotation. If the tip is directly measurable, the calibration
is found by inverting the linear system of Eq. 1 and by
averaging the results. Despite this direct end-effector
measure, the tracking accuracy is still affected by nonlinear errors due the distortions of the imaging system,
which introduce rotation errors in the pointer pose [5],
that are magnified at the tip level. The optimized pointer
geometry would be obtained by equally spacing the
markers around the tip [4]. However, in a MIS scenario,
this is impossible as the markers are confined close the
instrument handle, 40cm away from the effector.

Figure 1. Laparoscopic pointer equipped with proximal markers
(red frame, real surgical conditions), distal markers (yellow
frame) and a fiducial at the end-effector as a ground truth.

The use of a laparoscopic instrument as an intra-operative
pointer is, therefore, limited by the precision required in
the current surgical task and the size of the region of
interest: for instance, marking coarse boundaries for an
organ requires less precision than targeting vessels or
localize tumors. A quantitative evaluation of the tracking
accuracy has been carried out by deploying the pointer
shown in Fig. 1. It is a 40cm rigid instrument, equipped
with two marker geometries; a proximal (P) geometry
attached to the handle, and a distal (D) geometry close to
the effector. Both geometries are composed of four
markers. An ulterior marker represents the tip and
provides the ground truth for comparative results. The
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optical system Atracsys is used to track the surgical
pointer. The system is characterized by a measurement
accuracy comprised in the interval [0.09-0.15] mm RMS
across the working volume. The experimental evaluation
consists of two phases: the pointer calibration and the
end-effector tracking. During the calibration phase, the
optical tracker records the pointer movements to estimate
the end-effector coordinates in the local frame. In the
tracking phase, the pointer is manipulated through the
trocar and the end-effector reconstruction is compared
against its true position.
RESULTS
In the calibration phase, two conditions have been tested:
 The estimation of the proximal (P) or distal (D)
marker geometry (see Fig. 1); the corresponding
end-effector coordinates in this reference frame;
 The amplitude of the recorded movements. The
first set of movements is recorded by spanning
the entire working volume of the optical system
(G). A second set of movements is recorded by
manipulating the pointer through a trocar (T),
therefore in a much narrower working volume.

Figure 2. Component-wise and compound calibration residuals.
Four configurations have been tested: Proximal (P) and Distal
(D) marker positions; tool manipulation across the general
workspace (G) and through a Trocar (T).

Figure 3. Component-wise and compound tracking residuals.
Four configurations have been tested: Proximal (P) and Distal
(D) marker positions; tool manipulation across the general
workspace (G) and through a Trocar (T).

Results of the calibration phase are shown in Fig. 2: the
accuracy is evaluated in terms of median residual error
(bar height) and the 1st and 3rd quartiles of the distribution
(whiskers). The use of proximal markers (blue and red

bars) degrades the calibration accuracy, showing the
negative impact of the tool length in locating the endeffector. Median errors go up to 1.2mm (Compound, blue
bar), while are below 0.2mm when placing the markers
as close as possible to the tip. This degradation effect is
partially mitigated by manipulating the pointer through a
trocar (blue vs red bars), therefore, performing the
calibration in a restricted volume of the workspace of the
optical system. Tracking results are shown in Fig. 3: the
surgical pointer is manipulated through a trocar and the
end-effector reconstruction is compared to the current
measured position of the tip marker. Also in this tracking
case, the highest accuracy is obtained in the distal
configuration, where the length is reduced to less than
5cm. For proximal markers, 25% of the measures exceed
1mm tracking error (3rd quartile) attaining maximum
values of 2.28mm and 1.85mm for the PG and PT
configurations, respectively.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
A laparoscopic instrument can be used as intra-operative
surgical pointer in Augmented Reality interfaces to
register the coordinates of anatomical landmarks into
pre-operative images. It might, also, be used as a telementoring tool [2] to highlight relevant anatomies and to
show correct gestures to novel surgeons. The pointer is
tracked by the navigation system and the effector position
is reconstructed via the pre-operative calibration. Despite
the accuracy of the reconstruction depends on several
factors, the main limitation is the instrument length,
which account for errors exceeding 2mm. This
degradation effect can be partially mitigated by
performing the calibration in the same area of the camera
workspace where the pointer will be tracked. Despite the
high precision of the optical measurements, the
uncertainty on the reconstruction does not enable the use
of laparoscopic instruments as pointers to finely register
anatomical structures.
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INTRODUCTION
With the introduction of the transoral laser microsurgery
(TLM) in the field of surgical laryngology [1], the key
surgical functions of control (laser manipulation) and
perception (visualization of the site) have relied on the
effective coordination of the following: (1) a manual
laser micromanipulator (MaLM) to move the free-beam
surgical laser (CO2 is the prevalent variety) in an area
about 20 x 20 mm2, (2) visualization through a surgical
microscope, and (3) laser activation through a footswitch.
Towards addressing the challenges and limitations of this
traditional setup, including problems of poor ergonomics
and discomfort of operating in a constrained space,
previous investigations by the authors of this paper have
resulted in two prototypes that successfully replaced the
manual mechanisms with stylus-based systems,
providing heretofore-impossible levels of accuracy,
uniformity, and ease-of-use [2-4]. Taking that previous
research forward, the objective of this paper is two-fold:
(I) introducing the next generation Computer Assisted
Laser Microsurgery (CALM) concept towards
improving
the
usability,
efficiency,
and
controllability; and
(II) presenting a first-of-its-kind study in characterizing
the system through ex-vivo pig larynx trials with
surgeon subjects.

Figure. 1. Left: Traditional TLM setup; Right: CALM setup.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The CALM Concept
Figure 1 shows the CALM concept. The concept includes
the following components:
1. The novel motorized laser micromanipulator (MoLM)
overcomes the limitations of earlier generation
prototypes [4] by including a spherical orienting
mechanism using anti-backlash gears and high-resolution
encoders. The mechanism actuates the beam-splitter
mirror in two orthogonal dimensions and is compatible
with state-of-the-art commercial microscopes and laser
systems. The MoLM provides high accuracy (35 μm), a

working area (40 x 40 mm2 @ 400 mm distance), and
user-definable scanning speeds (up to 0.1 m/s).
2. A touch tablet with stylus controls the MLM device,
aiming the surgical laser in real-time, replacing the
MaLM.
3. State-of-the-art commercial equipment: (a) the Leica 2
surgical microscope for binocular surgical site
visualization; (b) the UniMax 2000EWD reflective laser
focusing optics; (c) the DEKA SmartXide2 C60 CO2
laser system, with HiScan Surgical scanning unit; and (d)
the footswitch activates the high power laser.

Figure. 2. Integrated CALM in simulated surgical scenario.

Figure 2 shows the integrated system. The CALM system
offers an innovative feature: programmable scans for the
laser beam, termed as preview mode. In this mode, the
surgeon can intra-operatively program long incision
paths of desired shapes using the stylus itself. The MoLM
executes these paths automatically at user-definable
speeds, giving the surgeon a preview of the intended cut.
Experiment Design
For evaluating the CALM system, a representative
microsurgical setup was prepared. In a first-of-its-kind
study, ex-vivo pig larynxes were utilized as simulated
targets due to their resemblance to human larynxes. The
arrangement of the experiment, the specially designed
holder, and other details are seen in Figure 2. Fifty-seven
international surgeons (average age = 41.33 years; 45
males, 12 females) from the laryngology and head &
neck specialties were chosen as subjects. Based on their
experience, the subjects were classified as: experts (10+
years TLM experience; 25 subjects) and non-experts
(<10 years TLM experience; 32 subjects).
The non-expert subjects were asked to perform a partial
cordectomy, incising one layer off the vocal fold mucosa.
The expert subjects were asked to perform either a Type-
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I or Type-II cordectomy. The surgeons used regular TLM
microsurgical forceps for tissue manipulation. The
subjects took 3-5 minutes to adapt to the CALM system
with the stylus, before beginning the surgical trial. The
subjects were asked to use the preview mode for
incisions.
Subjective Measures
For the evaluations, a new questionnaire was devised
based on System Usability Scale and NASA-TLX [5, 6],
with a 7-point Likert scale. The questionnaire accounted
not only for the ergonomics and intuitiveness aspects of
the system, but also the suitability and perceived
usefulness of the features of the system in relation to
TLM. The questionnaire is listed in Table I.
Table. 1. Subjective Measures for CALM evaluation

Expert vs. Non-expert Surgeon Scores
The non-parametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum test was used to
compare the scores of experts vs. non-experts. Table I
shows the differences.
Usability: Here, the experts and non-experts assign
scores that are statistically indistinct: ease-of-use (p=
0.4453), easy-to-learn (p= 0.5056), and satisfactory in
performance (p= 0.7346).
Controllability: The simulated testing scenario implies a
divergence of opinion (p= 0.0386) indicating that the
experts do not agree with the non-experts significantly.
Even so, both the safety and error sub-scales show
agreement.
Workload: The experts agree that the system is
comfortable and not stress-inducing. The ease-ofattention sub-scale is scored favorably (p= 0.9797).
Suitability: As seen, the experts’ scores agree with the
overall scores for CALM’s improvement and suitability
to large resections. Yet, the experts diverge from the nonexperts for the system permitting fine resections (p=
0.0107). On deeper consultation, the experts noted the
limitation of the system not being able to orient the highspeed scan patterns easily.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The CALM concept allows surgeons to perform
operations using a stylus instead of the traditional manual
micromanipulator joystick, making laser aiming more
intuitive and consistent. It augments the surgeons’ fine
manual skills through gesture scaling and magnification,
thereby improving safety of the surgical procedures. The
system offers automatic execution of intra-operative,
programmable scans (preview mode) combined with the
high-speed scanning feature. The subjective evaluation
with 57 international surgeons demonstrated the
preference for the CALM system in TLM, especially
with respect to ease-of-use, ease-of-learning, safety,
reduced mental effort, and its suitability for the execution
of uniform, fine, and long resections. It is now important
to account for the limitations of the system and the
feedback from the surgeons to improve CALM for TLM.
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INTRODUCTION
According to a survey conducted in 2015 by The Harris
Poll, 29% of US adults have at least one tattoo with an
increase of 8% from 4 years earlier. It is very popular
among young people, with nearly half of millennials
reporting having at least one tattoo [1]. However, human
nature is inclined to changes: one-fourth of people with
tattoos regret getting them, and the increasing demand of
tattoo removal creates the need of non-invasive
techniques. Recent advances have led to the use of more
efficacious laser technologies, which present fewer side
effects with respect to surgical excision, dermabrasion,
and chemical destruction, many of which cause damages
to surrounding tissue [2]. However, the current practice
has some drawbacks: (i) dependence on the manual skills
of the medical doctor, (ii) pain during the procedure, and
(iii) need of more than one treatment for a complete tattoo
removal, affecting the patient psychologically, physically
and socially.
This paper introduces DeTattoo, an innovative system
to autonomously perform laser tattoo removal by
automatizing and optimizing the treatment. The system
combines robotics and image processing in order to (i)
identify the tattoo, (ii) plan the optimal laser path to avoid
tissue thermal damage and (iii) control the robotic arm
and laser scanning system [3] to accurately perform the
laser tattoo removal. Image processing is used to identify
salient characteristics of the unknown tissue surface and
to define the trajectory to follow. The final aim of this
system is to achieve the following benefits compared to
the current procedure: a reduced number of treatments
due to an improvement in the removal strategy and
reduced tissue damage due to a precise and automatic
laser positioning, with an error in the order of the
millimeter.
This work is focused on the control of a robotic arm to
accurately position the laser scanning system based on
visual feedback information. To jointly maximize the
laser efficiency and minimizing thermic tissue damages,
the control strategy has to guarantee the correct pose of
the laser with respect to the tattooed tissue while
compensating body motions. To this end, preliminary
results of a hybrid visual servoing approach, validated in
a simulated environment, are presented.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The system setup is shown in Fig. 1. A robotic arm is
equipped with an RGB-D camera and a magnetically
actuated laser scanning system [3]. An eye-in-hand

Figure 1 DeTattoo system.

configuration [4] is used in order to avoid target
occlusion during the execution of the trajectory.
A vision-based control strategy is necessary to ensure:
• A constant laser-tissue working distance;
• Laser perpendicularity to the surface;
• Compensation of body motion during the operations.
The aim of vision-based control schemes is to define a
relationship between the end-effector velocity and
changes that occur in the observed object, in order to
minimize an error  [4], defined as:
   ∗
where  is the vector of visual and/or geometrical
features identified in the object and ∗ contains their
desired values. In image-based visual servoing (IBVS)
[4],  consists of a set of visual features extracted from
the image and consequently its error trajectory is defined
in the image plane. IBVS relies on the online calculation
of the image (or feature) Jacobian and on the distance
between the target object and the camera, which may be
difficult to estimate [5]. In position-based visual servoing
(PBVS) [4, 5],  consists of a set of 3D parameters
estimated from image measurements, and its error
trajectory is defined in the Cartesian frame. PBSV
depends on the optical parameters of the visual system
and it is very sensitive to calibration errors [5]. To
overcome these drawbacks, 2 12  hybrid visual
servoing approach was introduced in [6], combining a set
of 2D and 3D features in s. This approach combines
object pose estimation and image information, improving
the robustness of the control.
Keeping
into
account
the
aforementioned
considerations, a hybrid approach has been chosen to
control the robotic arm based on the information
retrieved from the RGB-D camera. In the contest of our
application, the object shape (i.e., the tattooed surface to
scan) is unknown and 2D and 3D features must be
detected online.
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Figure 2 Reference frames and transformation involved in the
computation of the object pose {O} with respect to the camera
frame {C}.

2D feature extraction: RGB images are used to extract 2D
features. At the current development of the system, a flat
chessboard is used as the tattooed surface with black
circles as features (see Figure 2). Initial position of the
features in the image is set manually, followed by an
automatic segmentation and tracking during the process.
3D feature extraction: depth images provided by the
RGB-D camera are used to obtain a 3D reconstruction of
the object and to extract the following 3D features:
 Orientation
(  ) expressed as axis/angle
parametrization of the rotation that the camera has to
perform to reach the desired pose. It can be defined as:

!""


  ∙ 

!""
are respectively the desired and
where  and 
current transformation between the camera and the
object, as shown in Fig. 2. The object pose, thus, has to
be computed. The origin of its reference frame #$% is
placed on the selected feature. The & axis is considered
as the normal of the plane estimated from a subset of
neighbor 3D points using RANSAC. x and y axes are
taken as the projection of the camera axes, assuring
orthonormality with z axis.
 Depth which defines the current depth (&) with respect
*
to the desired depth (& ) as '() .
*+

The resulting vector of features is expressed as:
&
,  -., 0, 1, 2 , '() 4.
&3
Based on this set of features, the laser positioning relies
on 2D feature coordinates and depth, while the laser
orientation with respect to the object is assured with 
estimation. A velocity controller is used to control the
robot trajectory. The camera spatial velocity is denoted
by 6  7, 8 . The relationship between ,9 and 6 is:
,9  : 6

where : ∈ ℝ
represents the interaction matrix.
Considering 6 as input to the robot controller, and to
ensure an exponential decrease of the error (i.e., 9 
?), we obtain:
=1>

6  ?: @ 
Using the robot Jacobian (AB ) and the transformation
(CB ) between the camera {C} and the robot {W}, joint
velocities are computed as:
D9  AB EF CB 7 .
RESULTS
The system was simulated in Gazebo - ROS Kinetic on
Ubuntu 16.04. It is composed of Universal Robot UR5

and RealSense Depth Camera D435. ViSP library
(https://visp.inria.fr/) is used for the visual servoing
control, while the image processing is managed with
OpenCV and PCL libraries (http://pointclouds.org/).
Performances of the object pose estimation and control
system have been evaluated varying the orientation of the
chessboard on x or y axis (30º, 45º, 60º) and measuring
three errors: (i) object pose error in terms of estimated
normal, (ii) error between current and desired 2D feature
and (iii) depth error. &3 is set to 0.35 m, while ? is equal
to 1.2. The execution of the system is stopped when 2D
feature error is G 1 HH, orientation error G 0.001° and
KLℎ error < 0.1 HH. Errors averaged over 12 trials are
reported in Table 1.
Table 1 Averaged errors involved in the object pose estimation
(Normal) and control strategy (2D Point, Depth).
Errors
normal [°]
2D feature
[mm]
depth [mm]

x axis rotation [°]
30
45
60
-0.37

0.001

0.27

y axis rotation [°]
30
45
60
-1.68

-1.62

-1.73

x -0.969
-0.192
-0.041
0.436
0.443
0.036
y 0.067
-0.980
0.162
0.097
0.096
0.401
1.37 ES 1.37 ES 1.37 ES 1.37 ES 1.37 ES 1.37 ES

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper presented a preliminary evaluation of a hybrid
visual servoing approach to control the motion of a
robotic arm for laser tattoo removal in a simulated
environment. The proposed implementation uses a
combination of online estimated 2D and 3D features to
demonstrate the potential to fulfil the DeTattoo
requirements of a constant laser-tissue working distance,
laser perpendicularity to the surface and motion
compensation. The global positioning error in the order
of sub-millimeters and the orientation error less than 0.1°
satisfy the application requirements. Future work will
focus on the improvement and validation of this
algorithm on a synthetic real scenario, integrating more
advanced vision processing for automatic tattoo
segmentation and tracking.
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INTRODUCTION
It has been more than three decades since the inception
of robotic surgery. However, literature on robotic surgery
on neo natal and babies are still noticeably absent [1].
This is the case especially for neurological surgery,
which was the application area of the first recorded
robotic surgery: a neurological biopsy performed in 1985
[2]. The robot was only used as a stable platform, which
could be oriented according to need. Soon after, in 1987,
NeuroMate was introduced as the first commercially
available image-guided neurosurgical robot [3]. Another
early neurosurgical robot, the Minerva [4], was guided
using intraoperative images, but the surgery had to be
performed inside a CT scanner.
Before neurosurgical robots, surgeons performed
freehand neuroendoscopy. At that time, the quality of
surgery mostly depended on the experience and skills of
the individual surgeon. Luckily, robotic technology for
neurosurgery advanced at a relatively quick pace [5],
bringing accuracy, precision, enhanced dexterity and
reducing the invasiveness of these surgeries [6], [7].
Today, robotic systems are regularly used in several
neurosurgical procedures such as neurological biopsies,
deep brain stimulation (DBS), hydrocephalus, stereo
electroencephalography (SEEG) and Endoscopic Third
Ventriculostomy (ETV). The latter is, in fact, one of the
most common minimal invasive transcranial surgeries. It
is practiced since 1923 [8].
Neurosurgical robots improved ETV enormously. Today,
there are a number of commercially available robots that
can assist such procedures, including Medtech’s Rosa,
Renishaw’s Neuromate and iSYS’s iSYS1. These
systems can be used for children and adults, but are not
appropriate for young babies and newborns. The reason

is the delicate nature and softness of the skull of these
very young patients. This makes it impossible to use
stereotactic frames. Moreover, bone markers cannot be
used in neo-natal surgeries. Thus, no option is left for
treating Hydrocephalous and performing ETV besides
free hand endoscopy.
At this time, no commercial robot exists for pediatric
neurosurgery, forcing surgeons to perform the operations
freehand as in the early days of adult neurosurgery.
Further challenges include the need for teamwork (two or
three surgeons) in a small workspace (Fig. 1); very small
operating area (the diameter of babies’ heads are about
10-12cm); and the absence of optimal (rigid and robust)
endoscope holders. These challenges and the typical long
operating time (about 3-4 hours) make procedures like
ETV extremely difficult for surgeons.
Some of the reasons for the lack of surgical robots for
pediatric neurosurgery are the need to lock the patients
head in space and the size of the robots, which are
enormous comparable to the size of the patients. The
robots must also have enough clearance from other
instruments in the operating room [1]. Nonetheless, the
need for robot assistance in these delicate operations is
clear, which justify investments towards the development
of a robotic platform for this specific patient group.
ROBOTIC SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The design of the new robotic platform started with
observing real surgeries and the environment of the
operation room (OR). An analysis of the current state of
the art surgical setup allowed the definition of major
requirements to guide such design. These include the size
of the workspace, the required number of degrees of
freedom, the range of motion and the size of the robot
required for ETV and cerebral shunt.
MRI images from babies’ were used to calculate the ideal
workspace of the robotic system. The MRI’s were also
helpful in defining the kinematic workspace for the end

Figure 2. Required kinematic workspace.
Figure 1. Manual Endoscopic Third Ventriculostomy.

effector as shown in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Design Specifications

#

Design Specification

Value

1

Max. robot size

1000 x 1000 x 600 mm

2

Degrees of Freedom

6

3

Precision

100 microns

For maximizing the potential surgical indications, the
robotic system should provide sufficient degrees of
freedom to safely reach lesions anywhere inside the skull.
This means that the system should have at least 6 degrees
of freedom (DOF). In addition, the DOFs must be
sufficiently rigid to provide a stable support to the
endoscopic tools during surgery. However, they must
also allow fine intraoperative adjustments through a
Remote Center of Motion (RCM) at the incision point.
Finally, the robotic system must not interfere with the
electromagnetic neuro-navigation system used during the
procedures.
This analysis lead to the definition of the design
specifications presented Table 1.
ROBOTIC SYSTEM DESIGN
To satisfy the system requirements, we propose the
development of a system with completely decoupled six
DOFs. The structure’s RCM is established by using a
semicircular rail placed on a rotational axis. The isocenter of this structure is the RCM of the system, which
can be maintained fixed in space while allowing pitch,
yaw and translation through this point. To keep the
system simple and sleek, it is designed to be anchored to
the neurosurgical bed.
The precise positioning of the RCM on the skull’s
incision point is achieved through three linear axes that
can be independently actuated and locked in position. All
actuation mechanisms are positioned under the surgical
bed, keeping the workspace as free as possible for the
surgical team and minimizing disruptions to the surgical
workflow.
To avoid interference to navigation equipment, the
robotic system will be fully constructed using nonmagnetic stainless steel and plastics.
RESULTS
The robotic system was completely designed using CAD
and its kinematic structure and workspace were
successfully validated through simulations. Preliminary
analysis indicates it is more rigid and stable than
currently used tool holders.
Subsequently, an initial proof-of-concept prototype was
developed using stereolithography (Figure 3). The size of
the robot above the operating table is only 380 x 612 x
167 mm and the phantom of the baby is actual size. This
prototype allowed physical verification of the system
with pediatric neurosurgeons and a newborn baby
phantom. Positive feedback was received and now the

Figure 3. Scale down Proof-of-Concept of Robotic System
(

system is being manufactured using proper materials and
tolerances.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A novel robotic system for pediatric neuroendoscopy was
designed based on a close collaboration between
neurosurgeons and engineers. The initial proof of concept
prototype validated the proposed kinematic structure and
demonstrated the decoupled DOFs. The prototype also
demonstrated to be a potential efficient replacement for
the conventional tools, offering all the degrees of
freedom and precision required for delicate pediatric
neurosurgeries. The next step of this research will focus
on verifying the achievement of the design specifications
and the usability of the system, which is expected to be
useful also for Ventricular Shunt, Biopsy, Deep Brain
Stimulation and Needle insertion.
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INTRODUCTION
Many surgical procedures are performed minimally
invasively, with the use of miniaturised devices, such as
catheters and endoscopes. One such procedure is
fetoscopy for both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes.
Miniature imaging probes are essential for procedures
performed during pregnancy to avoid surgical
complications and improve outcomes. Current
instrumentation is based on thin rigid endoscopes
comprising working channels that can be used to deliver
instrumentation into the workspace.
Recent research has focused on improving intrauterine
visualisation; one such way is using all-optical
ultrasound (OpUS), where ultrasound is both generated
and received using light [1]. OpUS can provide high
resolution imaging from small form factor devices.
Current devices typically contain a single transducer
element and hence provide only A-scans. Combination
with robotics shows potential for performing accurate
imaging sweeps during surgical procedures [2].
This paper presents the design and operation of a rigid,
robot-mounted endoscope that integrates an OpUS
sensor. Through a ROS interface, A-scans and kinematic
information are acquired simultaneously and in real-time
during robotic manipulation. After performing a
calibration between the sensor and the robot, a tissue
mimicking phantom with anatomically realistic vascular
structures was imaged using various scanning
trajectories, and the resulting 3D data were collected,
processed and displayed in real-time.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
An instrument with a diameter of 5mm and length of
300mm was developed with a stainless-steel shaft. The
tip of the endoscope was printed in stainless steel with
channels for a stereo CMOS camera (Naneye Stereo, ams
AG, Austria), fibre optic lighting channels, and a 1.1mm
working channel. The instrument shaft is held in a
housing made from PLA using an Ultimaker 3,
(Ultimaker BV, Netherlands), this housing provides the
interface to mount the instrument to a robot flange.
An all-optical ultrasound probe comprising a fibre optic
ultrasound transmitter and a fibre optic ultrasound
receiver was fabricated. The two optical fibres were held
adjacent, and heat shrink tubing was used to align their
distal end surfaces. This pair of optical fibres was housed

Figure. 1. Left - close-up of assembled endoscope tip showing
the Naneye stereo camera, lighting channels, OpUS imaging
probe and robotic manipulator. Inset - CAD model of
endoscope tip. Right - Photograph of the rigid endoscope
positioned above an acoustic placenta phantom.

within an acoustically transparent polymer tube (TPX,
outer diameter: 1.2mm) for robustness. This OpUS
imaging probe achieved an axial imaging resolution of
60μm[3]. In this instance, the OpUS sensor could not be
placed within the working channel of the endoscope due
to the protective TPX sheath around the sensor. It was
therefore mounted to the side of the instrument shaft, thus
increasing the overall diameter of the endoscope to
6.2mm. The assembled endoscope, which can be seen in
Fig. 1, was mounted to a KUKA LBR iiwa 14 R820
robotic manipulator (KUKA AG, Germany), which is a 7
DOF manipulator with a payload of 14kg, a repeatability
of ±0.15mm, and a reach of 820mm.The instrument is
controlled through a ROS interface, where the robot
manipulator is controlled through a high speed joint
interface (500hz, Fast Robot Interface, Kuka). The
instrument is constrained to a virtual Remote Centre of
Motion (RCM) placed at the incision point on the body
using a custom written interface based on the motion
planning framework MoveIt. A-scans are sent from the
OpUS processing cart using the LabVIEW ROS package,
where each A-scan is converted to a point cloud message
in the RCM coordinate system and published. These Ascans are then cumulatively merged as they are published
and processed through a voxel filter to prevent
overlapping points.
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Figure. 2. 3D visualisation of the OpUS images of the placenta phantom acquired through robotic probe manipulation. A photograph
of the ultrasound placenta phantom is shown in the centre of the top row Left column - 3D OpUS images obtained using a raster scan
pattern, in top-down (top) and angled (bottom) view. Right column - 3D OpUS images obtained using a spiral scan pattern. Bottom
centre - side-view of the 3D OpUS image obtained using a spiral scan pattern. In each image the distance of the points from the
endoscope tip are colour-encoded using the colourbar (in mm) displayed in the top left panel.

RESULTS
A placenta phantom was fabricated using gel wax as a
tissue-mimicking material. The phantom featured
clinically realistic acoustic properties such as
propagation speed of sound, echogenicity, and speckle
pattern [4]. This phantom was placed into a water bath
onto an acrylic sheet and clamped down with metal posts
along the side of the phantom.
The phantom was scanned using the endoscope with two
independent scanning trajectories: a raster and a spiral
trajectory. The RCM was placed approximately in the
center of the phantom and 160mm above the phantom.
The raster scan was generated on a plane over the entire
80mm x 80mm area in 1mm increments at approximately
10mm from the phantom. The spiral scan was limited to
a total diameter of 80mm and comprised 40 cycles
around the start point to yield a similar scan point density.
The resulting 3D OpUS images are shown in Fig. 2.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper has presented the design, control, and
operation of a multimodal robotic endoscope with
integrated white light and optical ultrasound imaging.
The endoscope consists of a miniature stereo camera,
fibre optic light channels and an optical ultrasound sensor
within a 6.2mm overall diameter; whilst being
manipulated by a robot arm, constrained through
software to a RCM.
The endoscope is demonstrated through generating
scanning paths over a gel wax placenta phantom. A-scans
acquired by the OpUS sensor are processed into 3d
surfaces using the kinematics of the endoscope. The
vessels can be clearly discriminated from the main body

of the placenta. To the authors' knowledge, the OpUS
scans presented in Fig. 2 are the largest presented in
literature. Future work will focus on minaturisation of the
endoscope while introducing an internal channel for the
OpUS sensor together with therapeutic laser light
delivery. In addition, the integration between the imaging
sensors and robot manipulator will be utilised to constrain
the robot to the surgical scene and to introduce adaptive
scanning and treatment trajectories.
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INTRODUCTION
Endoscopic Submucosal Dissection (ESD) is an
effective and less invasive treatment for colorectal
cancer [1]. This clinical technique allows for an en-bloc
removal of lesions of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract.
ESD is performed using a traditional flexible
endoscope, through which surgical tools can be
introduced. These procedures are typically time
consuming due to the difficult control of the tools, and
they often require around 95 min for removing lesions,
that can reach 3-4 cm in diameter. The probability of
intestinal perforation exceeds 18% and the hemorrhage
risk ranges from 3.5% to 15.5% [2]. A procedure
supported by a flexible robotic endoscope may offer a
solution to overcome these limitations, thus improving
the degrees of freedom (DoFs) and the overall
operational efficiency [3].
Within this clinical panorama, the aim of this paper is
presenting the development of a novel miniaturized
robotic device to be coupled to the tip of a traditional
endoscope for the surgical dissection of GI neoplasms
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Concept of the miniaturized robotic device for the
surgical dissection of the GI neoplasms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The robotic platform consists of the miniaturized robot,
the actuator housing (hereafter called external platform),
the control unit and the master console to allow the user
driving and control (Figure 2). During the operation,
one surgeon (Surgeon A in Figure 2) stands close to the
patient to maneuver the endoscope for exploring the GI
tract and reaching the target area. Another surgeon
(Surgeon B in Figure 2) operates the miniaturized robot
through the master console, carrying out the surgical
procedure.
The key feature of the proposed robot is that traditional
endoscope and instruments can be utilized: the device
can be easily attached to and detached from the
endoscope. Indeed, the miniaturized robot has been
designed to be coupled to the tip of traditional flexible
endoscopes in the range of 11.5 - 14.5 mm in diameter.

The robot exploits the flexibility of the endoscope for
navigation through the intestine and integrates twoactive robotic arms (i.e., cautery and gripper) extending
the DoFs, and thus enhancing the efficiency during
complex tasks such as manipulation and surgical tissue
dissection. Furthermore, the endoscope provides the
optical system for visual feedback and one working
channels for conventional instruments.

Figure 2. An overview of the endosurgery scenario.

The proposed technology is a two-armed robot with a
total of six DoFs. The left arm is in the form of a gripper
able to grasp and lift the tissue of the patient. This arm
is featured by 3 DoFs (i.e., slide, pitch and open/close of
the gripper). The right arm is a mono-polar cautery with
3 DoFs (i.e., slide, roll and pitch) employed to cut the
lesion. The workspace generated from the DoFs of the
two-activated robotic arms (i.e., cautery and gripper) is
shown in Figure 3. The green and blue shells are formed
by the motion range of the tip of the right and left arm,
respectively. The workspace covers a large part of the
endoscope field of view thus allowing to reach the
target area for performing a proper tissue dissection.
The orientation of the gripper arm is driven by external
cables (i.e., one cable for the open/close, two cables for
the slide and two cables for the pitch) managed by three
external motors located into the external platform.
Differently, three miniaturized motors have been
integrated in the cautery arm to provide motion.

Figure 3. Workspace of the two-activated robotic arms.
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The motors are controlled through 2 haptic interface
devices, which are interfaced using LabVIEW. One of
the devices is used for controlling the cautery system.
The other one is fitted with a custom adaptor designed
as a handle for the endoscopic surgical gripper.
While navigating through the intestine, the two-active
robotic arms are retracted inside the body of the
miniaturized robot; when the target area is reached, the
arms are outside of the body and they can start to
operate. The external shape of the cap body is 26 mm in
diameter (including the endoscope tip) and has a total
length of 50 mm; these sizes have been defined
considering anatomical constraints (i.e., dimension and
shape of the anus and intestine). The internal endoscope
is like any other traditional endoscope and can be
pushed or controlled as usual. As users interface, the
miniaturized robot supports two Geomagic Touch
phantoms (3D System, Inc.).
To verify the feasibility of the design solution, a mockup that faithfully reproduces the miniaturized robot has
been realized using a 3D printer machine (ProJet MJP
3600, 3D System, Inc.). Moreover, the mock-up has
been fixed on the tip of a traditional endoscope (Evis
Exera III Colonovideoscope, Olympus) and inserted in a
Transanal Endoscopic Microsurgery (TEM) simulator to
verify the field of view of the endoscope once
integrated.
Finally, the authors have prepared the mechanical
drawing and assembled all fabricated components. Each
part is made in metal materials (i.e., stainless steel) with
numerical control machine tools.
RESULTS
Figure 4a shows the mock-up of the miniaturized robot
lodged on the tip of the endoscope. After dexterity tests
performed by an expert surgeon, we could confirm that
the motion capability of the endoscope was unchanged
after integration and the workspace of the two arms
seemed suitable for carrying out a surgical operation.
The surgeon carried out in-vitro tests on colon simulator
(Figure 4b) and confirmed that the field of view of the
endoscope was not affected by the robot encumbrance.
After verifying the potentiality of the 3D printed
prototype, a final device, with the same features (i.e.,
DoF and geometry) of the 3D printed prototype, has

been designed, fabricated and assembled (Figure 5). The
miniaturized robot is made up of 87 steel components.
The gripper arm is expected to generate around 3 N of
lifting force and 10 -14 N of gripping force. Around
1.5 N is available at the cautery tip, based on
preliminary modelling.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
A robotic platform including a miniaturized robot for
the dissection of gastrointestinal neoplasms has been
developed thanks to a deep collaboration between
engineers and medical doctors.
Considering the weak points of the current medical
techniques, the proposed robot guarantees instrument
triangulation and tissue manipulation as in TEM
procedure, and it should be also able to remove the
lesions in all colon tract. As in the ESD technique, it is
compatible with traditional endoscopes and the general
anaesthesia is not mandatory, thus a traditional
endoscopic room is enough for carrying out a complete
surgical operation. Consequently, the hospitalization
times, and hence the general hospital costs, could be
significantly reduced.
For the future, the functionality of the robot will be
validated with bench tests and in-vivo experiments will
be conducted to prove the clinical advantages of the
proposed system.
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Figure 4. a) Miniaturized robot mock-up mounted on the

endoscope tip and b) picture during in-vitro test in a
TEM simulator.

Figure 5. Final prototype of the miniaturize robot.
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INTRODUCTION
The transphenoidal approach is one of the best
examples of keyhole brain surgery. This surgical
procedure is done through the nose and is used to treat
tumours within the pituitary gland, which lies deep
within the base of the brain. In recent years, surgeons
have also described the use of an Expanded Endoscopic
Endonasal Approach (EEEA) for treatment of other
tumours around the base of the brain [1]. The benefits of
this approach, however, are largely theoretical, and most
surgeons still find operating in this way with nonarticulated tools, very difficult.
In our study, we aim to develop a handheld tool with
an articulated robotic instrument at the tip. General
surgery has greatly benefited from advancements in
precise robotic surgical platforms and tools that allow
for smaller incisions, thus faster recovery time, shorter
hospital stay, reduced pain and smaller risk of infection.
Their application in neurosurgery, however, is limited
because a complete redesign must take place to account
for the minimal workspace in the human skull and the
low forces applied. In [2], an extensive review of
robotic systems used in neurosurgery is provided and
potential problems that need to be solved before their
wide adoption in surgical theatres are listed.
Despite the success of existing surgical robotic
platforms, there is a shift towards developing handheld
robotic tools that are completely ungrounded and are
manipulated by surgeons in free space while being
compact and requiring minimal setup time. Trends in
handheld medical robotics are described in [3], while
the famous handheld robotic tool for general surgery
‘FlexDex’ is developed in [4]. The ‘FlexDex’, although
a handheld and easy to use tool, cannot be used in
neurosurgery, due to its size and mechanical constraints.
The goal of this paper is to design a novel robotic
handheld tool for Endonasal Approaches. The
difference between our tool and the readily
commercially available tools is the articulation ability
that the robotic instrument at the tip of the tool will
provide. Modern rigid instruments have just a gripper as
an end-effector and operate under fulcrum, according to
the studies conducted in [5]. The robotic end effector at
the end of our tool will give the surgeon the ability to
reach places on the surface of the brain that were not
reachable with those pre-existing instruments.
In this abstract, we present a preliminary design of the
tool, we solve the kinematic problems of the robot
manipulator and we showcase its workspace.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
I. DESIGN OF THE HANDHELD TOOL
A 3D rendition of the design of the EEEA robotic tool
is shown in Figure 1 (top), whereas a rendering of how
the tool is going to be used in a surgical scenario is
shown in Figure 1 (bottom). Since the work space inside
the human skull, which is the hollow space behind the
nasal passages and below the brain called sphenoid
sinus, is limited and the nasal passages themselves are
narrow, our end-effector must be exceptionally small.

Figure 1. A rendering of the handheld robotic tool (top),
a concept rendering of how the tool is going to be used in a
EEEA surgical scenario (bottom).

The robot manipulator at the tip of the tool is
approximately 1.37𝑐𝑚 long and has an outer diameter
of 3𝑚𝑚. It consists of 2 Degrees of Freedom (DoF)
giving the surgeon more articulation capabilities than
commercially available tools. A shaft of 25𝑐𝑚 in length
is used for insertion of the instrument to the operating
cavity, and a 1𝑚𝑚 middle channel is utilized to allow
for the tendons that control the gripper to pass through.
The tool is antagonistically controlled in a tendondriven configuration. Four channels are created at a
0.9𝑚𝑚 radius, from the centre of each joint, utilizing
tendon passages. An antagonistic tendon pair passing
opposite channels is used to actuate each DoF.
The actuation system will consist of three motors; one
motor for each DoF in a pulley-driven antagonistic
configuration, and a third one for the movement of the
gripper. This system is located inside the handle of the
tool as depicted in Figure 2 (right). Also on the handle,
a 2 DoF joystick is placed that will move the motors and
thus, the robot. Finally, a rerouting mechanism that will
reroute the tendons from their starting point at the top of
each motor, to the appropriate passage channels on the
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manipulator is implemented inside the handle, shown in
Figure 2 (right) as well.
II. KINEMATIC ANALYSIS
The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) kinematic parameters
for the 2-DoF robotic manipulator at the tip of the tool,
as depicted in Figure 2 (left), are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The DH parameters of the articulated tool.

Link
𝑖=1
𝑖=2

𝜃𝑖
𝜃1
𝜃2

𝑎𝑖
0 𝑚𝑚
11 𝑚𝑚

𝛼𝑖
90𝑜
−90𝑜

𝑑𝑖
0 𝑚𝑚
0 𝑚𝑚

Figure 2. The articulated instrument (left) and a semi-cross
section of the body and handle of the tool (right).

The inverse kinematics position problem was solved
using a numerical approach algorithm for a more
generic and easily expandable solution, in case we need
to expand the number of DoF of the robot in the future.
A numerical approach was implemented for the
calculation of the angle-vector 𝜃(𝑡 + ) = [𝜃1+ , … , 𝜃𝛮+ ] at
time 𝑡 + . Given the current angles 𝜃(𝑡 − ) = [𝜃1− , … , 𝜃𝛮− ]
at time 𝑡 − and the desired position vector of the end𝑇
effector 𝑃0𝑁,𝑑 (𝑡 + ) = [𝑃𝑥𝑑 (𝑡 + ), 𝑃𝑦𝑑 (𝑡 + ), 𝑃𝑧𝑑 (𝑡 + ) ] at time
𝑡 + , the computation is cast as an Eucledian distance
optimisation problem [6] defined as:
min‖𝜃(𝑡 + ) − 𝜃(𝑡 − )‖ ,
𝜃

‖𝑃0𝑁,𝑑 (𝑡 + )

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜
− 𝑃0𝑁 ‖ = 0
where
is the resulting end-effector’s position. In a
typical experiment 𝑡 + − 𝑡 − corresponds to the sampling
period 𝑇𝑠 .
Assuming the computed joint space angle-vector, the
tendon stroke of each antagonistic pair must be
computed. For each rotational DoF there are two
tendons running from the robot’s base, passing through
holes at each joint, and ending at the counter-diameter
holes at the corresponding joint to be rotated. To
compute the tendons’ lengths, it is crucial to compute
the length of the path of each tendon, which necessitates
the computation of the locations of the passing-through
holes in 3D space.
For an N DoF robotic tool, each link has 2N
symmetrically positioned channels at a radius r from its
centre of symmetry. The computation of the tendon’s
path length is computed by expressing each hole in 3D
space and then using the resulting homogeneous
transformation matrix of each hole alongside with
Euclidean geometric calculations.
𝑃0𝑁

RESULTS
Shown in Figure 3, is the resulting work space of our
tool based on the kinematic analysis presented in the
previous section with angle limits at [−45𝑜 45𝑜 ]. It is
evident that the surgeon’s abilities could be widely
enhanced with the tool we propose, due to the expanded
work space it provides compared to that of the
traditional tool. A much larger area can be covered by
manipulating the robotic instrument without having to
constantly reposition the shaft.

Figure 3. The workspace of the end-effector of the tool

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this abstract, we presented our design and the
kinematic analysis for a novel handheld robotic tool for
EEEA surgical procedures. Our goal is to take
advantage of its articulation ability to remove tumors
from the surface of the brain that traditional tools
struggle to remove. The immediate next step of our
study is to 3D print the body and the manipulator of the
tool and assemble it, in order to prove our concept and
perfect our design before progressing to clinical studies.
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INTRODUCTION
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) today
gather huge amounts of clinical and surgical data from
several subjects and clinical centers. Analyzing EHRs
potentially has strong impact in improving both (1) the
the quality of screening and diagnosis, surgery and
follow-up analysis and, more in general, (2) the
advancement of the scientific research in the field of
large-dataset analysis with Machine-Learning (ML)
approaches.
When processing huge amount of data, some
complexities arise, such as the presence of large-rate of
missing data due to incomplete or inaccurate EHR
filling. To avoid the presence of missing data hampering
the use of standard statistical / ML analysis, many
approaches based on data imputation and data deletion
have been proposed in literature [1, 2]. However, these
approaches may be harmful for clinical applications as
imputing variables may modify relationship between
variables and data deletion may exclude clinically
relevant instances and lower data availability for
ML-algorithm training [2].
The goal of this work is to present a ML-based
model, intrinsically able to tackle missing values (i.e.,
without requiring either deletion or imputation), that
analyses preoperative and operative variables from a
sparse-annotated large multicenter dataset, accounting
for 32812 patients, for predicting mortality at 30 days
after surgery.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
From a practical and theoretical point of view,
when dealing with a large amount of data with missing
values, adopting different learners in parallels could
reduce the risk of badly selecting a classification model
[3]. In this work, inspired by [3], eXtreme Gradient
BOOSTing (XGBOOST) [4] was used.
XGBOOST is a tree-based ensemble learner
whose main hyperparameters are the number of
estimators (i.e., the number of trees) and the max depth
(i.e., the max allowed depth for each tree). XGBOOST
builds a strong model by combining “weak” ones in an
iterative way. At any instant t, the model outcomes are
weighed based on the outcomes of the previous instant
t-1. Misclassified instances get more weight so, in the

subsequent iterations, more learners will concentrate on
them trying to reduce the classification error.
When XGBOOST encounters missing data, it
learns from data the best path to take in future,
resulting one of the most effective methods in handling
sparse dataset.
To possibly avoid overfitting, XGBOOST can
be trained using the DART implementation. More
specifically, with XGBOOST, the trees added at later
iterations tend to overspecialize on a small subset of
data and this may induce overfitting. For overcoming
this problem, DART adopts dropout strategies,
randomly dropping boosting-tree members at each
iteration [5].
In this work, both XGBOOST and DART were
investigated to classify the post-operative mortality.
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
Both the proposed methodologies (i.e.
XGBOOST and DART) were tested on a
thoracic-surgery dataset made of 32812 patients, among
which all the deceased patients (1269 patients) were
selected for the analysis. An equal number of survived
patients was randomly chosen for ensuring a balanced
training.
The dataset presented 34 variables, both
categorical (as gender and cardiac comorbidities) and
numerical (as body mass index, age at the surgery).
Among the numerical variables, there were five alveolar
variables. Examples include forced expiratory
volume-one second (FEV1) and carbon monoxide lung
diffusion capacity (DLCO) or forced vital capacity
(FEVC).
The 34 variables had a mean missing-value
rate of 23.7% with a peak of 65.54% in DLCO and no
missing values in gender feature.
Considering the limited size of the dataset, for
robust training issues, stratified 3-folds Cross Validation
(CV) was performed. To search the optimal-model
hyperparameters,
hyperparameters
tuning
was
implemented using the 3-folds CV technique. The
following values were used to build the grid-search
space: [200,250,300,350,400,450,500,550,600] for
number of estimators and [3,4,5,6,7] for max depth.
Four experiments were carried out:
-Experiment A (EA): classification with XGBOOST
-Experiment B (EB): classification with DART
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-Experiment C (EC): imputing missing values for
categorical (training set mode) and numerical (training
set mean) variables, applying XGBOOST
-Experiment D (ED): EC with DART.
The performance of the proposed method were
evaluated in terms of recall-scores and area (AUC)
under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC).
All the experiments were implemented using
scikit-learn (https://scikit-learn.org) ML libraries.
RESULTS
The ROC analysis revealed that EA and EB
both had a mean AUC of 0.81, outperforming EC and
ED (AUC = 0.80).
Observing the recall boxplots (Fig. 1), median
values and Inter-Quartile Ranges (IQRs) for death and
alive patients were, respectively: 0.74 (IQR=0.02) and
0.73 (IQR=0.01) in EA, 0.74 (IQR=0.02) and 0.73
(IQR=0.02) in EB, 0.73 (IQR=0.01) and 0.71
(IQR=0.02) in EC, 0.75 (IQR=0.02) and 0.71
(IQR=0.005) in ED.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this work XGBOOST algorithm was
implemented to avoid data imputation and
variables/subject deletion.
The four conducted experiments showed
acceptable results in term of mean AUC: EA and EB,
achieved slightly better results (AUC=0.81) with respect
to EC and ED (AUC= 0.80).

Considering recall boxplots, EA and EB,
showed more reliable results. Hence, as observable in
Fig. 1 (and confirmed by IQRs and median values) they
did not outperform in predicting one class with respect
to the other. Conversely, despite ED reached the highest
median value for deceased patients (Fig. 1), the
boxplots and the IQRs showed that EC and ED were
more consistent in predicting respectively deceased
patients and alive ones.
To offer all possible support for the surgery
planning, it is acknowledged that further research is
required, e.g., to improve classification performances.
Future research directions may include application of
incremental learning, to exploit the numerosity of the
dataset without excluding survived patients, or
deep-learning based strategies whose non-linearity is
suitable to tackle the complexity of sparse dataset.
However, the results presented here, are surely a
promising step towards a helpful automatic method to
assist the surgeon in analysing operative risks
prematurely.
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Fig. 1. Recall boxplots of the four experiments: in red
Experiment A (EA), in blue Experiment B (EB), in yellow
Experiment C (EC), in magenta Experiment D (ED). The left
boxplot represents deceased patients, the right boxplot
represents alive patients.
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INTRODUCTION
Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) is the most
common cancer of the laryngeal tract. SCC is
characterized by the presence, in the mucosa surface, of
dot-like vessels, known as intraepithelial papillary
capillary loops (IPCL), and longitudinal hypertrophic
vessels (Hbv). Other modifications are related to the
thickening and whitening of the epithelial layer,
condition known as leukoplakia (Le).
SCC patients’ mortality and morbidity rate could be
reduced with an early-stage diagnosis. Narrow-band
imaging (NBI) endoscopy is currently considered the
gold standard for SCC screening purposes. NBI is an
optical-biopsy technique that allows an enhanced view
of both superficial blood vessels and mucosa surface.
From the clinician’s side, reviewing the NBI video
can be a labour-intensive operation and small tissue
lesions may pass unnoticed to the clinicians’ eye. The
video review process could be further prolonged and
compromised by the presence of uninformative video
frames, such as frames with saliva or specular
reflections (S), blurred frames (B), underexposed frames
(U) where the laryngeal anatomy cannot be clearly seen.
In the context of computer-assisted systems for real
time diagnosis during intraoperative examination
procedures, the surgical-data-science community has
recently proposed methodologies that, by exploiting
machine-learning (ML) techniques, are able to (i)
automatically select laryngeal informative (I) frames
over uninformative ones and (ii) classify healthy/SCC
laryngeal tissues in I-frames. These methodologies
usually exploit handcrafted texture-based information
and standard ML approaches (e.g. support vector
machines (SVMs)) [1],[2]. Advancements in other
medical fields, however, showed that learned features
may be more powerful than handcrafted ones [2],[3].
Thus, the aim of this work is to verify if (H1)
features learned with deep learning (DL) algorithms,
and in particular with Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) that are pre-trained on natural images, can
provide better performance than the handcrafted ones
(when classified with standard ML approaches for
multi-class classification). This work also aims at
verifying if (H2) CNN-based classification, after proper

Figure. 1. Samples of laryngeal video frames in
NBI-InfFrames dataset (D1). (a) B: blurred, (b) U:
underexposed, (c) S: with saliva or specular reflections, (d) I:
informative. Samples of image patches of Laryngeal dataset
(D2), retrieved from I-frames. He: healthy tissue (green box),
Le: leukoplakia (yellow box), Hbv: hypertrophic vessels (red
box), IPCL: intraepithelial papillary capillary loops (blue
box).

fine-tuning implementation on the pretrained CNNs, can
be more powerful than standard ML method
classification. The hypotheses are investigated for both
the selection of I-frames in NBI endoscopic videos and
the diagnosis early-stage SCC in these frames.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Four pre-trained CNNs were investigated to test H1
and H2. The CNNs were chosen among the best
performing in the context of the Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC): 1) ResNet V1 101,
2) ResNet V1 152, 3) VGG 16, 4) Inception V4. For fair
comparison, all the CNN models used were pre-trained
on the ImageNet dataset1. The deepest layer of each
CNN was considered as feature extractor.
When testing H1, feature classification was
performed exploiting SVMs with the Gaussian kernel.
To implement multi-class SVM classification, the
one-vs-rest scheme was used. The SVM parameters
were retrieved via grid-search and cross-validation. To
test H2, the best performing architecture for I-frame
selection and the best one for SCC diagnosis (according
to H1) were fine-tuned and used for classification.
1

http://www.image-net.org/
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Experimental analysis
Two datasets were evaluated (both divided in four
classes): (D1) NBI-InfFrames dataset2 composed by 720
video frames (subdivided in: B, I, S, U) extracted from
18 NBI endoscopic videos referring to 18 different
patients affected by SCC and (D2) Laryngeal dataset3
composed by 1320 patches of healthy (He) and
early-stage cancerous laryngeal tissues (Le, IPCL,
Hbv) extracted from 33 narrow-band laryngoscopic
images of 33 different patients. Samples of images
contained in the dataset can be seen in Fig. 1.
For robust evaluation, 3-fold cross-validation was
performed separating data at patient level, as suggested
in [1],[2]. Confusion matrices were computed
highlighting the class-specific recall (Recclass
 ) for each
CNN model. The area (AUC) under the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) was also computed.
In order to investigate H1, feature extraction was
implemented with TensorFlow and scikit-learn. All the
TensorFlow CNN-model files and the CNN weights
were downloaded from the TensorFlow-Slim image
classification model library4.
For H2, CNNs were fine-tuned using the Gradient
Descent optimizer for D1 and Stochastic Gradient
Descent plus Nesterov and Momentum optimizer for D2.
The best model during training was selected according
to the maximum categorical accuracy and the minimum
categorical cross-entropy (loss) on the validation set.
RESULTS
Regarding H1, both datasets registered comparable
results with respect to the state of the art ([2],[1]), but
improvements were noticed when focusing on I and He,
where the classification performance Rec was 0.9100
and 0.9800 for I and for He, respectively.
For D1, the best performance was achieved with the
VGG 16 learned-feature set with a Rec for I of 0.9722
(median Rec among the four classes was 0.9361). AUC
for I was 0.9973. A few misclassifications occurred
mainly between S and I, probably due to the presence of
image-intensity edges in S frames as in I-frames.
For D2, the best performance was achieved with the
ResNet V1 152 learned-feature set, with a Rec for He of
0.9939 (median Rec=0.9205). AUC among the four
classes was 0.9805. Misclassification mainly occurred
between IPCL and Hbv. However, it is worth noticing
that both classes refer to early-stage SCC tissues.
H2 was verified for both the datasets. Best results
achieved for D1 presented values of Rec for I of 0.9778
and AUC for I of 0.9928. For D2, the achieved values
of Rec for He was of 0.9969 and 0.8758 for IPCL
(which was also the class that presented most
difficulties in being correctly predicted in [1]). AUC
among the four classes was 0.9900. Aforementioned
results are summarized in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
2

DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.1162784

3

DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.1003200

4

https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/slim

Figure. 2. Confusion matrices of (a) D1 classified with SVMs,
(b) D1 classified with VGG 16, (c) D2 classified with SVMs,
(d) D2 classified with ResNet V1 152.

Figure. 3. Boxplots of classification recall obtained for (a) [2],
(b) D1 with SVMs, (c) D1 with VGG 16, (d) [1], (e) D2 with
SVMs, (f) D2 with ResNet V1 152

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presented and evaluated a new strategy
for feature selection and classification for the analysis of
NBI videos, joining and improving work presented in
[1] and [2].
The achieved results highlight the potentiality of DL
in learning different and complex tasks, tackling the
variability of D1 and D2, which were made of images of
different size, content and scale.
Even though H1 and H2 have been verified, results
of H2 could be further ameliorated by combining
different optimizers in the training phase. As future
work, we also aim at enlarging D1 and D2 in order to
potentially solve misclassification problems and
investigating strategies to provide segmentation of the
SCC tumoral area.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Organization (WHO),
among the 300 millions of surgical operations performed
each year, between the 3% and 22% are affected by major
complications, causing permanent damage to the patient
or even death (incidence rate 0.4 - 0.8%) [1].
Despite recent advances in surgical techniques,
specifically related to minimally invasive surgery (MIS),
surgical complications are very frequent. Adverse events
are mostly linked with the experience of the surgeons,
their ability to be aware about the patient anatomical
peculiarities, and their capability to integrate the preoperative plan within the intra-operative scenario. The
most serious intra-operative laparoscopic complications
are related to vascular injuries, with a 9–17% mortality
rate [2]. Risk factors are attributed to the surgeon’s skills,
instrument sharpness and patient position [3].
A promising solution to decrease major complication
rates involves exploiting assistive technologies during
the intra-operative phase, such as Augmented Reality
(AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) tools. The role of such
technologies lies in enhancing the surgeon’s capabilities
during surgery, by providing information from preoperative phase, monitoring the surgical site and warning
the surgeon in case of situations leading to adverse
events. A wide variety of methods has been proposed in
the literature over the last decade in the field of
laparoscopic assistive technologies [4], however a
satisfactory method has not been developed yet for
commercial use in the surgical room. The main reason
slowing down the application of such technologies is the
dynamic characteristic of abdominal organs, which
strongly affects the augmentation accuracy.
This paper presents APSurg, an Abdominal Positioning
Surgical system specifically designed to improve surgical
awareness and safety during general/abdominal surgery.
It consists of a VR environment that shows, in real-time,
3D models of patient-specific organs aligned and
synchronized with the endoscopic view. It provides
advanced functionalities, such as changing the
transparency of organs to visualize internal structures
(e.g., tissue abnormalities, vessel structures, etc.),
offering a fundamental support in the surgeon decisionmaking process. The main purpose of this paper is to
present a preliminary study of the usability of the system
in a simulated and simplified surgical scenario. In
particular, this study aims to demonstrate the benefits
provided by APSurg in terms of improvements in the
surgical field navigation abilities, and the effectiveness
of the way the information is presented to the user.

Figure 1. APSurg system: multi-view visualization. Top row:
endoscopic view of a phantom of kidney with a tumor (left) and
the corresponding endoscopic virtual camera (right). Bottom
row: 3rd person view of the whole surgical scene.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The APSurg system needs three sources of information:
Pre-operative patient-specific 3D organ models;
Run-time images captured from a surgical
endoscope;
• Run-time 3D pose of the endoscope.
This information, combined with a calibration process,
allows the representation of the endoscopic virtual
camera: a virtual environment representing the virtual
model of a patient-specific abdomen shown from the
same point of view of the endoscopic camera. The final
multi-view visualization provided to the surgeon is
shown in Figure 1, where the endoscopic virtual camera
is located side by side to the real endoscopic image, and
the 3rd person view of the abdomen, including the runtime
representation of the endoscope, is located below them.
The patient-specific 3D organ models are extracted from
pre-operative imaging (CT Scan, MRI), commonly
performed before any surgical intervention that requires
the shape and position knowledge of a specific structure.
APSurg uses these 3D models to create a virtual abdomen
of the patient, hereafter called virtual patient.
In order to allow the intra-operative run-time
visualization of the endoscopic virtual camera, a
calibration process is necessary. This calibration consists
of two steps (see Figure 2):
Endoscope-Camera Calibration. The endoscope 3D pose
is tracked by a passive optical tracking system. The pose
of the camera with respect to the endoscope pose is
required in order to replicate the same pose in the
endoscopic virtual camera. Hand-eye calibration method
is exploited to compute this spatial transformation,  ,
using the method described in [5].
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Figure 2 Representation of reference frames (green) and
transformation (orange arrows) involved in APSurg calibrations.

Figure 3 Boxplot representing the SUS scores for the 10
questions, green and orange without and with APSurg.

Real-Virtual Patient Registration. To match the position

of the real patient with the virtual patient ( ), a rigid
registration is computed using the same set of points in
both models. Fiducial points can be selected on the
ribcage, assumed to be identifiable in the real scenario.

evaluation of surgical technology in terms of general
usability.
Results showed a significant lower execution time when
the subject was supported by APSurg, with an average of
4.89 2.06  against 1.94 1.07 , respectively
without and with the use of APSurg. Results related with
the usability study are shown in Figure 3, showing a
consistent advantage of the use of APSurg.

RESULTS
An experimental validation of APSurg was conducted to
demonstrate its (i) accuracy, (ii) effectiveness in
augmenting surgical awareness, and (iii) usability in a
simulated surgical scenario.
The setup was composed by an OptiTrack Tracking
System (Natural Point Inc.) for the tracking of a custom
endoscope (CMOS analogical Camera - Misumi,
Taiwan), two 24’’ monitors for the visualization of the
configuration GUI (graphical user interface) and the
multi-view window, and a phantom of human abdomen
[6] placed in a laparoscopic trainer container. The
corresponding virtual patient was loaded on the VR
environment. The software was implemented in C++ and
the VR environment with VTK Library, with the support
of Qt Library for the GUI.
Eight subjects without surgical experience were asked to
perform a simplified surgical task on the abdomen
phantom. The task consisted in localizing, using real
surgical MIS instruments, a tumor located in the right or
left kidney, which was covered by a layer of fat
reproduced with colored agar. All the subjects were
informed about the pathological condition of the patient
phantom and a CT scan was provided together with the
segmentation of the tumor area, as in the surgical routine.
In this pilot study, since the subjects were engineers,
information about the kidney (appearance, location, size)
was provided. Each subject performed two trials with two
randomized conditions: the location of the tumor
(left/right kidney) and the use of APSurg. Before the
experiment, all subjects received verbal and written
information describing the experiment and its goal. They
were asked to provide written informed consent
according to recommendations from the Istituto Italiano
di Tecnologia and the Declaration of Helsinki.
The system accuracy was measured as Real-Virtual
Patient Calibration error, computed as the Root Mean
Square Error of point distances (4.7 0.32 ).
The effectiveness of the system was evaluated measuring
the task execution time, while the usability was evaluated
asking the subjects to fill the System Usability
Scale (SUS) questionnaire [7], which allows the

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper presented APSurg, an abdominal positioning
surgical system aimed to enhance, intraoperatively, the
surgeons’ visual experience of the surgical field. A
preliminary study of the effectiveness and usability of the
system indicates a substantial improvement during a
surgical navigation task. Although these trials have been
done with engineers without surgical experience, the
system shows a potential positive impact for novel
surgeons, even if it does not consider yet the organ tissue
deformations. Future studies will involve novel and
experienced surgeons, with the aim to have more relevant
evaluation of the system, including more complex and
realistic tasks in accordance with the surgeons’ skills.
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INTRODUCTION
Surgical Robotic System (SRS) supports the surgeon in
executing complex surgical actions with more confidence
and firmness, which ultimately translates into better
outcomes for the patients. Automatic surgical gesture
recognition and classification is an enabling technology
for improving surgeon’s support in multiple applications.
On-line recognition of surgical gestures will improve the
training process and the overall performance thanks to
user-specific feedbacks and the prompt detection of
errors due to excessive fatigue or cognitive overloading
[1]. Thus, surgical gesture recognition recently gained
more attention from robotic and computer vision
researchers, thank also by the availability of syncronized
video and kinematic data acquired by reseach SRSs and
surgical simulators. The introduction of new datasets and
methods support generalization of results to several
procedure. Zappella et al. was among the first to propose
gesture recognition from video data using linear
dynamical systems and bag of words [2]. Kinematic data
have been firstly modeled with Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) [3], then other approaches were proposed with
Condition Random Field (CRF) and skip-chain CRF
(SKCRF) [4]. Recent research works combine
kinematics and video data to outperform gesture
recognition results previously obtained [5]. However,
integration of kinematic and video data is challenging
due the etherogeneous nature of these data types and
further research efforts is required. Actually, many
research focuses on modeling the temporal information
that is essential for gestures recognition. New types of
neural networks have been proposed to handle videos and
kinematics information, exploiting intrinsic temporal
constraint as a new feature and considering multiple time
steps simultaneously for a more precise context
evaluation, e.g. Temporal Convolutional Networks
(TCN) or Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [6,2]. Time
Delay Neural Networks (TDNN) are becoming
successful due to their ability to model time relationships
over long sequences while maintaining computational
efficiency [7]. TDNN has a pyramidal structure with a
progressively wider temporal context, i.e. the initial
transforms are learnt on narrow contexts and the deeper
layers process the hidden activations from a wider
temporal context due to the dilatation on nodes, as shown
in Figure 1.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In Figure 1 we represent the architecture of the proposed
TDNN that is composed of two blocks (layer 1 and 2 in

Figure. 1. Architecture of the proposed Time Delay Neural
Network (TDNN). The dark shadow shows the context
pyramidal structure of the TDNN

figure) and a time distributed activation level for
classification (layer 3). Each block consists of a monodimensional convolutional layer (with kernel filter size of
3) and a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation
function. Thanks to the proposed architecture, the
convolutional layer in the second block will have a
dilated kernel for increasing the reception field.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method in
error detection we have created the V-RASTED (Virtual
Robotic Assisted Surgical Training Evaluation Dataset)
dataset by collecting training exercises performed by a
group of 18 medical students taking an elective course in
robotic surgery. We set up an experiment to acquired
synchronized kinematic data and endoscopic stereo
images from the simulator developed by BBZ s.r.l. The
exercise consists in lifting a ring with one robotic arm,
passing the ring on the other arm and positioning it in the
corresponding pole (Figure 2). This exercise replicates
the one offered in standard MIS training curriculums and
available in all SRS virtual training simulators.
Each student had a time slot of one hour, the first half
is dedicated to practicing with the simulator interface and
the second half is dedicated to the recorded trials. Each
student performed from a minimum of ten to a maximum
of twenty trials resulting in a total 276 sequences. The
dataset included synchronized stereo images, kinematic
variables for each slave manipulators simulated and some
status variable for recording foot-pedals activities. To
maintain consistency with JIGSAWS [5], for each slave
manipulator 13 variables are provided: Cartesian position
(3), rotation matrix (9), and instrument gripping angle
(1). The classification classes are six and are defined as
ring collection, ring transfer between surgical tools, ring
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positioning in matching pole and their corresponding
errors.
The dataset and more detailed documentation are
available at gitlab.com/altairLab/v-rasted.git. The
proposed TDNN implementation is based on Keras, with
GPU accelerated Tensorflow framework, and it has been
tested on mobile workstation equipped with Intel i7 CPU,
8GB RAM and a Nvidia Geforce 960m video card with
2GB video memory. We used ADAM stochastic
optimization algorithm with categorical cross entropy
loss function during training with 200 epochs and batch
size of 16.

Figure. 2. Example of image extracted from V-RASTED
dataset showing the training exercise considered.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method we
followed the protocol described in [5] using only micro
accuracy and precision. For detailed description of the
experimental evaluation please refer to [5]. We obtained
68.4±6.95% on micro accuracy and 69.75±12.07 on
precision evaluation. The values presented for each
measure correspond to the average values (± standard
deviation) of all users tested with Leave One User Out
(LOUO) methodology. This means that for each user, the
training and the testing set are recalculated. In Figure 3
we report the normalized confusion matrix resulted from
our evaluation, it shows which types of classes are
correctly recognized and which classes are the most
complex to predict. In general, the results obtained on VRASTED correspond to a good level of gesture
recognition, aligned with results obtained on other
datasets [2,6]. We tested our network with benchmark
dataset [8]. We Most of the wrong recognitions occur
between gesture and corresponding errors classes. This
fact is clearly represented by the normalized confusion
matrix showed in Figure 3. These results demonstrate the
limits of error detection based only on kinematic
variables, which can accurately represent robotic system
movements, but they are unsuitable for recognizing
errors deriving from interaction with the environment,
such as the fall of a ring during grabbing or the incorrect
positioning of the ring in the corresponding pole. To
improve this result, in future works we will introduce
environment sensing, based on video data as
spatiotemporal features or on external sensors as marker.
Moreover, the proposed V-RASTED dataset is more
challenging than previously proposed ones (e.g.

JIGSAWS) since its present strong class imbalance that
is typical of fault/error detection. This public dataset
would be an important component in the development
and benchmarking of future surgical error detection
methods.

Figure. 3. Normalized Confusion matrix obtained for the
proposed method during LOUO evaluation on V- RASTED

CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have introduced TDNN for surgical
gestures and errors recognition based on kinematic data.
We have evaluated the proposed method on novel VRASTED public dataset. The obtained results
demonstrate state that TDNN applied to kinematic data
can be very effective in modeling instrument movements,
thus they are suitable for gesture recognition, but they
need to be fused with other sensing modalities for
obtaining error detection performance suitable for on-line
situation awareness systems.
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INTRODUCTION
The non-invasiveness and real-time capabilities of
ultrasound (US) imaging make this technique appealing
for guiding breast biopsy procedures. However, the fact
that certain malignant lesions are often challenging to be
distinguished on US has raised interest in finding some
ways to combine knowledge about lesions position
obtained from pre-operative modalities with real-time
information provided by intra-operative US. To this
purpose, several commercial and research platforms have
implemented image fusion techniques able to co-register
pre-operative data and US images [1]. However, none of
these systems is able to account for the large
deformations the breast undergoes due to the
compression forces applied with the US probe by the
physician to guarantee proper probe-tissue coupling and
obtain acceptable image quality.
Biomechanical models represent a valuable tool to
support the localization of suspicious areas identified on
pre-operative imaging during US scanning, since they are
able to account for anatomical deformations resulting
from US probe pressure. Although the finite element
method (FEM) has been extensively used in breast
biomechanics, it was never employed to compensate for
US probe-induced deformations, due to its
incompatibility with real-time computation [2]. A
valuable alternative to FEM is represented by geometrybased approaches, like the position-based dynamics
(PBD). The PBD approach models objects as an
ensemble of particles whose positions are directly
updated as a solution of a quasi-static problem subject to
geometrical constraints, thus making the method stable,
robust and able to achieve real-time performances [3].
These are among the main reasons for the increasing
popularity of this method in the medical field, especially
for the development of surgical training simulators. The
PBD scheme is used by Camara et al. to create a patientspecific biomechanical model of the kidney for the realtime simulation of intra-operative US [4]. In their work,
optimal PBD parameters are estimated as those
describing the deformation of kidney phantom subject to
different levels of probe-induced deformations.
In this work, we present a biomechanical model of the
breast based on the PBD formulation available in
NVIDIA FleX. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first model able to predict in real-time the displacement
of internal lesions due to the interaction with US probe.
Since PBD parameters cannot be directly related to the
real material properties, they are initialized with a
calibration procedure performed on a phantom whose

mechanical properties approximate those of the tissue of
interest. In order to obtain a patient-specific description
of the deformation, such parameters are then fine-tuned
on the final anatomy (in our case, a realistic breast
phantom) by tracking the displacement of a US-visible
landmark. In this way, we obtain a patient-specific model
that can accurately predict in real-time the displacement
of the other internal areas during US scanning.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental data are acquired from a Freehand
Ultrasound System (FUS) based on a MicrUs US device
(Telemed, Vilnius, Lithuania) equipped with a linear
probe (model L12-5N40) and an optical tracking system
MicronTracker Hx40 (Claron-Nav, Toronto, Canada)
(Figure 1). The overall probe spatial calibration error
achieved is below 1mm (±0.7147).

Figure. 1. The FUS system allows to map the real positions of
the CIRS breast phantom and the US probe to the 3D Slicer
scene (right monitor). Information about probe spatial
transformation is communicated to the simulated environment
in Unity (left monitor).

A box-shaped calibration phantom with three stiffer
inclusions is manufactured with ballistic gel as described
by Amini [5] and is used for the initial calibration of PBD
parameters. In general, PBD simulations are controlled
by a high number of parameters, but we focus on those
closely controlling the deformable behavior of soft
objects, which are related to the PBD constraint called
“region-based shape matching”. As a consequence, we
optimize the value of volume sampling, cluster spacing
and cluster stiffness parameters and we set other
parameters in accordance to values reported in previous
works [4]. Optimal model parameters are estimated with
a greedy strategy as those minimizing the average
localization error on the three internal inclusions, when
applying four different input deformations with the probe
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(5, 10, 15, 20 mm). Localization error is computed as
Euclidean distance between the model-predicted and the
real displacement provided by the FUS of corresponding
fiducial points.
A realistic multi-modality breast phantom (Model 073;
CIRS, Norfolk, VA, USA) is used to evaluate the
capability of the PBD model to provide correct estimates
of biopsy targets. Although we expect that simulation
parameters obtained for the calibration phantom provide
a good approximation of the breast behavior under the
same kind of input deformations, it is unlikely that the
same exact parameters will be optimal to describe the
deformations of a structure with some major differences,
mainly in shape and material properties. In order to
account for the specificity of the final scenario, some
experiments are conducted to refine the values of selected
simulation parameters before applying the model to
predict lesions displacement. This process, which we
refer to as fine tuning, consists of tracking the position of
a US-visible landmark (in our case, one of the internal
lesions) subject to four probe-induced deformations (15,
20, 25, 30 mm) in a similar fashion to what has been done
for the calibration phantom. It’s worth mentioning that
this fine-tuning could (and should) be performed with
any internal structure which is detectable on US. The
PBD model with updated optimal parameters is then used
to infer the displacement of the other 9 segmented lesions
under four deformations as done previously.
RESULTS
Optimal values for the volume sampling, cluster spacing
and cluster stiffness parameters for the calibration
phantom are 5, 10 and 0.7 respectively. The fine-tuning
process for volume sampling and cluster spacing
converges to values of 7 and 8. Instead, cluster stiffness
is not further optimized and kept to 0.7, since changes in
its value did not impact significantly the calibration
results already obtained. An improvement of 16% in the
overall mean target error is observed thanks to the finetuning process.
Figures 2 and 3 compare the performances of the
proposed deformation model with a rigid one.
Localization errors relative to the rigid case are computed
as difference between the lesion position at rest (which
always corresponds to the predicted position) and the real
current lesion position, both identified on US images.
Whereas, error associated to the use of the PBD model is
computed as difference between the predicted position
and the real position, at each deformation level. The
green and orange lines in Figure 2 show the trend of the
localization error at increasing deformation levels for the
PBD and rigid model. It is evident that, while the errors
relative to the rigid case significantly increase with the
induced deformation, PBD errors never exceed the
threshold of 10 mm, even when the input deformation
becomes large (in the order of 30 mm). On average, the
PBD biomechanical model performs better than the rigid
scenario for every lesion, as emerges from Figure 3.

Figure. 2. Target error in mm at different levels of applied
deformations for rigid (orange) and PBD (green) models. Solid
lines represent the average errors on all the tumors, whereas
shaded lines represent errors on each individual tumor.

Figure. 3. Average localization error obtained for each tumor
with (green) and without (orange) the PBD deformation model.
Horizontal dashed lines represent the corresponding average
error.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Exploiting position-based dynamics formulation for
modelling breast deformations has proved successful in
predicting in real-time probe-induced displacement of
internal lesions during US scanning. The proposed
approach outperforms rigid models usually employed for
lesion tracking in biopsy procedures. To strengthen our
results, we will compare the PBD model with a FEM
formulation, both in terms of accuracy and computation
time. As future work, we plan to employ a more
systematic multi-dimensional optimization procedure for
parameters estimation and to improve the setup by
replacing freehand scanning with a robotic acquisition.
Finally, we will provide a more complete tool for guiding
US-based percutaneous procedures by including needle
insertion simulation.
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INTRODUCTION
During minimally invasive surgery (MIS), a patient
undergoes small incision and the operation involves
small tubes, miniature surgical instrument and tiny
cameras to be inserted. To protect the patient from sharp
or otherwise potentially harmful objects during the
insertion and retrieval of instruments during MIS,
overtubes are used for endoscopic surgical procedures.
The overtube has a sleeve like structure that avoids
inadequate trapping of insufflate air, increases the depth
of insertion and protects mucosa from trauma [1], [2]. It
also facilitates in procedures which require insertions of
multiple endoscopes, i.e. treatment of esophageal food
impaction. The length and diameter of these devices
varies from 540 – 650 mm and 14.4 – 21 mm (outer
diameter), depending on the route of entry and the
application area, such as esophageal or gastric surgeries.
An example of the application of the overtube is the
protection of the cricopharyngeal area or the airway. In
this case, the overtube should be 25 cm in length. When
the surgical area is far away from the point of entry i.e.
stomach, a longer overtube is required [3].
Typically, overtubes are produced from semi-rigid
plastic and have a flexible tip. The distal end of the
overtube has a smaller diameter than the remainder of its
body. The overtube body diameter usually match the
outer dimeter of the surgical tool that needs to be
employed. The overtube approach is used to reduce the
chances of pinching or entrapment during
insertion/exchanges of instruments. The standard
solutions available on the market are specifically
designed for deep endoscope insertion. The first example
is a double-balloon enteroscopy (DBE) system that uses
pneumatically activated concentric latex balloon and the
second solution - the single-balloon enteroscopy (SBE) uses a single silicone (non-latex) balloon placed at the tip
of the endoscope [3]. The most reported complications
associated with the use of overtubes are damages to the
mucosa such as abrasion and tears [4]. This is mainly
caused by the friction that occurs between the device and
the biological environment, especially during insertion.
Other problems reported are tissue perforations and
pancreatitis during enteroscopy procedures [3]. Although
overtubes are flexible, the causes of the damage are
mainly due to the high stiffness of these devices.
In conventional overtubes, the lubrication of the
inner and outer surfaces of the overtube and endoscope
before the procedure is required. The outer lubrication is
needed to minimize the friction and resistance between
the overtube and the body parts. On the other hand,
internal lubrication is needed to reduce the friction
between the surgical tools and the inner layer of the
device[3].

Figure 1 Illustration of fabric-based eversion overtube with
embedded camera: (a) actuation of the overtube starts, (b)
overtube fully elongated and the camera extending outward.

This paper describes the novel design of an overtube
which can be used in both upper and lower endoscopic
procedures. The proposed design is using the principles
of eversion or growing at the tip [5]. Differently from
more traditional devices this overtube does not require
any lubrication. Due to the actuation principle, no friction
occurs between the device and the biological
environment, the folded part comes out during actuation
and eliminates the external push of the overtube (Fig. 1).
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The proposed overtube prototype is constructed from
flexible fabric with an outer diameter of 18 mm, an inner
diameter of 17 mm, and the length of the tube can expand
up to 1000 mm.
The airtight fabric-reinforced bladder of the overtube
folds inside-out at the tip when pressure is applied, as it is
shown in Figure 1. When pressurized, the fabric inside the
sleeve is continuously pushed towards the tip and unfolds
outwards (Fig. 1(a)). Therefore, during the process of
actuation, the folded fabric that is inside is everted out to
the outer surface (Fig. 1(b)). The advantages of this
devices are the following:
Friction between the tube and the environment is
removed due to the employment of the eversion (growing)
principle. This frictionless overtube also avoids the
abrasion and tears of biological tissues as the objects are
not dragged or directly in contact with the surrounding
body. During insertion and retraction, the eversion effects
plays an important role as the overtube unfolds (insertion)
and folds back (retraction) without any friction, the
camera cable can work as a tendon in a similar way
presented in [5].
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The overtube is constructed from entirely soft
material, and it allows the overtube to adapt its shape to
the environment without applying undesired forces, as
well as avoiding punctures and perforations. The length of
the device can be adjusted controlling the pressure inside
the fabric sleeve. Low cost materials are being used and,
hence, the overtubes based on the eversion principle are
disposable.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND RESULTS
The entry points to the human body are biological
orifices or in laparoscopic surgery trocar ports. In MIS
they are placed into the abdomen and represent the access
for the surgical tools to the human body. Overtubes have
to pass through the trocar port and extend inside the body.
The first experiment performed to study the feasibility of
the prototype was passing of the overtube through a
standard trocar port. A standard 12 mm trocar port was
used (Fig. 2). Our flexible overtube (18mm diameter),
was able to travel through the trocar port and extend into

Figure 2 Eversion overtube passing through the trocar port. The
presented overtube has a camera embedded at the tip.

the space behind. This experiment proves the ability of
an eversion-type overtube to pass through narrow
openings. Moreover, the same overtube can be used for
the trocar ports of different dimensions. The second
experiment is evaluating the bending capability of the
overtube. The straight path is blocked by an obstacle
placed in front of the overtube. Further on, the response
of the overtube elongation was observed (Fig. 3(a)). It
was found that the device easily bends when the straight
path is obstructed. In addition, the obstacle and further
bending does not influence the elongation capabilities of
the overtube. Thus, the tube can bend and carry on
extending until fully extended or reached another
obstacle (Fig. 3 (b), 4). The natural bending of the
overtube excludes the need of tendon, which in some
cases are used to control the bending movement of
overtube [5].

of the Trocar port. The softness of the material allows it
to bend when hitting an obstacle, enabling it to extend
further and, at the same time, ensuring the safety of the
human internal body and its organs as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Behaviour of the Eversion Overtube facing obstacles
observed in experiment 2.

Once deployed, the hollow inside of the eversion-type
overtube can be used as guide for surgical instruments to
enter and be directed to the area of interest. The results
presented here are promising and show the feasibility of
the proposed eversion-type overtube. Further experiments
are needed to confirm its suitability for MIS.
CONLCUSION
The design and procedure of this innovative overtube is
to provide ease and simplicity in the surgical procedure.
Insertion of objects (endoscope or other potentially sharp
tools) can take minutes but employing the proposed
eversion-type overtube the procedure is expected to be
done much more quickly. Our overtube is soft and, hence,
the amount of trauma is reduced. The experiment was
designed for a camera to pass through, but it can be used
for transporting other tools as well. The experiment
performed and the result discussed in this paper are an
initial feasibility study showing promise. In future, the
aim is to study the internal friction caused by the
instruments during their insertion and use this overtube
in a surgical procedure. Those procedures will endorse
the effectiveness and usefulness of overtube.
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INTRODUCTION
Intra-ocular surgery is a particularly challenging type of
micro-surgery where surgeons work minimally
invasively at the back of the patient’s eye. As a case
study, retinal vein occlusion (RVO) is one the most
widespread eye vascular diseases. According to the
literature up to 16.4 million people are affected by this
disease worldwide [1]. RVO is an obstruction of the
retinal vessels due to blood clots. As a consequence,
blood leaks underneath the retinal layers. This leakage
causes blind spots in people eyesight, eventually leading
to blindness. A current promising treatment consists of
the injection of a thrombolytic agent inside the clotted
vessel during a few minutes [2]. Surgeons need to display
extreme dexterity during such procedure as the targeted
vessels with diameters ranging from 50 to 400 µm are
very fragile. Puncturing a retinal vein requires forces
below 20 mN [3]. This is thus below the human
perceptual threshold.
Recently, robotic systems have been successfully used to
assist a surgeon in performing a retinal vein cannulation
in clinical trials on humans. The surgeon manipulated a
dedicated needle mounted on a co-manipulation system.
The robot dampened out the motion and forces applied to
the instrument [4]. During this surgery, the surgeon relies
on a stereoscopic microscope placed above the eye lens
of the patient. The inside of the eyeball is illuminated by
a small chandelier which is introduced into the eyeball
nearby the targeted site. While the microscope allows a
stereoscopic vision, the quality of the depth perception is
limited. Due to the poor depth estimation there is a
considerable risk of piercing through the vessel, creating
a `double puncture’. If unnoticed the clot-dissolving
agent would be injected underneath the retina which
would affect the patient’s eyesight very negatively. By
embedding sensors in the dedicated instruments, depth
awareness could be tackled to reduce surgical risks.
However current sensor technology is often complex,
expensive and difficult to integrate. The state of the art
reports two main concepts for distance sensing: intraoperative Optical Coherence Tomography [5] (iOCT
supplying A-scans and B-scans ) and electrical bioimpedance. Here, we focus on the latter technology due
to its potential to be more affordable. Within eye surgery,
the electrical impedance is mainly used for proximity
sensing between an implant and the retina. Ray
conducted in-vivo experiments in rats, moving an
insulated probe forward and backward over a range of
500 µm to the retina, reporting a rise in impedance
magnitude when approaching [6]. Majdi et al. reported
similar results on ex-vivo rabbit retinas measuring over a
range of 1 mm away from the retina [7].

In the following we introduce a new bio-impedance
sensor that was developed to detect retinal proximity over
a larger range. Our measurements on ex-vivo pig eyes
expose a specific impedance pattern that may lead to a
simple and robust way to keep distance to safety-critical
structures in the eye. To the best of our knowledge,
current literature only reported impedance magnitudes
within a close proximity of the retina, and hence failed to
discover and exploit the full impedance spectrum.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A cannulation needle previously validated in clinical
trials forms the basis of this work [4]. The needle consists
of a glass pipette sputtered with an electrically
conductive coating. A stainless steel protective sleeve is
slid over the needle tip to protect it during its insertion
inside the eyeball as shown on Figure. 1.
A setup, as depicted in Figure. 2, is made for the
experiment consisting out of three parts. First, the needle
is fixed on a 3 Degrees of Freedom (DoF) system made
out of 3 linear stages (M-423, Newport, USA) and
Vernier Micrometer handles (SM – 25, Newport, USA).
Two stages in the XY plane are used to align the
instrument tip with an incision in the pig eye to enter the
vitreous chamber. The third stage actuates the needle
along its longitudinal axis to approach the retina. A laser
distance sensor mounted on this stage (OADM12I6460
S35A, Baumer, Switzerland) measures the needle
insertion. Second, an ex-vivo pig eye is positioned in a
support. The eye can be oriented by rotating it about
rotational axis parallel to the ground. Third, a chandelier
lighting system is held by a positioning arm after being
inserted through a trocar to illuminate the vitreous
chamber. A clear view upon the retina is available by
looking through the eye lens with a stereoscopic
microscope (HS Hi-R NEO, Haag-Streit Surgical,
Switzerland) and an EIBOS (90D NIR, Haag-Streit
Surgical) magnifying lens that also compensates for the
pig eye lens optics.
The electrical bio-impedance is measured between the
needle tip and the retina. On one hand, the sleeve sliding
over the glass pipette is connected to a V+ source. The
sleeve being in contact with the conductive coating, V+
is also applied until the very tip of the needle so that the
impedance measures the tip - retina distance. On the other
hand, a crocodile clip attached to the eye optic nerve is
put under the V- voltage. Voltages are applied and
impedances measured with a Quadra Impedance
Spectroscopy (Eliko company) system at excitation
frequencies ranging from 1 kHz up to 349 kHz,
measuring data at 1kHz sampling rate.
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Figure. 1. Retina observed through the eye lens. The needle is
pointing at a blood vessel laying on top of the retina.

RESULTS
In order to characterize the behavior of the bioimpedance, 10 round trips were executed by moving the
needle between a fixed position in the vitreous chamber
towards the blood vessel (Figure. 1). The traveled range
was about 7 mm. The contact with the blood vessel was
established visually as the blood inside would be flushed
away when touching it with the needle. This moment was
used as a reference to zero the distance measurement.

Experiments on a closed ex-vivo pig eye with this needle
showed repetitive measurement of a pattern at an average
distance of 600 µm between the needle tip and a blood
vessel. Whereas impedance magnitude is highly variable,
detecting this bump would be a robust way to report
retinal proximity. Indeed changing the needle geometry
or the contact surface between the crocodile clip and the
optic nerve would significantly impact the impedance
magnitude but not the bump-like pattern. We expect that
by detecting this specific pattern, proximity could be
robustly estimated merely by using affordable bioimpedance sensing techniques. Future work aims at
developing more sophisticated algorithms to detect the
bump and alert the practitioner of the retinal proximity.
In addition, the optic chiasm is a natural electrical path
from one eye to another, involving the optic nerve. In this
way we expect to be able to conduct in-vivo
measurements by measuring the electrical impedance
between the two eyes.

Figure. 2. Setup to measure the electrical bio-impedance
while approaching the needle tip towards the retina

Figure. 3. The bio-impedance magnitude shows a repetitive
bump when getting close to a blood vessel

Figure. 3 shows a general trend how the impedance
magnitude (red) is correlated to the relative distance
(blue) to the vessel. The impedance magnitude was
measured at 349kHz to minimize any capacitive parasitic
effect. From the figure it can be seen that the magnitude
decreases as the needle is getting closer to the vessel.
Additionally, a repetitive bump-like pattern appeared in
the impedance magnitude when approaching the blood
vessel. The rise in impedance has been reported earlier
and it finds its origin in the neuronal response from the
retina [7]. Latter structure is made out of different
neurons processing signals from the environment. The
impedance drop beforehand and the resulting bump-like
behaviour have not been reported. The impedance
decrease when approaching the retina comes from the
resistance decrease of the saline solution between the
needle tip and the retina. For the given setup and needle,
the experiment showed that the bump appeared
approximately 600 µm away from the blood vessel. The
amplitude of these bumps (i.e. from rise to contact with
the retina) varied from 0.5 to 2.5 Ω. We expect that
compared to the magnitude this pattern forms a much
more robust means to keep the distance to the surface.
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INTRODUCTION
Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS), which consists in
operating through small orifices, reduces the patients’
pain, complications, recovery time and scarring.
However, while providing many benefits, the skills
required in MIS are especially difficult to learn.
Unfortunately, current training methods for such
techniques have not progressed at the same pace as
surgical advances. Insufficient surgical skills acquisition
translates into complications during procedures, which
not only harm the patient, but also increases the derived
costs of interventions and their follow up.
Traditionally, surgical skills training consisted in the
model „see one, do one, teach one”. This method was
practically unchanged until the introduction of
simulators, which allow students to practice before
entering the operating room, but it still relies on the
classical apprenticeship model. Having an expert
constantly supervising the training is unsustainable, and
the reality faced by residents is the lack of enough
practising time [1] [2].
MIS training presents specific challenges that are not
addressed by traditional methods. In hysteroscopy, an
endoscopic diagnostic and interventional procedure, the
hysteroscope is inserted through the vagina and the
cervix to examine the uterus. Normally, surgeons have to
interpret a 3D operating area through a 2D display
monitor, with the consequent lack of depth perception.
The instruments, which are introduced through the
working channel, provide limited tactile and kinaesthetic
feedback, making their control difficult [2].
Current simulators can be divided into two categories:
physical simulators, also known as box trainers, and
virtual reality simulators. Box trainers consist of
anatomical reproductions that can have realistic tactile
and visual properties. However, performance assessment
has to be carried out by an observer mentor, and
therefore, the evaluation is subjective.
Virtual reality simulators offer a wide range of clinical
cases and keep track of the performance, but they lack of
realistic haptic feedback and physical behaviour. The
validity and applicability of skills acquired with virtual
simulators is still an open discussion in the scientific and
medical community. In addition, there is a noteworthy
price difference between the two types, which makes
virtual simulators unaffordable for most formative
centres [3].

This work presents HysTrainer (HT), a training module
for hysteroscopy, which is part of the generic endoscopic
training platform EndoTrainer (ET). This platform
merges both technologies, with the benefits of having a
physical anatomic model and computer assistance for
augmented reality and objective assessment. Further to
the functions of a surgical trainer, EndoTrainer provides
an integral education, training and evaluation platform.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure 1. HT parts

Device: ET is a multi-speciality modular training device
that can be used for hysteroscopy, cystoscopy and transanal surgery. The device consists of a central unit, which
connects with the rest of the modules; an exercise
module, which contains an anatomic model and elements
to train specific skills; a robotic arm, which tracks the
movements of the tool inside the anatomic model; and a
user interface, which allows the user to interact with the
device, visualise the exercise and revise the results.

Figure 2. Reaching targets exercise module (section view).

The exercise modules consist of an anatomical model of
a female reproductive system built from soft materials
that emulate the appearance and physical properties of
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Figure 3. Hysteroscope tip trajectory pattern in the first execution (A) and after 30 repetitions (B) of a user.

the different tissues. They also include sensors and
actuators to measure the interaction of the tool with the
simulated organ. These modules are independent, and
thus, new exercises can be introduced in the future.
The current prototype includes two exercises,
corresponding to HYSTT 1-2 from the European Soc. for
Gynaecological Endoscopy’s formative programme [4]:
a. Reaching targets: the user has to reach 10 targets,
located in key anatomical points, presented in random
order. The exercise aims to train spatial cognition and
camera navigation with a 30-degree angle of view
hysteroscope. Quantitative metrics are used to assess
the performance: time to reach the target; quality,
understood as correct positioning and orientation of
the tool; and economy of movement, compared to the
optimal trajectory.
b. Polyp removal: the user has to remove 10 polyps with
a micro grasper. This exercise aims to train in the use
of auxiliary tools. Each polyp has a sensor to detect
when it was extracted and the time spent to reach each
polyp is measured.
Testing: the device was tested in the setup shown in
Figure 1. The subjects were asked to perform 30
repetitions of the Reaching targets exercise. The tests
were conducted with 25 subjects of different expertise
level: 16 subjects were novices with no prior experience
and 9 subjects were gynaecologists with previous
experience in hysteroscopy.
RESULTS

Figure 3 shows that initially, the user followed random
trajectories around the uterus cavity. After 30 repetitions,
the user mainly used the central area and diverted the
trajectory to reach each target. Using the central channel
to observe the uterus denotes mastery in the use of the
30-degree hysteroscope and reduces the risk of harming
or perforating the uterus’ walls.
Regarding the execution time, the learning curve is
stabilised around the 15th trial (figure 4), but there is a
reduction in the variance until the last trial in both groups.
There is a difference of 11,2 seconds between the 1st and
30th trial in the experts and 8,4 seconds in novices. In all
trials, experts needed less time to reach each target.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This study proposes a hybrid anatomical platform to train
MIS skills applied to gynaecological surgery. The
combination of physical and virtual technologies offers
the benefits of performing the training exercises in a
realistic anatomical model with haptic feedback, while
also provides objective measurements and performance
assessment.
The proposed training device increases the skills needed
to perform MIS in a safe manner. The training proves to
be useful regardless of previous experience since both the
mean execution time and the dispersion of the results
decrease after 30 trials in both groups. The fact that the
curves of experts and novices do not intersect also
supports the validity of the training.
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INTRODUCTION
Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy (SLNB) has been
established as an accurate procedure for regional
melanoma staging. SNLB has a diagnostic significance
as biopsy-based staging identifies patients with nodal
metastases who may benefit from immediate complete
lymphadenectomy and prolongs disease-free survival for
all patients. Among patients with intermediate-thickness
melanoma, this procedure provides significantly
improve, over the 10-year disease-free survival rate,
compared to the lymphadenectomy for nodal relapse
(71.3±1.8% vs. 64.7±2.3%). This improve is also
observed among patients with thick melanomas
(50.7±4.0% vs. 40.5±4.7%) [1].
Optimal SLNB combines radionuclide and blue dye
detection to identify the sentinel node and, during the
procedure, a hand-held gamma probe is used to locate the
sentinel nodes for their extraction [2]. These skills are
unfamiliar to many surgeons and inexperience could lead
to misdiagnosis, and thus follow an inadequate treatment,
and increasing costs at the long term. Previous studies
recommend a minimum of 30 cases as training phase to
master SNLB due to its characteristic learning curve [3].
The estimated cost of educating a surgeon simply in
added time in the operating room has been estimated at
about $50.000 during the five-year residence period [4].
Surgical training platforms have emerged in the latest
years as an alternative to enhance surgical training
outside the operating room and even to certify procedure
knowledge and ability. Up to date, some physical training
models have been reported using synthetic material [5][6]
or a human cadaver torso [7]. The main problem with
those models is the use of radionuclide, such as
technetium-99m (99mTC), that entails a security protocol
requirement and high costs. In addition, these platforms
lack evaluation metrics to measure the exercise quality
and that can worsen the training evaluation. Virtual
training platforms allow to practice a surgical procedure,
while they gather data of the performance to evaluate the
quality of the exercise. Their main disadvantage is the
loss of real feedback, which can drive to an unrelated
perception of the real procedure.
Training platforms, virtual or physical, are a perfect
complement to conventional training such as dissection
practices that usually provide limited availability and
result in high cost. The use of these platforms reduces the
risk of complications and the cost of training. This work
presents a new training platform for SLNB in local

melanoma staging, that solves the previous problems
maintaining a realistic scenario, at the same time that
measures a series of important parameters to determine
the quality of the surgery.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SENTISIM is a hybrid simulation platform for training
and evaluation of SLNB that combines a virtual and a
physical environment, taking the advantages of both
approaches. SENTISIM allows the user to train the key
aspects of SNLB in a realistic scenario: hand-held
gamma probe navigation, node identification, tissue
dissection, node extraction and final suture. In addition,
the system allows the practice of critical situations like
vascular suture for femoral artery accidental dissection.
The system consists of three main modules: a multi-layer
pad that simulates the inguinal region; a custom handheld active navigation probe for node detection, and a
software application to receive, analyze and store data
from different sensors (e.g. probe), to generate signals for
pad actuators and user interface.
The inguinal module is an anatomically realistic multilayered pad constructed using advanced soft plastic and
silicon materials reproducing textures and dynamic
properties. The multi-layer composition simulates skin,
fat, fascia and subcutaneous tissue, muscle, tendons,
nerves, blood vessels and lymph nodes (Fig. 1).
The surgery is performed on the anatomic pad using real
tools and provides realistic feedback of the passive
behaviour from the different anatomic structures. Active
behaviour such as cardiac pulse or muscular contractions
caused by local nerve stimulation are also simulated.

Figure. 1. Section and full views of the multi-layer pad.

The custom hand-held probe (Fig. 2) simulates the
gamma probe, and is used to identify and locate the nodes
inside the anatomic pad. The target sentinel nodes have
miniaturized magnets inserted. The simulation of the
node detection is carried out through a magnetic sensor
(Hall effect) located at the tool tip, that detects the
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magnetic emission of the node reproducing the behaviour
of the gamma probe when detecting radionuclide. More
magnetic elements are present in the platform to simulate
the background count and residual detection. The probe
provides acoustic and visual feedback of the sensor value
to improve node detection understanding. Tracking of the
probe is done using an 9DoF IMU. Sensors data is sent
to the user interface to enhance the training experience
and later evaluate the navigation performance.

identification and the surgical procedure on the pad. The
majority expressed an increase in self-confidence in their
SLNB skills. Usability tests will be done in near future to
analyze impact in learning curves.

Figure. 2. Hand-held gamma probe simulation module.

The software (virtual part of the system) collects all the
data from the sensors, guides the exercise through a user
interface which displays the counting of the detection
probe along with its reference value and other
information such as like heart beat signal, vascular circuit
blood level and nerve integrity (Fig. 3). Once finished the
exercise, the software evaluates the training session
through performance data. Gathering information of the
training and comparing over evaluation metrics is
essential to measure the quality of an exercise. The
evaluation metrics considers time, precision of detection,
probe sweeping area, correct node extraction and
accidents (vessel or nerve cut). This evaluation is
combined with an ocular inspection from a supervisor.

Figure. 3. First version of SENTISIM user interface.

RESULTS
The presented platform, that is under patent process, has
been tested in the 2nd edition of MelaTX; a 3-day
workshop in Sevilla (June of 2018) focused on a full
review and training of medical-surgical treatment of
locally advanced melanoma. Twenty-two dermatologists
(resident and experienced) from various Spanish
hospitals participated in this test. The test was performed
in a two-round practical session where the participants
worked in pairs, one assuming the role of the surgeon and
the other that of an assistant. In the second round, the
roles were exchanged. Evaluation metrics gathered
during the practice permitted a better overall assessment
of the exercise. E.g., tracking of the probe provided a
density map of the navigated zone, where the hot spots
coincide with the location of the nodes (Fig. 4).
Compared to a pre-operatory gammagraphy can give a
matching percentage. A small group of experts, that were
invited to the workshop as speakers tested and validated
the platform. The feedback received from the participants
remarked the realism of the platform from the node

Figure. 4. Tracking of the probe (left) and density map (right).

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper has presented SENTISIM training platform
for SLNB. The platform combines virtual and physical
advantages thanks to its modular approach. Its main
characteristics are realism, tissue behaviour, continuous
feedback interaction, probe navigation, etc. The platform
allows performing a complete surgical procedure,
training all main key aspects and emergency situations.
Avoiding the need of radionuclide material usage for
node detection eases the access to training sessions
thanks to its reduced costs and security protocols.
SENTISIM has demonstrated its validity during the
MelaTX course. A group of 22 participants and another
of 8 experts performed the practical session using the
platform. SENTISIM obtained the face-validity from the
experts group.
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INTRODUCTION
During sacrocolpopexy (SCP) vaginal vault prolapse, a
type of pelvic organ prolapse (POP), is repaired by
fixating the vaginal vault to the sacrum with a synthetic
graft/mesh, restoring its anatomical position. Anatomical
success rates of open or abdominal sacrocolpopexy
(ASCP) exceed 90 % [1], which is better than those after
sacrospinous vault fixation (SVF) whereby the vaginal
vault is sutured directly to the sacrospinous ligament.
However, ASCP has a higher morbidity rate, longer
operation times and increased hospital cost when
compared to SVF [2]. Laparoscopic sacrocolpopexy
(LSCP), the minimally invasive counterpart of ASCP,
appears to be the logical solution to decrease morbidity
and blood loss [3]. Observational studies and systematic
reviews have shown that LSCP is as effective as its open
counterpart (ASCP) [4] and therefore it has gained a lot
of popularity in the last decade. During LSCP at least
three people are present around the operation table: A
surgeon and an assistant that operate the laparoscopic
instruments through four or five cannulas in the
abdominal wall; and a second perineal assistant that is
positioned between the legs of the patient and uses a
vaginal manipulator to position and tension the vaginal
vault. Manual vaginal vault manipulation has shown to
be a fatiguing task and the quality of vaginal vault
exposure varies depending on the experience of the
perineal assistant. A common error during vaginal vault
manipulation is inappropriate response to the surgeon’s
positioning- and tensioning instructions, leading
respectively to bad vault exposure and possibly overtensioning. These errors require additional instructions or
often a manual correction by the surgeon himself/herself,
which leads to extended operation times and increased
stress levels for the surgical team. Recently, robotassisted surgery (RAS) has gained a lot of popularity in
gynaecology [5] as a means to give the surgeon full
control over the surgical site. However, design
requirements concerning the workspace of the vaginal
manipulator and the required- and safe tensioning forces
for a surgical robot are unknown.
This work describes the results of an in-vivo
study whereby a force sensor, developed in [6], is
attached to the vaginal manipulator and equipped with a
pose sensing probe to obtain design requirements for a
vaginal vault manipulating robot.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
After characterization [6] the force sensor was equipped
with a pose sensing probe which can be tracked by an
electromagnetic field generator (Aurora System,
Northern Digital Inc., Canada). The operation room (OR)
setup is shown on Figure 1. Care was taken to have
minimum influence on the surgery by performing the
study. Therefore, an appropriate location for the field
generator was found under the operation table (nonsterile zone), between the legs of the patient. The total
length of the modified vaginal manipulator attached and
force sensor is equal to the total length of the standard
vaginal manipulator. All other recording hardware is
placed away from the surgical site, next to the already
present OR-equipment. At the beginning of the
intervention the position of the vaginal vault entrance is
stored during a landmarking procedure whereby the
assistant has to point to the vaginal vault entrance with
the manipulator head.

Figure 1: Clinical trial setup. The pose of the force sensor
can be tracked by an electromagnetic field generator. The
perineal assistant holds the force sensor housing while using
the vaginal manipulator.

Figure 2 gives the data flow diagram. Force- and pose
samples are combined based on timestamps. Force data
is recorded with a field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
(cRIO-9045, National Instruments, United States) and
sent to a computer over a UDP-connection. This
computer is also connected to the pose tracking system
with a USB-connection. The recording and postprocessing is done by a combination of LabVIEW,
Python and Robot Operating System (ROS) software. A
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total of eight LSCP interventions were recorded and
analyzed for vaginal wall stiffness, manipulator
workspace and tensioning force range.

Figure 2: Data flow diagram. force- and pose samples are
recorded and combined based on timestamps.

RESULTS
Table 1 summarizes the results of eight LSCP recordings.
Vaginal wall forces, stiffness and manipulator workspace
are all expressed in the coordinate frame of the field
generator (x0,y0,z0), as indicated on Figure 1. This frame
coincides with the operation table plane and thus the
directional stiffness and forces can be expressed w.r.t. the
patient’s functional anatomy.
Table 1: Vaginal wall average stiffness and total maximum
forces.

Study 1
Study 2
Study 3
Study 4
Study 5
Study 6
Study 7
Study 8
Average

kx
[N/mm]
8.1
12.7
3.7
6.8
1.5
8.9
7.1
4.0
6.6

ky
[N/mm]
7.5
8.1
3.4
9.6
1.0
12.1
8.9
2.7
6.7

kz
[N/mm]
8.3
6.3
5.1
9.0
2.2
12.5
10.0
3.4
7.1

Ftot,max
[N]
47.3
25.5
36.7
35.7
20.8
26.4
46.4
24.7
32.9

The stiffness k in every direction is calculated as:
𝑘=

∆𝐹
∆𝑑

(1)

Where ∆F and ∆d is the difference between two
consecutive force- and position samples respectively.
Only samples inside the vaginal vault were used during
stiffness calculation and care was taken not to include
out-of-range or unreasonably high values. The total
maximum interaction force with the vaginal wall is
displayed in the last column of Table 1. The average
workspace of the manipulator head inside the patient can
be confined in a bounding box of 163 mm x 212 mm x
128 mm (x0,y0,z0). Figure 3 visualizes the workspace
results of study 8. The positions of the vaginal
manipulator head are color coded based on the present
interaction force at that location: green for forces below
10 N, yellow for forces between 10 N and 20 N and red
for forces higher than 20 N. The instrument handle is
indicated in blue and the vault entrance in purple.

Figure 3: Vaginal manipulator workspace and
corresponding interaction forces. Blue: instrument handle;
Manipulator head color coded in green (< 10 N), yellow (<
20 N) and red (> 20 N).

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
It is hypothesized that the vaginal vault stiffness is
dependent on the degree of vaginal vault prolapse. Where
a high degree of prolapse corresponds with more
stretched and thus more flexible tissue, resulting in a
lower stiffness. The direction of highest stiffness varies
between trials, resulting in a somewhat homogenous
result when looking at the average directional stiffness in
the last row of Table 1. The average maximal force is
32.9 N but total maximal forces vary greatly between
studies. From analyzing force data it was clear that these
force peaks occur mostly during the suturing phase when
the mesh is connected to the vaginal vault. A total of
thirty LSCP interventions will be recorded to obtain
design requirements for robotic assistants for vaginal
vault positioning. Results of this study can also be used
for the training of surgeons, providing them with force
feedback during vaginal vault manipulation to prevent
them from over-tensioning the tissue.
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INTRODUCTION
Twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome (TTTS) is a rare
(estimated incidence ~15%) but lethal disease that may
affect monochorionic twin pregnancies. TTTS is mainly
caused by blood-flow imbalance among fetuses due to
inter-placental anastomoses. If the syndrome is not
treated, the risk of perinatal death of one or both of the
fetuses can exceed the 80%, while more than 50% of
survived foetuses could encounter physical or
neurological morbidity. [1] The elected treatment for
TTTS
consists
of
selective-vessel
laser
photocoagulation performed in fetoscopy. [6] The
placental membrane, which separates the two fetuses, is
used as a reference by surgeons to navigate through
vessels and locate that have to be treated. [1]
Membrane identification can be a burdensome task
also for expert surgeons due to issues related to: (i) invivo image acquisition (e.g., limited field of view,
different camera poses with respect to the membrane),
(ii) image quality (e.g., noise, varying illumination
level, specular reflections) and (iii) treated anatomical
district (amniotic fluid, high patient variability).
Recent advances in deep learning, in particular in the
field of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs),
proposed for intraoperative-image analysis may be
suitable to tackle such issues. [2]

Figure 1: Samples of placental membranes (showed by red
arrows) for six different women.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this work, a Fully Convolutional Neural Network
(FCNN) based on ResNet [7] and U-Net [4] was
investigated. Specifically, the proposed architecture
takes advantages from both U-Net copy layers and
ResNet residual skip connections.
The proposed FCNN architecture is made by a
descending and an ascending path, symmetric to each
other. The descending path extracts features, while the
ascending
one
performs
up-convolution
and
segmentation. The descending path consists of 5 layers
made of 3x3 convolutional kernel with 2x2 strides. The
ascending path has 3x3 convolutional and up-sampling
layers. [4] Copy layers was introduced to link the
descending and the ascending path to retrieve the
information lost in the descending path, while the skip
connections work as an identity shortcut to skip a block
when it is not useful for a particular class allowing to
build much deeper architectures layers reducing
memory cost. [3]
To the best of authors knowledge, there is no
previous work for this application and no suitable
dataset for placental membrane segmentation was
available to train the proposed FCNN. For this reason, a
new dataset was created.
Experimental Protocol
The dataset created and used to test the proposed
approach consisted of 671 frames of intraoperative
videos manually extracted and labelled. A total of 600
frames (120 per patient, for 5 patients) were used as
training set and a 6th patient (120 frames) was used as
test set. The training images were merged, randomly
shuffled and divided in training (80%) and validation
(20%) set. Images were resized from 720x576 pixels to
256x256 pixels, to smooth noise and speed up training.
The dataset was manually annotated under the
supervision of an expert surgeon. Sample images are
shown in Fig. 1. Prior to training, data augmentation
was performed (by rotating the images by 45, 90, 180
and 270 degrees).
To train the FCNN, dice similarity coefficient (DSC)
was used as loss function and Adam [8] was used as
optimization algorithm.
𝐷𝑆𝐶 =
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Table 1: Performance of segmentation using proposed FCNN
and U-Net. The results represent median values obtained from
the test set. PPV: positive predictive value, DSC: Dice
Similarity Coefficient
PPV

DSC

U-Net [4]

97.05%
(IQR 2.83%)

95.65%
(IQR 6.47%)

Proposed FCNN

98.98%
(IQR 1.48%)

97.77%
(IQR 9.01%)

Where TP and FP are membrane pixels correctly and
wrongly segmented, respectively while TN and FN are
background pixels correctly and wrongly segmented,
respectively.
The initial learning rate (LR) was set to 0.0001.
Mini-batch gradient descent technique was used as a
trade-off between training convergence time and
memory usage. Batch size was set equal to 32 and the
network was trained for 200 epochs.
Keras
(https://keras.io)
with
TensorFlow
(https://www.tensorflow.org) backend was used for
training and testing purposes.
Segmentation performance of our protocol was
quantitatively evaluated with respect to manual
membrane tracing in terms of positive predictive value
(PPV) and DSC and compared with results obtained
using U-Net considered as gold standard in
segmentation protocols.
𝑇𝑁
𝑃𝑃𝑉 =
𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃

(2)

RESULTS
The results of the approaches investigated are shown
in Table 1. Proposed FCNN achieved best median
results. Sample segmentation images are shown in Fig.
2.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Membrane Segmentation for TTTS is a challenging
task. As can be observed in Table 1, Proposed FCNN
achieved very good results, over performing the use of
U-Net alone. Nonetheless, we believe further
improvements are possible and needed for clinical
application. Despite data augmentation, the limited
number of patients affects segmentation performance.
Building a larger dataset will likely result in better
segmentation performance and make the FCNN more
robust against inter-patient variability.
In 31 cases out of 120, such as the one shown in the
4th row of Fig. 2, the membrane was not correctly
segmented due to low membrane contrast and presence
of major vessels. In the clinical practice, such cases are
addressed by surgeons through the analysis of temporal
information. Thus, as future work, a 2D FCNN taking
into account temporal information will be investigated
to solve these problems. To further increase
segmentation performance, adversarial networks will be

Figure 2: Some sample images of segmentation outcomes. (a)
original images, (b) ground-truth manual segmentations, (c)
achieved segmentation, (d) comparison between ground-truth
(red) and segmentation outcomes (green).

also investigated, as they showed promising results in
other medical-image analysis fields. [5]
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INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common form
of cancer and the second deadliest in the whole world [1].
The survival rate of CRC patients is lower than 7% when
the disease reaches an advanced stage, however, in cases
of early diagnosis, with successful treatment, it increases
to almost 90% [2].
In recent years, computer-aided diagnostic (CAD)
systems have made big strides in the CRC detection by
using artificial intelligence. These advances are mainly
due to an increase in public available data, such as the
MICCAI GIANA challenge dataset [3], composed of still
high-quality frames or very short polyp video sequences.
While the current top polyp detection methods perform
extremely well in this kind validation sets, there is still
limited information of how well they translate to a more
realistic clinical scenario. During a full colonoscopy
exam, images are frequently out of focus, overexposed or
appear with interlacing artefacts. Some of these scenarios
are exemplified in Figure 1.
In this work, we evaluate how one of the top methods in
the MICCAI GIANA dataset performs in complete
withdrawal colonoscopy videos and highlight some of
the current barriers for its real clinical application.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We use our previously developed FCN-ResNet-101 [4]
trained on the MICCAI 2015 polyp detection challenge
dataset as a baseline for this study. This method performs
very competitively in the ETIS-Larib dataset with a
detection precision and recall of 83.70 and 88.20,
respectively.
Dataset
We created a new dataset using 17 complete colonoscopy
withdrawal videos, previously unseen by the CNN,
containing 83 unique polyps consisting of 83,716 frames
(14,634 polyp and 69,082 non-polyp) using Olympus
EVIS
LUCERA
CV290(SL)
processors
and
colonoscopes. Polyps present in white light frames were
manually annotated by an expert videoendoscopist. Low
quality frames (blurred/indistinguishable image) were
also labelled. Half the procedures were randomly
selected to create a testing set consisting of 27,236 frames
(4,804 high quality polyp images, 2640 polyp images
with visual artefacts and 19,792 non-polyp).

Figure. 1. Example of two sequential frames in a colonoscopy
video. The second image is significantly more challenging for
automatic detection methods due to blurring and interlacing
artefacts.

We fine-tuned our model by SGD with a 0.99 momentum
and all layers were updated by back-propagation, with a
learning rate of 10-8. Classes probabilities are calculated
with Softmax function and cross-entropy was used as the
loss function. We used a batch size of 8 for training and
we resized all images to a 512x512 pixel size.
Convergence was achieved after 50K iterations. All
models were trained and tested using the Caffe software
library [5] in a single NVIDIA TESLA GPU.
RESULTS
We evaluate our model before and after transferring its
domain to the new dataset. For training, low quality
images were excluded. We score a true positive detection
when the computer-generated segmentation overlaps
with the bounding box. A false positive indicates a nonoverlapping location (more than one can occur per
frame). The performance of the models in our testing set
is presented in Table 1 and a few examples of the
produced detections are illustrated in Figure 2
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Table 1. Precision (Prec.), recall(Rec.) and false positive per
frame (FPPF) values obtained in our testing set. We present the
performance before (GIANA ResNet) and after (Fine-tuned
ResNet) fine-tuning in our training set. The results are split for
polyp images that were considered blurred or poor quality by
the videoendoscopist
Good Quality

Blurred Images

Prec.

Rec.

Prec.

Rec

GIANA
ResNet

56.78%

76.6%

53.23%

60.43%

0.2264

Finetuned
ResNet

79.65%

84.5%

58.76%

62.41%

0.075

FPPF

high variability of the colon and of different image
acquisition systems is still poorly represented in the
present datasets.
Table 1 shows that our models severely underperform
when we consider lower quality images. Because datasets
are mainly composed from high quality images, small
visual artefacts tend to be enough to deceive the detection
algorithm. For example, even though the last two images
of Figure 1 are sequential, the small blurriness of the
second image is enough for our CNN to completely miss
it. Because we also excluded blurred images from our
training set, fine-tuning did not result in major
improvements of the model in this testing subset. This
represents a major obstacle to clinical application when
we consider that more than 35% of our polyp frames
acquired in a standard colonoscopy setup were
considered with subpar quality.
In conclusion, we showed that the quality of automatic
polyp detection is still highly dependent of the quality of
the dataset used for training. A high variability of image
acquisition systems, colon views and image qualities are
essential for a CNN model to be able to do large scale
detection. In our future work we intend to tackle these
obstacles in three-fold: continuing to increase our
dataset; expand the model to accurately classify low
quality images so they can be automatically discarded;
incorporate temporal information instead of doing single
frame detection.
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Figure. 1. Detections obtained by our FCN-ResNet fine-tuned
on the training dataset.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Whilst the CNN achieved excellent results on the public
still image dataset, it is more challenging to generalize
results to complete colonoscopy withdrawals. When
looking exclusively at the high-quality testing sub-set,
the model performs substantially worse than in the
MICCAI testing set. This gap is even wider when we
consider blurred polyps, where the recall drops to
60.43%. Furthermore, the model generates a huge
number of false positives due to the increase of
background diversity of our complete withdrawals video
data.
Fine-tuning using our dataset led to improved
performance. For the good quality images subset, all
metrics improved considerably. While small
improvements are always expected when transferring the
domain of a CNN to a new dataset, these differences
highlight the low generalization ability of the current
public datasets. This is especially evident when we look
at the big decrease in false positives, showing that the
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INTRODUCTION
Instrument-pose estimation is a challenging but
crucial task in robot-assisted Minimally Invasive
Surgery (MIS) to provide useful information for
surgeon-skill analysis or surgical-action recognition.
Many methods have been proposed in literature for
pose estimation, mainly exploiting laparoscopic images
in combination with iterative approaches that uses 3D
models of the surgical robot [1] and deep-learning
algorithms [2]. In particular, deep learning has the
potentiality of tackling the high intra- and inter-patient
variability of surgical images.
An interesting solution has been recently proposed
in [2], where a bi-branch Fully Convolutional Neural
Network (FCNN) coupled with a regression network for
precise joint localization has been proposed for 2D pose
estimation starting from monocular laparoscopic
images. The objective of the FCNN presented in [2] is
to exploit the segmentation performed by the FCNN to
assist the regression network in the generation of the
instrument-joint probability maps, improving the
detection probability of both instrument joints and the
connections between them. Despite the promising
results achieved in [2], no temporal information was
included in the processing, limiting useful information
to be exploited for pose estimation. To our knowledge,
despite temporal information being widely exploited in
several CNN-based video analysis tasks, e.g. for humanaction recognition [3], it has never been investigated for
instrument pose estimation.
In this paper, inspired by [2], we proposed an
innovative architecture that uses 3D FCNN in order to
extract spatio-temporal features for pose estimation
starting from laparoscopic images acquired during MIS
with the DaVinci surgical system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The instrument joints considered in this work were
five: Left Clasper Point (LCP), Right Clasper Point
(RCP), Head Point (HP), Shaft Point (SP) and End Point
(EP) and the connections are: LCP – HP, RCP – HP, HP
– SP, SP – EP.
The proposed FCNN was composed by a first
segmentation bi-branch sub-network that generates nine
binary maps, highlighting the neighborhood of all the

Figure 1: Example of an input frame (a). The detection
network generates a binary map for each joint and connection,
highlighting the neighbors of each component. The illustration
(b) represents the superimposition of all the binary maps
generated by the segmentation network. The regression
network receives as input the raw clip and the output of the
detection network and generates a probability map for each
joint and connection between joints. An example of the maps
is represented in (c).

detected joints and connections between joints of every
tool in all the images of the input clip. A single frame
example is shown in Fig. 1.b, where all the nine binary
maps were put together for illustrative purposes.
This result is concatenated with the input clip and
then processed in the regression sub-network, that
produces a probability map for the location of every
joint and connection between joints in the clip, as shown
in Fig. 1.c.
Every joint probability map is then processed with a
Non Maximum Suppression (NMS) algorithm in order
to extract all the possible joint candidates points for
every frame and then the skeleton of the instruments is
generated using the pose estimation algorithm shown in
[2].
The structure of the whole network is presented in
Fig. 2.
Experimental protocol
To evaluate the proposed approach, the 10 videos
from the EndoVis Challenge, MICCAI 2015, were used.
We also included further 8 videos, acquired with a
DVRK at UCL. We used the annotations provided in [2]
in order to generate the gold standard for the MICCAI
dataset, while we manually labeled the frames of the
custom dataset.
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We used ≈70% of the whole dataset for the
training, ≈10% for validation and ≈20% for the test,
where each set was made of videos from both the two
datasets.
Every video was fragmented into clips using a
sliding window of eight frames with a stride of four
frames. Frames were resized to 256x320 pixels.
We trained both the proposed network and the
network presented in [2] using a learning rate of 0.01
with a decay of 5% every 5 epochs, a momentum of
0.98 and a batch size of 2. The chosen loss functions
was the binary cross-entropy for the segmentation
network and the mean squared error for the regression
network, using the Stochastic gradient descend as
optimizer. We selected the model with the smallest loss
on the validation dataset for both the networks.
The FCNN segmentation performance were
evaluated in terms of Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC).
2∗𝑇𝑃
The DSC is defined as
, where TP is the
2∗𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 +𝐹𝑁
number of pixels correctly classified as joints neighbor,
FP is the number of pixels misclassified as joints
neighbor and FN is the number of pixels misclassified
as background. We also computed segmentation
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃
precision as
and recall as
.
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
The performance of the proposed FCNN were
compared with those achieved by our competitor in the
state of the art, i.e. [2].
RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the results achieved on the test set by
the proposed 3D network and the state of the art
competitor [2].
We achieved statistically significant different results (pvalue < 0.01, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) for DSC and
precision, with an increase of 5% and 10% of the
median values, respectively, and a decrease of the
InterQuartile Range (IQR) of 5% for both the quantities.
No significant differences were found when comparing
the recall achieved with the two FCNNs. With the
proposed approach, a median recall of 90% was
achieved.
Even so recall statistics showed very good results,
with a median value around 90% and IQR ≈ 7%.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The proposed 3D FCNN outperformed the jointsegmentation results obtained in [2] in terms of
precision and DSC. Such results support the hypothesis
that including temporal information may be helpful with
a view to recover instrument pose estimation.
Future work will deal with the integration of this
work with the design of the regression network using
3D convolutional layers, employing an architecture
similar to the one developed in [2] in order to obtain
instrument pose estimation from the achieved
segmentation.

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed FCNN.

Figure 3: Boxplot of the considered scores. The test set was
processed using the network developed in [2] (purple blocks)
and the proposed one (yellow blocks). The results of the
segmentation are shown in terms of precision, recall and DSC.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, heart disease has become the leading cause of
death worldwide [1]. It has been undergoing a significant
widespread to the extent that it is considered to be a
global epidemic [2]. Clinicians and interventionalists
around the world continuously look for contemporary
solutions to confront such diseases. As a result, with the
advent of Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) comes the
need to develop novel robotic technologies to serve this
purpose. Catheters, sheaths and guidewires have become
the standard tools used in catheterization procedures. For
example, they are employed in coronary bypass surgeries
and Radio-frequency Ablation (RFA). The catheter is
inserted into the patient’s vasculature and navigated
towards the heart. In previous work, a catheter drive
system has been presented that can achieve this task [3].
The innovative design allowed for continuous catheter
motion with adequate and non-damaging gripping force.
For interventions where the catheter tip directly interacts
with cardiac tissue, it is very important to maintain a
constant contact force. Excessive contact forces can
cause severe tissue damage and various cerebrovascular
complications, whereas too low forces can have no effect
on the cardiac tissue. The highly dynamic environment
within the beating heart in addition to complementary
effects such as friction and backlash prove this to be a
non-trivial task. It has been shown that standard closedloop force control methods usually cannot be employed
solely for this purpose [4]. The reason is mainly due to
the high actuator bandwidth requirements and vibratory
modes. Moreover, the catheter and heart wall are
compliant bodies which further influence the contact
behavior. A generally proposed approach is to have an
additional environmental measurement which can then
be passed as a feed-forward term in the control loop [5].
This was implemented in cardiac catheter applications
where position measurements were obtained using 3D
ultrasound imaging [4], [6]. However, in some given
situations it is not possible to directly measure heart
motion. Therefore, we present an approach using our
previously developed catheter drive system to estimate
the motion of the heart as a periodic sinusoid. A
description of how the sinusoidal parameters are
estimated is provided. Furthermore, the results of feedforward control using position/velocity terms in
combination to an adequately-tuned closed-loop force
controller are demonstrated and compared to the
exclusive closed-loop controller.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure. 1. Experimental setup incorporating the catheter drive
system, catheter and slider crank mechanism to imitate the
beating heart motion.

The catheter drive system illustrated in Figure 1 is used
to maintain a constant contact force between the catheter
tip and slider crank wall (imitating the heart wall). The
system comprises a pair of sleeve-based pneumatically
actuated grippers. These are used to firmly grasp the
catheter and propagate it as demanded. This is achieved
using motors, linear guides and screws. A slider crank
mechanism was designed to generate a sinusoidal motion
profile which will be employed to imitate the motion of
the heart wall. A force sensor (load cell) is rigidly
mounted on the slider crank. The sensor provides contact
force measurements with respect to the catheter tip. The
first step towards force compensation/tracking is to have
a reasonably accurate estimation of the heart’s wall
motion. In this paper, the motion is assumed to be
sinusoidal and estimated as:
𝑥̂(𝑡) = 𝐴̂ sin(𝜔
̂𝑡 + 𝜑̂)

(1)

Where 𝐴̂ , 𝜔
̂ and 𝜑̂ are the estimated sine amplitude,
angular frequency and phase shift respectively. The
procedure to obtain these parameters is explained as
follows: Starting from a no-contact position, the catheter
slowly moves towards the beating heart (slider crank with
load cell here). At a certain point, a contact force peak
will be detected. If the peak magnitude is larger than a
certain threshold, the catheter gradually retreats until the
peak contact force is within a certain predefined limit.
Once in position, forces are recorded for a given number
of force peaks. The time at which these peaks occur is
recorded and an average period 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 is computed.
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Figure. 2. Block diagram for the closed-loop force control with
position/velocity feedforward.

The angular frequency 𝜔
̂ can then be simply found as
𝜔
̂ = 2𝜋/𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 . The phase shift 𝜑̂ is computed as 𝜑̂ = 𝜔
̂∙
(𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑓 − (𝑡𝑝 − 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 /4 )). Where 𝑡𝑝 is the time when the
peak occurs and 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑓 is a reference time where the first
force measurement is recorded. An average for all force
peaks is computed. The amplitude 𝐴̂ is estimated using
an iterative trial approach. An initial estimate for 𝐴̂ is
provided and the forces are recorded respectively. The
catheter tip amplitude is then gradually increased up to a
certain maximum. For tip amplitude values smaller than
the actual heartbeat amplitude, a force peak is observed
at the crest of the sine (i.e. heart fully expanded) with
minimal contact. On the other hand, for amplitude values
greater than the actual amplitude, a force peak is
observed at the trough of the sine (heart fully contracted).
Here depending on how large the amplitude is, the
contact force can exceed the predefined force threshold.
The optimal situation occurs when the amplitude is
closely in the proximity of the actual amplitude. There
will be force contact in both the crest and trough sides of
the sine. To quantify this, the normalized force values are
consecutively summed. An additional sign is given to the
force value depending if the sine position was on the crest
side or the trough side (similar to an integral). The
amplitude which yields a summation value closest to zero
is the nearest to the actual amplitude and is taken as 𝐴̂.
The complete heartbeat motion is now estimated. The
estimated motion can then be given as a feedforward term
to a position/velocity controller. This inner loop is then
closed by an outer force control loop. The block diagram
schematic for this approach is illustrated in Figure 2.
RESULTS
The main emphasis during this procedure lies in
obtaining a highly accurate estimation of the angular
frequency 𝜔
̂. This is because it has a larger influence on
the feedforward term and the system stability. 𝜔
̂ was
estimated several times for different frequencies with
error values below 0.5%. Similar results were also
obtained for the phase shift 𝜑̂ and amplitude 𝐴̂. Figure 3
shows force measurements for different control
scenarios. The slider crank’s frequency was set to 1Hz
and amplitude to 10mm peak-to-peak. The result
illustrates the poor behavior of single-handed closed-loop
force control. As mentioned previously, the system
would require a very high bandwidth in order to cope
with the hyperfast changes in force. As the heart wall
moves away from the catheter tip, the catheter tries to
follow it and maintain contact. The contact force here
would be very low or zero (i.e. loss of contact).

Figure. 3. From top to bottom: Closed-loop force control only;
Closed-loop force control with feedforward (fixed setpoint);
Closed-loop force control with feedforward (changing
setpoint).

When the heart wall changes direction, a sudden force
peak is observed (due to fast “collision”). The catheter
then tries to overcompensate for this force peak.
Eventually, contact is lost and the cycle repeats.
Conversely with feed-forward, the system already
“predicts” and follows the motion of the heart. The
external force controller makes sure the demanded force
setpoint is reached. The result is significantly improved
and the catheter maintains contact at all times. For the
given setpoint of 0.3N, the mean error was less than 1%
and a maximum variation of ±0.2N. When the setpoint
was increased (0.3N to 1.0N), the mean error and
maximum variation remained the same after
stabilization.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
A catheter drive system was used to maintain a constant
contact force between a catheter tip and cardiac tissue. A
technique to estimate sinusoidal heart motion parameters
was provided with accurate results. Estimated motion
feed-forward in combination with closed-loop force
control showed a remarkable improvement in
maintaining constant contact forces. The dynamic
behavior proved to be quite adequate. Generally, the
higher the force setpoint the larger the error would be as
the catheter and heart are compliant bodies. Further
effects such as friction and backlash will be characterized
and added to improve system behavior.
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INTRODUCTION
Haemorrhage accounts for up to 50% of trauma deaths in
the world. 33-56% of these patients die before reaching
hospital1. Non-compressible torso haemorrhage
constitutes a major cause of this, making it particularly
challenging to stop the bleeding. A solution to this
problem is resuscitative endovascular balloon occlusion
of the aorta (REBOA), where a balloon tipped catheter is
inserted and inflated in the aorta reducing distal blood
flow. A major limitation of this device however involves
the ischaemic damage to end organs after prolonged
balloon occlusion2,3,4. A solution to this problem is
variable occlusion REBOA (VO-REBOA), allowing a
low flow of blood to pass distally5,6.

flow-meter 0.01-4L/min, 447-4449) connected as seen in
Fig 1. A syringe driver was used to control the ERREBOATM balloons volume using an Arduino Uno at a
rate of 0.18 ml/s. A water tap was used to modulate flow
of water. 1867 sets of data were collected over 31 min at
1s intervals, however 98 were removed due to anomalies
arising from experimental limitations leaving 1769 sets.
A 3 layer backpropagation ANN was created using
Simbrain (Fig 2). The ANN was given four data inputs,
the proximal high pressure, the distal low pressure, the
diameter of the tube and volume of fluid in the balloon
with flow being the target.

According to Poiseuille's equation there is a power 4
relationship between diameter and flow rate, so small
changes in balloon volume can lead to drastic changes in
aortic flow. To achieve optimal VO-REBOA outcomes a
fully autonomous robotic device that can continuously
monitor the intraarterial environment and modulate the
balloon maximising distal flow is needed to prevent
ischaemic damage and exsanguination simultaneously7.
The greatest challenge in this is measuring flow
accurately.
Flow measurement is particularly difficult due to size
constraints and the environment it must operate in. A
differential pressure flow sensor is therefore proposed,
measuring distal and proximal pressure, using the
catheter and introducer sheath. During VO-REBOA the
balloon will deflate and inflate continuously, thereby
changing the orifice diameter and geometry as the
balloon is a soft, deformable restrictor. This means the
discharge coefficient will be variable, a constant that is
required for differential pressure flow sensing8. Artificial
neural networks (ANN) can attain trends and predictive
value from relatively complex, unintuitive data that a
fixed formula may struggle with. Because of this, an
ANN is proposed to create an intuitive solution to the
problem.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A model aorta was made using 25mm and 6mm diameter
PVC and silicone tubes, with pressure sensors
(Honeywell 24PCBFA6G) and flow sensor (RS Pro

Figure. 1. Model aorta. Proximal (A) and distal (B) pressure
sensors attached to the balloon. P1 shows where inside the tube
the proximal pressure is being read from while P2 shows where
the distal pressure is being read from. The flow sensor (C) is
attached to the end of the circuit. These sensors communicate
to an Arduino Uno (D). The high-pressure bypass (E) is an
introducer sheath connected to the proximal tube. The ER
REBOATM catheter (F) is introduced into the distal silicone tube.

RESULTS
The sensor data was converted into a value between 0-1
by dividing all values by the maximum in the group –
3400 for the flow, 13 for pressure, 24 for balloon volume
and 32 for diameter. This data was then randomised. The
ANN was trained on a training set of 1415 data points
(first 80%) and iterated over 5000 times to reach a root
mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.0059. The next 20%
was used to test the data – totalling 354 data points.
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The test data results show that a sensor in the range of 03400 ml/min with an RMSE of 0.039 (132 ml/min) has
been demonstrated. Figure 3 shows the spread of the
predictions for this. The greatest output variance was 724
ml/min flow when the true flow was 400 ml/min with a
minimum predicted at 179 ml/min and maximum at 903
ml/min. There is little variance at the high flow range
while the mid-flow rate still has significant variance. The
ideal fit graph (y=x) shows what the perfect response of
the network should have been. This can be compared to
the best fit line from the actual fit data representing an R2
of 0.95.

There were however some limitations in the experimental
setup. PVC tubes are not equivalent to an aortas
mechanics. Abrupt changes in either high or low flow, or
inflation of the balloon lead to lagging of sensing data
and could give quite ambiguous data. This could be
rectified by modifying the experimental set-up by
connecting the flow sensor closer to the balloon or using
wider tube diameters to connect the flow sensor to the
model aorta. This work needs to be repeated in an in-vivo
porcine model to further train the ANN and allow the
system to operate in a realistic model.
An autonomous robotic system now needs to be
developed that can monitor all the sensor inputs and
balloon volumes, run an ANN that can predict the flow
rate and modify the balloons diameter via a syringe driver
in real-time to maintain a pre-determined flow rate. This
system would cognitively offload physicians in the
austere field and significantly change REBOA practice to
improve outcomes for exsanguinating patients.

Figure. 2. – 3 Layer ANN with 4 inputs

Actual fit
Ideal fit

Figure. 3. – The graph shows the predictions vs the ideal flow
value for the 3-layer ANN. A trend is evident for the data as a
whole. The graph shows the results after processing of data to
eliminate obvious anomalous results that were usually after
rapid changes in balloon volume or tap flow rates.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Differential pressure flow sensors are simple sensors by
design that require pre-determined coefficients and
predictable environments to operate in. A solution for
differential pressure use in a dynamically changing
environment was hypothesised. The results indicate that
flow can be predicted using the four inputs including
differential pressure to a relatively high accuracy using
an ANN. To the authors knowledge this work is the first
time a differential pressure flow sensor incorporating a
neural network has been developed. It has been
demonstrated that relatively simple hardware using
equipment already being used in medical practice can be
used to develop a flow sensor with little modification of
the current hardware.
The number of limitations of current generation velocity
sensors can be overcome using this method. Thermal
flow sensors are affected by dilution and changes in the
thermal coefficient of the blood with limited ranges for
velocity (>100 cm/s)9. Smaller catheter diameters usually
limit workable surface area for sensors to operate on;
however, the flow sensor proposed won’t be limited by
this as pressure sensors are operable at very small
catheter diameters.
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INTRODUCTION
Soft robots are growing in popularity due to the myriad
of advantages they offer such as high manoeuvrability,
inherent compliance and reduced complexity of
mechanical design [1]. Unlike their rigid counterparts,
they are less likely to cause injury when they impact
against body tissues. Owing to these advantages, soft
manipulators have been proposed for minimally invasive
surgery (MIS) [2], [3].
In MIS or keyhole surgeries, manipulators with sensors
or tools mounted at the tip are inserted through ports
placed at incisions in the human body. The size of the
incisions must be as small as possible to minimize patient
trauma and to reduce the recovery time of the patient after
surgery [4]. This places emphasis on designing
mechanical systems that can pass through these tiny
openings and exhibit high controllable degrees of
freedom to enable versatile manoeuvres required for
surgery. In previous works, 3-dof controllable
pneumatically actuated manipulators were proposed for
minimally invasive surgery [3], [5]. In this methodology,
a soft elastomer body with three air chambers was
utilised to achieve linear elongation and bending in the
two transverse directions. However, many MIS systems
utilize four degrees of freedom – penetration (or
elongation), pan (or roll), tilt (or pitch) and spin, to
achieve various surgical manoeuvres[6]. Achieving
additional degrees of freedom in pneumatically actuated

structures increases the space
complexity of the actuators.

requirements

and

Maghooa et. al. designed a 3-dof continuum manipulator
actuated by tendons and air pressure based on the
antagonistic principle[7]. Actuation using tendons offers
additional degrees of freedom without adding to the
space requirements of the manipulator as they can be
integrated along the body of the manipulator. Moreover,
the tendon lengths and air pressure can also be controlled
to vary the stiffness of the manipulator so as to ensure the
stability of the manipulator after the desired position and
orientation have been reached [8]. In this paper, we
present a preliminary proof of concept for the
development of a 4-dof manipulator module actuated
using tendons and pressure that is capable of elongation,
bending and twisting.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The manipulator module consists of a hyperelastic
bladder made of latex which is covered on the outside by
a fabric sleeve made of inextensible material (Fig. 1a). A
hollow tubing through which air can be pumped in, is
attached to the pneumatic bladder. The outer fabric
sleeve has three longitudinal channels, stitched into the
fabric, spaced 120 degrees radially apart from one
another. Another helical channel runs clockwise around
the sleeve from the distal to the proximal end. As a first
prototype for demonstrating the principle, only a
clockwise channel is employed in this work. Four
flexible but inextensible tendons are passed through the

Figure 1 (a) Mechanical design of the manipulator (b) Degrees of freedom exhibited by the manipulator
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Figure 2 (a) The manipulator in the reference state (b) Tendon on the left of the module is actuated and the tendon bends to the
left. (c) The helical tendon is actuated in conjunction with the three longitudinal tendons and the actuator twists while contracting
in length. The twisting can be noted by the change in orientation of the red tube held by the forceps.

four channels and are affixed to the fabric sleeve at the
distal ends of the channels. The free ends of each of these
tendons are independently controlled by stepper motors.
A total of four degrees of freedom- elongation, pan, tilt,
and twist (or spin) can be achieved by controlling the
pneumatic pressure and the tendon lengths (Fig. 1b).

torque capabilities of the manipulator. We hope that this
work can serve towards improving the dextrousness and
functionalities of soft manipulators to further their
applications in robot-assisted surgery.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, cancer and precancerous lesion are major
health problems. Assistive polyp dissection is a possible
solution to accomplish high quality intervention while
lowering down the surgeon fatigue. It could be performed
in three stages: (i) polyp detection from images; (ii) safe
margins definition around the polyp; (iii) path planning for
assisted cutting. Vision-based procedures extract region of
interest directly from the images, exploiting texture and
color information as region descriptors. Modern developments in deep learning, e.g. the use of convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) have made major advances in
this field [1]. This paper proposes a vision-based pipeline
for assistive polyp dissection. Our approach starts from
stereo endoscopic images processing, including detection
and segmentation of the region of interest, and leads to
the definition of accurate points needed in path planning
for assistive/autonomous cutting. In this work, we use the
generated path as Virtual Fixture (VF), i.e. a constraint
that restrict the motion of the robot manipulator along the
path through haptic guidance forces rendered to the user.
The goal of the work is to propose a functioning pipeline
for assistive polyp dissection, exploiting basic computer
vision concepts and impedance control to enforce the VF
constraint. The work is a natural continuation of [2] towards a fully autonomous surgical interventions exploiting
vision-based methods.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
As shown in Figure 1, our system is composed by the da
Vinci Research Kit and an experimental setup replicating a
surgical scene containing a polyp (blue object). We define
an inertial word reference frame (O−xw yw zw ), performing
Zhang’s stereo calibration [3] and identifying the transformation between (O − xw yw zw ) the camera reference frame
(O − xc yc zc ). Then, acquiring images with the tool in
different positions, we identify the transformation between
(O − xw yw zw ) and PSM (Patient Side Manipulator) frame
(O − xt yt zt ) by using the absolute orientation formulation,
which allows defining 3D object points and robot tool
positions in the same coordinate system [4].

yc
xt

zc

yt

yw

xc

zt

zw
xw

Fig. 1: Experimental setup, recreating patient’s anatomy using
phantom. The blue object represents a polyp.

of interest. We apply a Watershed transformation on left
gray-scale image, defining the polyp region, later used as
seed point to apply the widespread GrabCut segmentation
method [5], obtaining polyp’s binary mask. We adopt a
modifications of this algorithm, solving the minimization
problem by a graph cuts minimization algorithm and
defining the statistical models for the data energy function
as a Gaussian Mixture Models based on color distribution. Simultaneously, Semi-Global Matching and Mutual
Information (SGBM) is used for disparity computation
from stereo images, with post-process enhancement via
weighted least squares filter. The obtained disparity map is
segmented using the previously computed polyp’s binary
mask. This allows calculating two different disparity map,
one related to the object and other one to the background.
Then, disparity information are reprojected in 3D space,
producing object’s point cloud and background point
cloud. We identify the 3D centroid of the polyp in the
space as a 3D vector. After that, the maximum distance
from centroid is computed, allowing defining four extreme
points of the object. A Sample Consensus method is
selected to estimate a plane model from the background
point cloud approximating the surface on which the robot’s
tool will perform the cutting path. This approximation is
adopted due to the small curvature of the background.

A. Vision algorithm

B. Path Planning and Virtual Fixture

Figure 2 represents an overview of our system, that takes
endoscopic stereo images as input. A segmentation step
is adopted restricting the acquired images to the object

The object 3D points are projected on the surface model
and their coordinates transformed to be defined in PSM
reference frame (O − xt yt zt ). Particularly, the object ex-
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Fig. 2: Overview of the method.

to define the B-Spline representing the dissection path.
Graph in Figure 3 (a) contains a VF path and the MTM
end-effector position in the x y plane of the MTM reference frame. As it is possible to notice, the user follows the
determined path during the procedure thus improving its
precision and accuracy. Figure 3 (b) shows the estimated
haptic guidance forces to the user through the master side
(MTM) during the tasks.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3: (a) Virtual Fixture path (red line) and Master Tool
Manipulator (MTM) position during the dissection task; (b)
Estimated Haptic guidance forces displayed to the user through
the MTM.

treme points coordinates are adjusted with a security margin, that allows performing the cutting in safe conditions
avoiding collisions between the tool and the polyp. Once
these 3D points are determined, they are used to build the
VF geometry. Similarly to [2], we formulate the path for
cutting through a parametric curve. In this work, we adopt
a closed B-Spline curve defined by:
Γ(s) =

n
Õ

Ni,k (s) pi

(1)

i=0

where Γ(s) denotes the curve, k its order, s ∈ [0, 1] is the
normalized curve parameter and Ni,k are its basis function.
The 3D points identified by our vision algorithm are used
as controls points of the curve (pi ). Finally, a simple
constraint enforcement method is adopted, i.e. a springdamper like force is imposed onto the VF path that thus
Û
exhibits attractive behavior, i.e.: f = K p (xd − x) − Kd x.
To this end, Newton-Raphson method is used to find the
nearest point on the curve xd starting from the current
robot TCP position. The attractive force f is displayed
through impedance control of the Master Tool Manipulator
(MTM) robot, realized thanks to the identification of the
dVRK dynamic model [6].
RESULTS
The proposed vision-based assistive control is evaluated
executing multiple dissection tasks. As previously explained, four polyp’s extreme points are computed directly
from the images, and their coordinates are adjusted by
adding a secure margin of 1 cm. These points are used

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, a vision-based assistive dissection procedure
is presented, which finds application in polyp resection.
The overall technique uses online generated VFs to constraint the robot to follow an optimal dissection path,
created via specific points obtained directly from images
of the surgical scene. The presented method aims at the
full automation of polyp/tumor dissection. The obtained
results suggest the feasibility of the proposed pipeline for
polyp dissection. As future works, more advanced computer vision techniques will be considered, overcoming
the inaccuracies in 3D reprojection, which could occur
in more realistic surgical conditions. Also, an accurate
study on medical procedures for polyp dissection will be
considered for a correct definition of safe security margins
for cutting.
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INTRODUCTION
Endoscopic surgery is a video-based procedure that is
less invasive, less strenuous for patients, and is a great
alternative to open surgery in many situations. With the
evolution of endoscopic surgery, flexible endoscopy has
also seen a growth in popularity over the past two
decades. Flexible endoscopy was introduced purely as a
diagnostic tool, yet with the advance in surgical tools and
therapeutic technologies, it has evolved to even replace
some surgical procedures. [1].
Although frequently used in narrow intra- or transluminal
applications e.g. in colon, esophagus or gastric tubes, this
research discusses the application of flexible endoscopes
in in-utero fetal surgery which offers a relatively open
workspace. As compared to a marrow path, such an open
workspace offers less visual ques for the surgeon to reorient the scope. This introduces unique challenges for
the control of a flexible endoscope. To improve the
usability in this work, a shared control approach is
proposed where the control is shared between a human
and a robot.
This abstract deals with the use of the endoscopic
instruments in photocoagulation therapy using lasers for
Twin-to-twin Transfusion Syndrome (TTTS). In the
current approach, rigid instruments are inserted into the
uterine cavity. Which has a few shortcomings including:
inability for orthogonal orientation of the endoscope and
laser in case of anterior placenta resulting in suboptimal
ablation; the need to change scopes over different
interventional stages; image instability in the absence of
motion compensation when carried out at close proximity
to prevent inadvertent ablation or tissue contact and fetoplacental hemorrhage [2].

In order to overcome all these challenges, a semi-rigid
scope is proposed as shown in Fig. 1. This scope has a
long rigid insertion tube that is inserted through a trocar
into the uterine cavity. The rigid part of the scope gives
more control to the surgeon inside the uterus as they are
trained to use rigid scopes. The flexible tip at the end can
be bent in only one direction. This gives the surgeon more
freedom to access hard to reach areas in the uterus, but
remains still somehow tractable for the surgeon as there
are not that many possible configurations.
Within this abstract we propose a shared control approach
to further improve the usability. Namely the proposed
approach allows the surgeon to take care of the gross
motion whereby the bending of the flexible tip and the
rotation of the instrument about the axis of insertion tube
are actuated automatically. These two degrees of motion
are shown in Fig. 2. This research presents the
development of sensing and control techniques for the
actuated flexible distal tip. The sensing is to detect the
orientation of the camera with respect to the scene, in this
case, a placenta. The controller is then to re-orient the
camera such that it is directed normal to the placenta. It
is expected that such shared control operation reduces the
mental load of the clinician who only has to focus on
navigation. The developed method is validated and
compared to a traditional manual operation in a virtual
reality environment where the flexible tip is simulated.

Figure 2: The insertion tube with two degrees of freedom i.e.
bending and rotation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Figure 1: A semi-rigid scope with virtual flexible tip.

The endoscope shown in Fig. 1. consists of 3 main parts.
The handpiece contains a lever that controls the bending
of the flexible distal tip for manual operation. The rigid
insertion tube is a metal tube with an electromagnetic
sensor inserted at the tip. The position and orientation of
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the sensor, wTtip, is used in the virtual reality simulator to
know where the distal tip of the rigid portion of the
instrument is in the world reference frame. The position
of the virtual camera at the flexible tip, tipTcam, is known
based on the kinematics of the flexible instrument. The
control actions are generated by the control algorithm in
the automatic operation mode or by the lever and the
shaft orientation in manual mode.

Figure 3: Design of the CNN. 4 convolutional layers and 3
fully connected layers. The number preceding (s) is stride and
(D) represents dropout. NxN is the size off the kernel and the
number preceding it is the number of filters.

As the pose of the placenta with respect to the world
frame is not known we need to directly estimate the value
of pRcam, as shown in Fig. 4. A Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) [3] has been developed to estimate the
orientation of the camera with respect to the placenta. To
avoid needing to introduce additional sensors, the
developed network is trained to predict the orientation,
after training, based on a single 2D endoscopic image.
The proposed network is shown in Fig. 3. In Virtual
Reality such data-set can be tailored such that it is welldistributed and can be created in huge numbers with no
human cost.

The matrix tipRcam is the rotation of the camera with
respect to the motion sensor on the tip and is known by
the previous control action. The rotation matrix tipRp is
then used to calculate bending and rotation corrections
based on the kinematics of the instrument.
RESULTS
Two different placenta images were used to generate a
dataset at different orientations and distance of the
camera. The network was trained over 5000 randomly
selected images out of this dataset. The results in Fig. 5.
represent the output of testing with the dataset. It can be
seen that the network was able to predict the value of both
angles within the acceptable error of 5 degrees.
For validation of the CNN and the controller in real time,
a task has been designed in the virtual reality simulator.
Users were asked to coagulate a series of letters printed
on the image of placenta. The feasibility of the approach
was validated as estimates were offered in real time and
used by the controller. As the user moved the shared
control kept the orientation perpendicular to the surface.

Figure 5: Output of testing the trained CNN over the dataset of
13400 images. Images used for training and testing at 200x200
pixels.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The CNN performed well even when the scope was
moved with freehand. As the network was trained with
images generated within a range of distance of the camera
from the images, the CNN did not perform well when the
scope was moved too far from the placenta.
For future work, the network needs to be trained over a
larger range of data that may be encountered in a real
surgical application as opposed to controlled data set that
was used here.

Figure 4: Orientation information of the image plane with
respect to the endoscope
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INTRODUCTION
Robot-Assisted Surgery (RAS) enhances the depth
perception of the surgical field and, as a consequence,
the surgeon’s dexterity, especially in minimally invasive
surgery. This improved vision has been shown to better
surgeon’s performance by restoring proper hand-eye
coordination, allowing an immersive view of the
operational scene and providing an intuitive
correspondence with manipulators [1]. In current
robotic surgery, the operator directly controls both the
tools and the camera with the same handles (Fig.1.a).
This can lead to increasing errors, as well as to longer
operating times [2]. An autonomous camera navigation
modality (Fig.1.b), which performs a smart and
automatic positioning of the camera, has been proposed
to overcome these limitations [3-4]. The aim of this
work is to compare the performances of novice and
expert users in a Virtual Reality (VR) task under two
conditions: manual and autonomous control of the
camera. In this way, the advantage of autonomous
methods to control the camera can be discussed, as well
as its influence on subjects with heterogeneous levels of
expertise.

Figure 1. a) Current Manual Camera Control; b) Autonomous
Camera Control (from [2]).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Hardware and Software
In order to carry out the experimental session, we
employed the master console of a da Vinci Research Kit
(dVRK, by Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, US). This
console includes a foot-pedal tray, a stereo viewer and
two master manipulators.
The VR exercises were designed using our Assisted
Teleoperation with Augmented Reality (ATAR)
framework [5].
Virtual Reality Task and Performance Assessment
We created a virtual reality task (Fig.2) that involves
fundamental skills of robotic surgery (hand-eye
coordination, depth perception, object manipulation and
wrist articulation). The user grabs a needle and performs
an instrument to instrument exchange through randomly
oriented rings, simulating a rigid suturing. While
conducting the transfer, he/she has to keep the needle
orthogonal with respect to the ring’s plane and passing
through the ring’s center. In order to assess the user’s
performances, we considered three metrics: the
translation error (i.e. the average distance between the
needle point crossing the ring section and the centre of
the ring), the orientation error (i.e. the average angle

Figure 2. VR ‘Rigid Suturing’ Task.

between the needle and the vector orthogonal to the ring
plane) and the total time to accomplish the task.
Camera Control
We integrated in this task two modalities of camera
control: the manual and the autonomous one. In the
former mode, the operator can move the camera by
himself, using the master manipulator and the footpedals of the console. While keeping the camera pedal
pressed, the user controls the camera position in the VR
environment by moving the right manipulator and the
camera orientation using the left one. Moreover, the
user can zoom in and out by exploiting the plus and
minus pedals. In the autonomous mode, the movement
of the camera is solely the result of the following
control algorithm. Similarly to [4], the midpoint of the
centres of mass of the two tools is set as the focal point
of the camera. Additionally, while interacting with a
target object, the camera zooms in till reaching a
minimum threshold from the object.
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Experimental Protocol
The user study involved 10 non-medical volunteers.
Half of them were novice to teleoperation, while the
remaining ones had more than 50 hours of previous
practical experience with robotic devices. The research
outline was explained prior to enrollment and all the
participants gave informed consent. Initially, the
subjects were introduced to the dVRK console and they
were shown videos of a successful execution of the task.
Then, each user was asked to perform the VR exercise
10 times: during 5 repetitions they were provided with
the possibility to control the camera, while in the
remaining trials they experienced the autonomous
camera control. To prevent training effects, the order in
which they underwent the 2 modalities was randomized.
Finally, each participant was asked to fill in a NASATLX [6] survey to evaluate their experience.
Statistical Analysis
Due to the small sample size, non-parametric statistical
significance tests were used to compare the
performances of the users under the two different
modalities. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was employed
using MATLAB and statistically significant effects
were assessed at p < 0.05.
RESULTS
The main outcomes of the study are shown in Fig.3. In
case of expert users, the autonomous camera allowed to
obtain statistically significantly lower translation and
orientation errors with respect to the manual mode;
considering the novice subjects, the orientation error
and the task execution time were significantly lower.
The variability of the accuracy metrics was reduced by
the autonomous control of the camera both in expert and
novice users. Comparing the two classes of subjects, the
novice users were characterized by higher variability
across all the metrics. It is possible to notice that while
in the manual control modality, the experts achieved
higher performances with respect to the novices, the
autonomous control attenuated this difference. The
results of the NASA-TLX test showed that the global
score (corresponding to the workload) was significantly
higher for the task performed in the manual mode with
respect to the autonomous one.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This pilot study highlights the promising introduction of
an autonomous camera control in complex visuo-motor
tasks. This camera control modality allowed to improve
the time-accuracy performances of both novice and
expert users while conducting a VR task involving
fundamental skills of robotic surgery. This was assessed
to be correlated with the cognitive load, which the
autonomous camera allowed to decrease according to
the users’ feedbacks. A bigger sample size can lead to
better statistical determinism; at the same time, we are
going to improve the analysis of the influence of the
level of expertise by imposing stricter selection criteria
and initial skill assessment. In particular, autonomous
camera control can potentially help novice users in the
initial training stage by decreasing the cognitive load. In
other words, the trainee can focus on specific

Figure 3. Average metrics across the five repetitions of expert
and novice users under the two camera control modalities. The
marked squares represent the medians across the population,
the vertical bars stand for the variances (25th and 75th
percentiles), the stars refer to statistical significant difference.

fundamental skills of robotic surgery and avoid to
overlap the camera control with the instrument handling
at the beginning of his/her learning curve. Further future
developments can involve modifications towards the
translation from a VR setup to the real environment:
these could include the introduction of sensors, like an
eye gaze tracker to detect targets and consequently
modifying the focal point, and force sensors on the
robot tooltip to identify the interaction with that object.
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INTRODUCTION
Wearable robotics is a fast growing field with assistive
exoskeletons being developed for medical and industrial
purposes. These exoskeletons can be used for gait
rehabilitation of patients, arm rehabilitation and provide
body support during training. These exoskeletal systems
are anthropomorphically structured mechanisms where
the rigid links form a serial kinematic chain and the
cables are attached in a parallel configuration.

Figure. 1. A 3-link 3DOF planar cable driven serial kinematic
chain.

Cable-driven system[1,2,3] eliminates the need of rigid
links and mechanical joints, making the system
lightweight. Due to the serial unilateral constraints, it
has to be ensured that all cables remain in tension at any
point of time for system functionality. This results in
redundancy in the actuation system. The aim of this
paper is to provide the kinematic analysis of these
multilink cable-driven robots[4] (MCDRs) with fully
routed cable bundles. MCDRs benefits from the
actuation and reconfigurability of cable-driven
manipulators and the dexterity of the serial chain. The
workspace and tension analysis was performed for
optimal design of cable driven exoskeletons[5]. From
the information of workspace, we can check whether the
cable driven exoskeleton is able to perform the desired
behavior (gait motion) with positive cable
tensions[6,7,8] and without violating defined
constraints[9].
Exoskeletal devices are usually bulky. Even if the
weight is well compensated, inertial compensation is
difficult due to joint velocity and acceleration
measurements. These devices require mechanical
adjustments to match the link lengths to the arm
segment lengths. Poorly aligned joint axes may cause
large reaction forces and moments at the joints thereby
causing skin sores and soft tissue damage. Therefore,
precise joint axis alignment is essential for an
exoskeleton to function properly for rehabilitation. The
minimally routed multi-link cable driven exoskeletal
devices differs from conventional designs as it does not
have traditional links and joints thereby eliminating the

joint axis alignments. Lightweight cuffs, cable routing
rings with large range of adjustments, minimally routed
cables from proximal to distal arm segments thereby
providing high endpoint force and stiffness control. The
cable tension planner is devised for minimum tension
and maximum safety. The safety indices are ratios
between actual force/moment and the minimum
force/moment that would cause damage to a human at
shoulder and elbow joints [10]. The smaller the safety
index is, the safer it is for the human user. The safety
indices are functions of cable tension.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The purpose of a cable driven exoskeleton is to assist
human motion. To check this, we need to evaluate the
workspace of the cable driven system for that
configuration. For cable driven serial kinematic chain,
one of the key design element is the cable routing,
which defines the structure matrix, of the multi-link
unilateral manipulator. This structure matrix defines the
torque and force produced by the serial chain based on
the cable tensions. The number of cables[11,12] used in
the design is crucial to the design of the structure
matrix, and using minimal number of cables has the
advantage of reducing the number of cables and
actuators thereby reducing the weight, size and
complexity of the serial chain.
In order to describe the motion of the upper limbs
driven with cables, the coordinate frames Fo and Fk are
attached to the origin and the link k. Cables are
connected to the links with attachment points at Bi and
Ai where
1, …
cables. The cable vector is
kinematically defined as:
(1)
For the cable driven serial kinematic chain with routing
through multiple links, the cable segment vectors are
added since the routed cable consists of multiple cable
segments passing through the attachment points. The
length of the cable with routed segment can be
expressed as:
| |

!2#

The cable structure matrix can be evaluated by using the
differential relationship:
!3#
where is the joint configuration of the exoskeleton and
is the Jacobian of the cable driven system. In order to
resist any external wrench applied on the system, the
cables must create unilateral tension forces to achieve
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equilibrium. Applying the principle of virtual work, the
kinetostatic equilibrium is defined as:
%& ' (
(4)
)
where
is called the cable structure matrix, ' is the
column vector containing cable tensions and ( is the
sum of all external forces and moments including
weight, inertial forces and moments. The wrench
closure workspace is defined as the set of poses in
which the cable driven manipulator can sustain any
arbitrary external wrench. Mathematically, it is defined
as:
*+* ! : - %! #& ', ∃' / 0#
(5)
Various methods have been proposed for the workspace
analysis of cable driven systems. As human gait pattern
differs among individuals, we analyze the boundaries of
workspace. The null space of the structure matrix is
used to define the workspace. For a given point to lie
within the workspace, all values of the kernel of the
cable structure matrix should be either positive or
negative. If one of the two conditions are satisfied,
irrespective of the particular solution, we can find a
scalar λ which will guarantee positive tension in all
cables.

RESULTS
To control a 1 DOFs system, at least 1 1 cables are
needed due to the unilateral constraint property.
Therefore, for the 3 link planar CDSKC at least four
cables are required. In Fig.2 cables are attached to the
links of planar exoskeleton without internal routing. The
workspace is calculated analytically using Cramer’s
rule. To find WCW, the union of regions formed from
the intersection of positive and negative null spaces are
considered. Figure 3. shows the SR chain (3 dof’s for
shoulder 1 for elbow) with five cables routed to the
base.

Figure.3. A 4-DOF 5-cables arm, modeling the shoulder and
elbow motions.

Figure.4. Workspace of cable-driven 3-DOF ball joint
manipulator modeling the wrist motions.
An affordable solution for improving the workspace without
adding actuators is by employing spring cables attached
between the fixed ground and one of the links. Also, adding
springs between links decreases the probability of interference
of cables. Adding springs change the WFW by providing
bounded cable wrenches through the springs. The wrenches of
spring cables are treated as external wrench for analysis.

Figure.5. Spring-loaded multi link cable driven unilateral
manipulators

Figure.2. Simplified model of a 3-DOF planar exoskeleton
and its workspace.
The WCW is identical for the single link 3-dof ball joint
manipulator and two-link 4-dof manipulator, differing only in
the dimension of the Jacobian matrix. For the purpose of
visualization, the workspace of ball joint manipulator is shown
in Figure 4.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The work presents three cases of multi link cable driven
robot architectures that can be modeled and designed for
assistive technologies. The kinematics and workspace
analysis of the exoskeleton models were presented. The
design of SR chain was motivated by the natural arm
and uses a multi link cable driven mechanism. Cable
based parallel design requires additional actuation
motors than the number of dofs, since cables can only
transmit power in tension. This motivates in optimizing
and maximizing the workspace. The ball joint
manipulator was also studied to model the motions of
the wrist.
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INTRODUCTION
Minimally invasive surgical procedures are performed
with a small incision for surgical instruments to pass
through to reach the stage of the procedure. Dexterous
surgical instruments like concentric tube robots (CTR)
are needed to steer along sensitive structures within the
body and achieve minimal damage by employing a
remote centre of motion (RCM) at the incision point. A
CTR is a continuum robot composed of multiple
telescopic, concentric, pre-curved, super-elastic tubes
that can be axially translated and rotated at their base
relative to each other [1]. The bending is derived from the
elastic tube interactions with neighboring tubes, allowing
for high dexterity while maintaining a small footprint.
Along with the CTR, which is known as the distal
configuration, there are outer degrees of freedom (DOF)
that fix the CTR’s base to a remote center of motion
known as the proximal configuration. Kinematic
modelling of such systems is non-trivial due to the
complex interaction of individual tubes with neighboring
tubes that form unique bending curves. Previously,
traditional iterative approaches have been used to
moderate success, but challenges include model
complexity and a reliance on material constants. Previous
work on introducing model-free solution include
solutions with feed-forward neural networks [5].
Although these solutions are accurate, the cost of data
sampling is high as all training, validation and testing is
done on a physical CTR.

and prismatic DOF per tube and the proximal
configuration has 3 rotational and 1 prismatic DOF to
maintain a remote centre of motion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
State, Action and Reward Definitions
The state formulation consists of the joint states, q,
desired position, Xdesired, and achieved position, Xachieved. The
proximal configuration has three rotational DOFs, ψ, ϕ
and θ about the x, y and z axis and a prismatic DOF, r,
about the z axis. The distal configuration has a rotational
DOF, γi,, about the z-axis and prismatic DOF, li , about
the z-axis for each tube i of a n tube CTR. The state s is
defined in equations 1, 2, 3.
(1)
𝑠 = [𝑞 𝑋𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑋𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 ]
(2)
qdistal = [γ1 l1 … γn ln ]
(3)
qproximal = [ψ ϕ θ r ]
(4)
𝑞𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙 = [ψ ϕ θ r γ1 𝑙1 … γ𝑛 𝑙𝑛 ]
The action is defined as the change in joint state, q in
equation 4.
(5)
a = Δq
A novel reward function was formulated specific to
CTRs. α and β are normalization constants for equal
weighting of the norm-distance error term and change in
joint states term. α is the multiplicative inverse of the
longest normal distance between two points in the
achievable workspace. In most cases, the minimum and
maximum joint state values provide the two points with
the largest normal distance. β is the multiplicative
inverse of the number of active joints depending on the
configuration.
(6)

Figure. 1. Distal configuration of 3 tubes [1].

This paper presents a deep reinforcement learning
approach to solving the inverse kinematics of CTRs. The
approach known as deep deterministic policy gradient
(DDPG) [2] has shown promising results in high
dimensional, continuous control problems such as
humanoid robot control [3] and RC car drifting [4].
DDPG is an off-policy, actor-critic based algorithm that
uses experience replay. Fully-connected neural networks
are used to model the actor and critic.
With this work, the authors investigate using DDPG for
CTRs in simulation for 3 configurations, distal, proximal
and full. The distal configuration consists of a rotational

𝑟 = −α|𝑋𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 − 𝑋𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 − β√∑𝑛𝑖 (

Δ𝑞𝑖

𝑞𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑞𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛

2

)

Agent Model
The exploration strategy chosen was zero-mean
Gaussian noise where the variance of the noise
decreases with each time step t, proportional to a decay
period, given the starting variance σmax, and final variance
σmin.
𝑡
(7)
σ𝑡 = σ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − ( σ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − σ𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) × min (1, )
𝑇
The fully-connected neural network architectures of the
actor and critic (including target networks) have 2
hidden layers. The number of neurons at each hidden
layer differs based on the configuration of the CTR as
show in table 1.
Configuration
Hidden Layer 1
Distal
50
Proximal
100
Full
200
Table. 1. Hidden Layer Configurations.
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Environment Model
The forward kinematics model utilized the dominating
stiffness model [1] for CTRs which assumes that the
bending stiffness of one tube is much larger than the
neighboring tube, resulting in the neighboring tube
conforming to the curvature of the stiffer tube. This
model was used to generate achievable 3D goal positions
for the end effector and track the current position of the
end effector in simulation. Given k is the curvature of all
tubes and ltip is the length of the tip of the end effector the
transformations from the remote center of motion to the
end effector (ltip) were formulated.
𝑅𝐶𝑀 (𝜔,
(8)
𝑇𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡
𝜙, 𝜃, 𝑟) = 𝑇𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑋 (𝜓)𝑇𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑌 (𝜙)𝑇𝑅𝑜𝑡𝑍 (𝜃)𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑍 (𝑟)
Tnshaft (γ1 𝑙1 … γ𝑛 𝑙𝑛 ) =
1−cos(kli )
1−sin(kli )
n
∏i=1 TRotZ (γi)TTransX (
) TTransZ (
) TRotY (kli)
k
k

(9)

(10)

RCM (ω,
TlRCM
= Tshaft
ϕ, θ, r)Tnshaft (γ1
tip

𝑙1

…

γ𝑛

𝑙𝑛 )

RESULTS
For the distal configuration with n = 1, after every 200
episodes, a 100 episode rollout was performed. The
rollout gave an accuracy measure based on the number
times the desired goal was reached. For the other
configurations, the desired goal was never within the
tolerance, so this measure was not possible. After 3000
episodes, the distal configuration rollout gave an average
accuracy of 18.3%, a minimum accuracy of 13.0% and a
maximum accuracy 23.3% done over 3 seeds with the
error plot shown in figure 2.

Figure. 2. Error for distal configuration.

Figure. 3. Error for proximal configuration.

For the proximal configuration n = 1, after 10000
episodes, the goal tolerance was not achieved. Over 3
seeds, the average error was 0.004 meters, minimum
error was 0.001 meters and maximum error was 0.005
meters. For the full configuration n = 1, after 10000
episodes, the goal tolerance was not achieved. Over 3
seeds, the average error was 0.010 meters, minimum
error was 0.005 meters and maximum error was 0.013
meters.

Figure. 4. Error for full configuration.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2, 3 and 4 all demonstrate learning and
optimization is occurring which is promising for future
work in continuum robot control applications. Note
however, the results are no where accurate to either te
iterative Jacobian methods or the feed-forward neural
network approach [5]. Because of the low accuracy, a
physical robot was not used for experimentation. Three
main domains of interest to improve the accuracy of
DDPG are the exploration strategy, reward function
formulation and transfer learning. First, without fully
exploring the solution space, DDPG cannot find a good
policy, better exploration strategies such as parameter
noise exploration can be investigated. Second, the reward
function can be improved upon by better representing the
requirements of the solution mathematically. Last,
DDPG must learn with no prior knowledge of the model
resulting in long convergence. Contextualizing the
learning by incrementally advancing the complexity
using transfer learning could help convergence times as
shown in autonomous RC car drifting [4]. In the future, a
more complex model should be used along with this
simple model and a physical CTR to perform deep
learning with forward and reverse transfer learning.
Although no expermintation was done, the results are a
first step to introduce a data efficent deep learning
approach for CTRs.
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INTRODUCTION
Vitreoretinal surgery is a branch of microsurgery
involving delicate interactions with the inner- and
posterior-segments of the eye. Surgical procedures are
highly challenging, and limited by human factors such as
hand tremor and depth/force perception. Surgical robotic
technology can offer increased precision and situational
awareness through robotic assistance and smart
instrumentation. First applications of robotic eye surgery
have been successfully demonstrated during first-inhuman clinical studies on retinal vein cannulation [1] and
epiretinal membrane peeling [2].

Fig. 1. Annotated illustration of a generalized MIS surgical
scene using a 3R1T+3T surgical robotic system architecture.

The architecture of surgical robotic systems can often be
described as a combination of two subsystems (Fig. 1).
Firstly, a “Remote Center of Motion (RCM) subsystem”
provides 1 translational and 3 rotational DOF’s of the
surgical instrument through and about a defined RCM.
Secondly, an “Alignment subsystem” provides three
translational DOF’s to move the RCM subsystem with
respect to the patient, thus enabling alignment of the
RCM with the surgical port. The Leuven eye-surgical
robotic system is an example of such an architecture. It’s
current alignment subsystem is a combination of three
spindle-driven linear actuators in a Cartesian
configuration. Due to low backdrivability, cooperative
control options rely on an admittance control scheme, in
which the RCM DOF’s are locked and used to measure
user forces. While this is sufficient for high-accuracy
experimental procedures - such as retinal vein
cannulations [1] and subretinal injections [3] - which
often do not require RCM-repositioning, users indicate
that having the ability to cooperatively reposition the
RCM during surgery without losing instrument DOF’s
would be valuable in procedures where the eye is
intentionally rotated. This abstract reports on the
development of a novel 3-DOF impedance-type
alignment subsystem towards enabling more intuitive

and versatile intraoperative RCM positioning. First, the
developed prototype and it’s key performance
specifications are briefly discussed. Secondly, an initial
experimental validation of the developed alignment
subsystem is reported, in which surgical port alignment
accuracy is reviewed. Finally, the outcomes are
discussed.
NOVEL ALIGNMENT SUBSYSTEM PROTOTYPE
The developed prototype consists of three linear
translation stages assembled in a Cartesian configuration.
Each stage is actuated with a brushed DC-motor-encoder
combination paired with an EM-brake. The actuators are
mounted via a custom assembly, featuring a capstan
cable transmission. Positional resolution and force output
for each DOF are 1,7 µm and 17 N respectively. Low
level and high level control are implemented using Epos
motor drivers + FPGA and a cRIO RT embedded
controller at 10 kHz and 1kHz respectively. The RCM
subsystem mass is temporarily simulated by a static load
of aprox. 6 kg, using commercial barbell weights. The Zaxis is equipped with a spring-based passive gravity
compensation. The residual gravitational force is
identified and actively compensated with a 3rd order
polynomial fit. For the purpose of this paper, a simple
impedance control law is implemented with a
heuristically chosen gain of 0.08 Ns/mm.

Fig. 2. Annotated overview of the novel alignment subsystem
prototype.
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EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
As a first experimental validation, relative point accuracy
of surgical port alignment is reviewed. This is defined as
the user's ability to position an instrument tip - visually
representing the RCM - with an already present visual
reference, being the surgical port. The aim is to compare
cooperative alignment using the novel system with
manual alignment, as well as with the prior admittance
type system. The experiment is conducted as follows.
The user is asked to indicate their visual target as desired
with the instrument tip, using the alignment subsystem.
Once indicated, an initial static measurement of 10s is
taken, of which the average value is considered the user’s
intended target throughout the experiment. Once
determined, the user is asked to move the instrument
away from the target, and – for manual cases - to
unmount the instrument from the alignment subsystem.
At this point, the user will move the instrument tip
towards the intended target, and attempt to hold the target
position to the best of their ability for 10 seconds. After
this, the user moves the instrument away from the target
to the starting position. This cycle is performed nine
times during each experiment.

Fig. 3. Experimental validation during manual use with hand
support (left) and cooperative use (right).

Data acquisition was done using a real-time optical posetracking system (fusionTrack 250, Atracsys) at 120 Hz,
in combination with a commercially available bluntprobe instrument equipped with passive reflective
spheres. For each cycle, the positional error is computed
as the Euclidean distance between the actual user position
and the initially declared target position. Relative point
accuracy is determined per cycle as the average of the
positional error.

user is seated in a surgical chair with configurable armrests. No additional means for visualization such as a
camera or microscope are provided. As a preliminary
analysis, a single trained user performed this campaign.
A total of 36 datasets were collected (4 experiments, 9
cycles each). An additional measurement (*) of 30s with
a static instrument was taken to determine static
measurement noise.
DISCUSSION
The development of a novel 3-DOF impedance-type
alignment subsystem is reported. The developed
subsystem, when paired with an RCM subsystem, will
enable more intuitive and versatile intraoperative RCM
positioning. By doing so, surgical procedures requiring
intentional eye rotations are feasible, thus increasing
usage options of the surgical system in vitreoretinal
surgery. Furthermore, this expansion will allow
rendering of haptic guidance features for both instrument
tip as surgical port locations. These guidance features are
believed to further increase the usability and performance
of the existing surgical system. An initial experimental
validation of surgical port alignment accuracy was
performed. Preliminary results suggest that the novel
impedance-type alignment subsystem outperforms
manual alignment. Furthermore, current data indicates
equivalent or improved performance when compared to
the prior admittance-type alignment system - ranging
between 0.7 and 0.1 mm, with a median of 0.4 mm [4] as static positioning is concerned. However, current data
is collected without the presence of additional
mechanical compliances due to the RCM subsystem and
surgical table fixation, which could cause accuracy
reduction. Further validation is required on surgical
system level to confirm relative performance between the
prior and novel alignment subsystem, as well as dynamic
repositioning accuracy. Future work will focus on
expanding the current experimental validation, the
integration of the developed alignment subsystem with
an RCM subsystem, and research on haptic fixtures.
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INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound laparoscopes (US) are predominantly used in
abdominal laparoscopic surgeries related to liver,
pancreas and biliary tract. Despite being used in surgeries
such as ablation procedures, they are harder to use for
novice surgeons. The problem lies in understanding the
proper orientation of the image with respect to the
patient’s body. Tracking the pose (position and
orientation) of the laparoscope in real-time can address
this problem. There are several solutions available [1,2,3]
to this problem. All these solutions are based upon an
Electromagnetic (EM) as well as optical pose trackerbased systems to track the pose of the US. In these
methods, it is required to establish a chain of multiple
transformations between the pose sensors. Some of them
are fixed (do not change with the movement) and the rest
are dynamic (change with a movement). The fixed
transformations are between sensors which are mounted
on the fixed part of the laparoscope as well as on the EM
transmitters. The fixed transformations can be computed
using ‘Hand-Eye Calibration’, as used in [1], which
consists in estimating a fixed Euclidean transformation
relating the reference frames of two rigidly attached
sensors providing pose measurements. Since the EM
sensors are constantly affected by different disturbances
in the operation theatre, the measurements are often
corrupted by noise and even worse, outlier data. Outliers
are totally uncorrelated, non-synchronized measurements
which together with the noise lead to faulty estimation of
Hand-Eye Calibration. In this paper, we propose a robust
method based on RANSAC [4] to get rid of the outlier
data. We use a ‘geometric’ threshold for RANSAC based
upon pixel error compared to the ‘algebraic’ one (in [8]).
Due to this, we can comfortably find a value for the
threshold for a wide range of datasets. We implement two
state of the art methods in Hand-Eye calibration [5,6] in
our RANSAC framework. In the results section, we
compare the RANSAC implementations against the nonRANSAC versions of the methods.
BACKGROUND
 Magneto-Optic Hybrid Tracking:
In a typical setup of the hybrid tracking (as shown in [1]),
a very thin wired EM receiver is mounted on the tip of a
laparoscope. It has its paired transmitter in the vicinity.
Minimum two optical tracking elements are required in
this setup. They both are tracked using a camera system
with a view of the laparoscope. First optical tracking
element is mounted on the handle of the laparoscope and
the second is mounted on the EM transmitter. In [1], they
use additional EM receivers on the body of the

laparoscope to estimate the transformation of the fixed
body of the laparoscope. This is done by acquiring
several poses of the EM sensors and optical trackers by
moving the laparoscope in front of the camera and EM
transmitter. The same poses are also used to compute the
fixed calibration between the optical tracker on EM
transmitter and the body of the EM transmitter itself. The
poses are stacked into a system of equations which is
used to solve the Hand-Eye Calibration.
 Hand-Eye Calibration:
The poses from the camera are stacked into 𝐴 and the
poses from EM sensor are stacked into 𝐵. They both are
related to each other by a system of equation 𝐴𝑋 = 𝑋𝐵.
𝑋 is the fixed transformation. 𝐴 , 𝐵 and 𝑋 are
homogeneous transformations in 𝑆𝐸(3) . Multiple
recordings of 𝐴 and 𝐵 create an over-determined (with
noisy data) system of equations. The data can also be
infested with outliers especially if the data is recorded in
an operation theatre with multiple sources of
electromagnetic noises. We tested multiple methods of
Hand-Eye calibration and selected [5,6] which are robust
to the noise in the dataset. In [5], the authors use a locally
optimal method to solve the problem and in [6], authors
use a globally optimal method with quaternion
parametrization of the rotation. We created a general
RANSAC framework for Hand-Eye calibration in which
these methods are incorporated.
METHOD
Our RANSAC algorithm works in following steps.
1. Choose n set of random samples from the dataset. In
our case we select 4.
2. Compute Hand-Eye calibration using the methods
[5,6]. Obtain the value of X.
3. Using X and Hand motions, transform all the
calibrated camera motions into each camera motion
one-by-one. Compute the average pixel error
between the obtained camera motion and the
transformed camera motion. Based on this
‘geometric’ threshold, determine the consistent
inlier pairs eliminating the outliers.
4. Retain the largest inlier set.
5. After all the inliers are found, re-compute the HandEye calibration using the largest inlier dataset.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
We tested our algorithm extensively with synthetic as
well as real dataset experiments. Due to the space
constraints, we only present the results of the synthetic
experiment with outlier infested dataset. The dataset is
generated by creating random set of 3D points. 31
random camera motions are generated which capture the
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3D points in each motion. A fixed calibration X is
assumed (which is also the ground-truth) and 31 hand
motions are created respectively. During the experiment,
an increasing percentage of hand-motions are replaced
with non-related wrong transformations to simulate
outliers. We induce the outliers only in the hand-dataset
since we believe that the EM sensors are mostly affected
by them. We also introduce a nominal 0.5 Gaussian pixel
noise on all the camera images, 0.01 absolute noise on
quaternion transformations of hand dataset (as suggested
in [7]) and 0.1% relative noise on the translation of the
hand dataset. The probability value of the RANSAC is
set to 0.99. Due to this, the RANSAC algorithm must find
a solution if there are no time bounds, for any percentage
of outliers in the dataset. But, in our experiments, we set
a timer of 90 seconds after which the algorithm is forcedstop. Within this time our RANSAC algorithm finds a
solution using at-least upto 50% of outlier infested
dataset.
In the results, on the top, we show RMS of the errors in
rotation unit quaternions ||𝑞 − 𝑞 ′ || and in the middle,
RMS of the relative errors in translation ||𝑡 − 𝑡 ′ ||/||𝑡||,
where the 𝑞′ and 𝑡′ are the ground-truths. These are
customary metrics used in [7] and other Hand-Eye
calibration literature.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented a RANSAC framework for
Hand-Eye calibration methods with a geometric
threshold. Since the threshold is based upon pixel error
compared to an algebraic error, it is easier to find a
comfortable value for the threshold for a wide range of
dataset. This framework can be used for any hand-eye
calibration method with next to little modifications in the
inputs to the methods. The presented results show that,
the method can comfortably remove the outliers upto
50% within an acceptable computational time.
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INTRODUCTION
Percutaneous intervention has attracted significant
interest in MIS development. In order to achieve more
complex path trajectories, effort has been applied to the
development of tools named flexible needles [1]. Needle
designs in this category are able to successfully follow
curvilinear paths to reach targets whilst avoiding critical
areas. Image guidance technologies show promise for
real-time navigation in 3D and steering accuracy. One
common technique is to directly show the needle via MRI
or ultrasound, however MRI requires significant mental
effort to correlate slices to the 3D environment and
requires an MRI compatible needle system. As well as
this, the latency of generating MRI 3D volumes can be
too high for real-time tracking of the needle [2].
Ultrasound images can also track needles in 3D [3],
though they have a lower resolution than MRI, and
ultrasound volumes also require mental effort from the
operator to map the axes of the needle to the axes of the
brain which may differ from the axes of the ultrasound
view. A promising approach is to augment the imagery
received from MRI or ultrasound in order to convey
clearer visual information to the operator. This can be
achieved with the use of overlays [4]. Inspiration for such
designs can come from other areas of 3D robotic steering.
The main applications for human-machine interfaces
towards 3D steering in the real world are applied to either
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUV), whereby a human operator
still maintains some control authority. There are many
existing interfaces, and some common characteristics.
Such interfaces are designed to improve the situational
awareness of the environment and the system [5]. The
interface needs to be accurate, and often incorporates premapped information as well as real-time imagery and
updates. It is necessary to ensure the visual channel is not
overloaded, as this can confuse the operator and lead to
so called ‘alarm fatigue’. Similar design guidelines can
be considered to develop a medical steering application.
This paper presents work undertaken to develop a
novel visual interface that allows a surgeon to intuitively
control a programmable bevel-tip needle (PBN) capable
of steering in 3D along a pre-defined path. The design of
multiple visual interfaces are presented.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The PBN system has been developed within the H2020
EDEN2020 project. The system has a shared controller
design whereby the operator will use a haptic joystick

and the visual interface to navigate the needle for
convection enhanced drug delivery in neurosurgery at the
target site. Positional feedback of the needle is provided
by real-time US measurements fused with the MRI
images, as well as by shape sensing sensors (via either
ElectroMagnetic (EM) sensors or Fibre-Bragg Grating
sensors (FBG)). The architecture is show in Fig 1.

Figure. 1. EDEN2020 System Architecture. This paper focuses
on the design of the Visual Interface

The final visual interface will be ported into the
neuroinspireTM neurological planning software created
by Renishaw. This will consist of four windows – the
sagittal, axial and coronal views of the brain showing the
real-time deformed MRI images, as well as a fourth
window which will contain the graphical user interface
(GUI) for 3D needle steering. The fourth window visual
interface modalities for 3D needle steering tasks have
been created with the Unity3D game engine.
MRI images of a patient are used to build a 3D
arterial map. A pre-operative path planner [6] generates
an optimal path for the surgeon to follow to reach the
target that avoids all obstacles within a safe radius. The
path the surgeon should follow, as well as the current and
commanded status of the needle, can be visually depicted
to the surgeon in multiple ways. The following visual
cues for steering have been designed and implemented.
Method 1: Tunnel steering (Fig 3)– the operator
remains in a 3D environment, passing through a tunnel of
rings representing waypoints, whereby the diameter of
the rings gives the operator an idea of the allowable error.
The center of the tunnel represents the desired path, and
the current position is indicated by a simulated needle tip.
The Euclidean distance from the needle tip to the path
nearest point (calculated via the KD nearest neighbor tree
algorithm) is displayed.
Method 2: Tunnel steering with overlay– as in method
1, with the addition of two augmented overlays; the
predicted needle curve based on the current joystick input
(the ‘commanded overlay’), and the curve the needle
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would take based on in its current mechanical
configuration (the ‘actual overlay’).
Method 3: Cross-hair steering (Fig 4) – the operator is
given a 2D environment that abstracts the 3D path
following task to a 2D space. They must aim a black
cross-hair symbol (representing the current needle pose)
at a moving green target cross-hair symbol (representing
the desired needle pose). Any difference between the
cross-hairs is the error in the respective curvature values
as defined in the Bishop’s frame of the needle (Fig 2).

Figure 4: Method 3 interface with 2D crosshairs

Method 3 has been implemented as a separate view where
the crosshairs are shown in Fig 4. The operator can also
swap back to the arterial 3D tree/white matter view.

Figure. 2. PBN with an outer diameter of 2.5mm. The frame
is defined at the needle tip, and is controlled via two curvatures,
around Y and Z axes, with forward motion along the +ve X axis.

RESULTS
The majority of the EDEN2020 system architecture
components run on a Linux GPU computer, with
communication handled via the Robotic Operating
System (ROS) protocols and nodes. Unity3D is a
Windows software platform that uses C# or Java, and is
not immediately compatible with ROS nodes. It is
however necessary to regularly pass inputs such as the
needle pose, array of path poses and overlay poses into
the Unity interface during an insertion. For this, the Java
ROS websocket plugin for Unity was used and extended
to handle the ROS messages expected by our system.
Communication packets are sent via UDP, ensuring that
the minimum time delay is added by this porting
procedure.
The MRI images are pre-processed in Slicer in order
to segment the arterial tree, white matter and tumor
tissue, which are then loaded into the interface before the
insertion begins. For interface methods 1 and 2, the
operator can choose to turn the white matter on and off,
and zoom in and out of the arterial tree. The desired path
is represented as a set of green waypoint rings, the
diameter of which represents the safety zone used by the
path planner when generating the path. The overlays are
represented as blue (actual) and yellow (commanded)
curves extending from the tip of the needle for method 2.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Future work will focus on the evaluation of the visual
interface with different user groups (non-medics, junior
and senior surgeons). Evaluation will be undertaken via
qualitative methods (Likert scale questions and the
NASA Task Load Index analysis) and quantitative index
measurements (path tracking error and task reaching
performance).
This evaluation will first take place in
simulation in order to remove effects of disturbances in
the real system, and then using the real needle for
insertions into phantom gelatin and ex vivo tissue. Haptic
feedback will also be added to the visual user interface
and evaluated for these trials.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, lasers are used in many surgical interventions due
to their ability of performing precise incisions and
ablations. This allows surgeons to preserve more healthy
tissue, which can be critical for the patient, especially in
microsurgical procedures. For example, in vocal cord
tumor resection, even 1 mm of additionally resected
tissue can result in permanent vocal impairment [1].
Besides that, lasers possess the unique ability to cauterize
small blood vessels while cutting, which reduces
bleeding during the operation. This avoids complications
and increases the safety and performance of the
procedure.
One of the main disadvantages of laser tools, however, is
that the target site must be accessed by a straight-line
trajectory. This poses accessibility issues, especially
when the area to be operated cannot be properly exposed.
With the development of fiber-coupled lasers,
endoscopic laser systems have been proposed, allowing
to deliver the laser closer to the target site. These
endoscopes provide improved visualization of the
surgical site, while expanding the applicability of laser
tools to minimally invasive procedures.
In order to ensure the precision of the cut, the laser beam
must be focused at the target tissue. However, adjustable
focusing systems based on moving lenses are too large
and bulky to be integrated in an endoscopic setup. For
this reason, fiber laser systems typically have no focusing
optics and require the fiber to be in direct contact with the
tissue. This ablation method decreases the precision of
the cut and results in excessive thermal damage to the
surrounding tissue, often leading to tissue carbonization
[2]. To avoid these issues, a compact focusing unit would
be necessary.
Instead of miniaturizing standard focusing units, a
different approach can be obtained with adaptive optical
elements, such as varifocal mirrors. Varifocal mirrors are
mirrors whose curvature can be dynamically controlled
in order to change the focal length of the laser beam,
without physical displacement, On the last decade,
several types of MEMS varifocal mirrors have been
proposed for imaging systems [3], however until now,
this technology has not been used for controlling highpower laser systems. In this work we propose a MEMS
varifocal mirror designed for an endoscopic laser system,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure. 1. Proposed focusing system with variable focal length,
based on a MEMS varifocal mirror.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The proposed varifocal mirror was designed to withstand
a continuous CO2 laser beam with 3W of power. To
achieve that, the mirror was designed with large aperture
(4 mm), to allow reducing the power density of the laser
over the mirror. To achieve large deflection, even with a
large aperture, hydraulic actuation was used, which also
helps cooling the mirror.
Fig. 2 shows the conceptual design of our MEMS
varifocal mirror with hydraulic actuation. The mirror
consists of a freestanding flexible membrane and a fluidic
chamber. The fluidic chamber is connected to a
microinjection system through a microfluidic channel,
which allows applying positive or negative pressure to
the membrane, deflecting it in concave or convex
direction. Since the pressure applied to the membrane is
uniform, the mirror deflection is parabolic, which allows
focusing the laser beam without inducing optical
aberrations.

Figure. 2. Design of MEMS varifocal mirror with hydraulic
actuation.

We fabricated the MEMS varifocal mirrors from silicon
wafers, using a clean room facility. The microfabrication
process consisted on depositing the membrane layer,
etching the silicon bulk to release the membrane and
create the fluidic chamber and coating the membrane
with a reflective coating. The membrane used here was a
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low-stress silicon nitride film with 500 nm of thickness.
Since the fluidic chamber must be sealed, the silicon bulk
was etched from the back side, using a combination of
deep reactive ion etching and wet etching. The coating
applied was a 200 nm layer of gold, deposited with a liftoff process.
RESULTS
To characterize the fabricated varifocal mirror, we
irradiated it with a 10 mW probe beam and analyzed the
reflected beam using a Shack-Hartmann wavefront
sensor. This measurement method is convenient as the
wavefront sensor can measure the focal length of the
beam as well as its optical aberrations. However, one
limitation of this method is that the wavefront sensor
cannot analyze the beam if its focal point is too close to
the imaging plane of the sensor. Therefore, there is a
pressure range for which no measurements can be
obtained. To avoid this problem, we performed two
experiments, with and without a prefocusing lens
between the mirror and the sensor. The prefocusing lens
shifts the range of pressures that result in invalid
measurements, allowing us to fully characterize the
mirror.
Fig. 3 shows the optical power of the mirror (𝑃𝑀 ) as a
function of the applied pressure (∆𝑝), with and without
the prefocusing lens. As we can see, the optical power of
the mirror changed from -28 to 31 m-1, for a pressure
range of ± 5 kPa. This optical power range can shift the
focal length of the reflected laser beam from 9.5 to 140
mm, if a prefocusing lens with focal length of 40 mm is
used. The experimental results without the prefocusing
lens were fitted to the membrane deflection model [4],
given by ∆𝑝 = 𝐴 + 𝐵𝑃𝑀 + 𝐶𝑃𝑀 3 . The obtained RMSE
was 0.43 m-1. The results with the prefocusing lens were
more noisy, especially for pressure values above 4 kPa,
due to improper alignment between the mirror and the
prefocusing lens.

Figure. 3. Static characterization of the fabricated mirror.

To verify the focusing capability of the system, we
performed a focusing demo, by replacing the wavefront
sensor with a cuvette containing a solution of fluorescein
in water. Fig. 4 shows some pictures of the probe beam
propagating through the fluorescent medium for different

values of actuation pressure. The focal point of each
beam (indicated by a vertical yellow line) has been
identified as the point where the beam diameter was
minimal. These measurements performed on the
fluorescent images are also indicated in Fig. 3. As it can
be seen, there is a good agreement between the
measurements of the wavefront sensor and the
fluorescent images, except for the low-pressure values.
However, at these points the beam is almost collimated,
which makes it difficult to identify the focal point in the
fluorescent images correctly, as the variation of the beam
diameter around the focal point is in the order of the pixel
resolution of the image.

Figure. 4. Focusing of a laser beam in fluorescent medium
using the varifocal mirror.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we presented a MEMS varifocal mirror
with hydraulic actuation for focusing a high-power laser
beam in an endoscopic laser system. The optical power
range of the mirror is almost 60 m-1, which can provide a
focal length range from 9.5 to 140 mm. This optical
power range is much higher than the one obtained with
electrostatic mirrors of similar size for imaging
applications (around 20 m-1). The obtained deflection of
the mirror was well described by the mirror deflection
model, although the alignment between the mirror and
the prefocusing lens needs to be improved to increase the
precision of the mirror deflection.
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INTRODUCTION
Industrial collaborative robots and service assistant
robots must be flexible and versatile to help humans in
complex and demanding tasks [1]. Variable stiffness
actuators (VSA) are used to improve safety and
performance in physical human-robot interaction
(pHRI) [2]. This protection is extended to unintended
interactions due to hardware failure, limitations on
perception and cognition [3]. Handling of collisions is
one of the main objectives in pHRI because of the
possibility of damaging humans, the environment or the
robot itself. Collision detection is a phase, where an
algorithm is fed with specific sensor’s data and a binary
output denoting the occurrence of a collision is given
[1]. To avoid false positives and achieve high sensitivity
an appropriate threshold on the monitoring signals must
be tuned according to the current robot’s task. This
abstract presents the application of a momentum-based
collision detection algorithm (MBCDA) introduced in
[1], on a biphasic media variable stiffness actuator
(BMVSA). Simulations of the system were performed
to demonstrate the feasibility of the algorithm.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
BMVSA has been studied, developed and manufactured
in [3-6]. This technology uses pneumatic and hydraulic
components, as shown in Fig. 1. The gas fraction works
as nonlinear elastic element (Nitrogen), providing
variation of stiffness in the system due to pressure gas
changes, while the liquid one is assumed incompressible
and used to provide pressure changes and motion to the
output link (hydraulic oil). To keep high modularity,
hydropneumatic accumulators (HPA) are used to
seclude the gas. The major implementations of the
system are industrial grippers for garment handling,
suspension systems and surgical robotics concepts.
BMVSA is modeled as a damped harmonic oscillator as
shown in (1), where m is the mass of the output link of
the actuator, xp is the displacement of the piston, kv is
the coefficient of viscosity, Fp is the force generated by
the difference of pressures P1 and P2 applied on the
piston’s head surface S, as display in (2), and F is the
external force applied, which resembles the load on the
actuator.
𝑚𝑥̈ 𝑝 + 𝑘𝑣 𝑥̇ 𝑝 − 𝐹𝑝 = 𝐹

(1)

𝐹𝑝 = (𝑃1 − 𝑃2 )𝑆

(2)

Considering a uniform temperature in the system, the
gas constant definitions are defined in (3) and (4), where
Vai represents the added/subtracted volume of fluid
volume in the system’s chambers.
𝐶1 = 𝑃1 (𝑣1 (0)−𝑣𝑎1 − 𝑆𝑥𝑝 )

(3)

𝐶2 = 𝑃2 (𝑣2 (0)−𝑣𝑎2 + 𝑆𝑥𝑝 )

(4)

If pressures in HPAs are the same, the gas constant can
be taken as equal for both sides (C1= C2=C).
1

1

𝑣1

𝑣2

𝐹𝑝 = 𝑆𝐶 ( − )

(5)

The instantaneous stiffness K of the actuator is the
derivative of force generated by the difference of
pressures in the cylinder with respect to displacement.
𝐾=

𝜕𝐹𝑝
𝜕𝑥𝑝

=

𝑆2
𝐶

(𝑃1 2 + 𝑃2 2 )

(6)

If fluid is added to both chambers, the volume of gas
reduces and the pressure in both chambers increases,
increasing the stiffness. Similarly, if fluid is subtracted
from both chambers, the volume of gas increases and
the pressure in both chambers reduces, reducing the
stiffness.

Figure. 1. BMVSA diagram. The actuator is composed of a
double acting hydraulic cylinder (Cyl1) connected to a
hydraulic circuit. This circuit includes a supply and
distribution system (HyS) and two hydraulic distribution lines
(HyC1) and (HyC2) respectively connected to cylinder’s
chambers and insulated HPAs (AC1 and AC2). O-ring type
seals (ORS) provide translation of piston without leakage. The
oil is represented as the mesh while the Nitrogen is light grey.

Proprioceptive sensors for position and pressures are
used during the process. Several types of control laws
have been implemented regarding the position and
stiffness of BMVSA [4,5]. These controllers work fine
for a small working range (dual-coupled PID) or are
computationally expensive (fuzzy control). An efficient
model-based controller (MBC) was developed in [6], it
is characterized of allowing the user to prioritize the
stiffness or position tracking by means controlling the
flow of liquid in the BMVSA chambers, see Fig. 2.
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Figure. 2. Model-based controller diagram. The usual method
to control position is performed by controlling the pressures in
both chambers; hence, movement is done whenever the
pressures are different. The approach for the stiffness is
similar but it is related to the amount of pressure in each
chamber: the higher the pressure, the higher the stiffness, and
vice versa.

Based on the work done in [1,2], an actuator level
abstraction of moment-based collision detector is
implemented for BMVSA, as shown in (7). This
approach does not require the computation of
accelerations and is able to detect collisions even when
the velocity is zero. Another advantage of this method is
that no extra sensors are required, the only needed
quantities are xp and Pi.
𝑝(𝑡) = (𝑚 ) (𝑥̇ 𝑝 (𝑡))

Figure. 4. Position tracking in time. The reference trajectory
(blue) is reached when there is no disturbance.

The results of the simulations prove that MBC can
properly track position and stiffness even when
disturbances affect the system, as shown in Figs. 3, 4,
and 5. The MBCDA effectively detected all the
collision events whenever the absolute value of the
residual overcomes to the predefined threshold.

(7)

The monitoring signal r is the residual of the
momentum and it is described in (8). KI is a design
parameter that allows r to closely follow the external
disturbance (F).
𝑟 = 𝐾𝐼 (𝑝(𝑡) − ∫(𝐹𝑝 + 𝑟) 𝑑𝑡 − 𝑝(0))

(8)

After r is computed, its absolute value is compared with
a predefined threshold in order to indicate the existance
of collisions.
RESULTS
The following simulation was performed to study the
MBCDA during a position and trajectory tracking task,
these values correspond to design parameters used to
develop a prototype. A model-based controller, tuned
for stiffness tracking, priority is used. The simulated
parameters are: (i) a cylinder of 0.15 m, (ii) Kv = 0.5
Ns/m, (iii) C= 300 Pam3, (iv) xp (0)=0 m, (v) vi (0)
=1.5x10-4 m3, (vi) Ki=125 s-1, and (vii) rthreshold=30. The
external forces are displayed in Fig. 3. It is worth to
note that the disturbances differ in magnitude and
duration., and that position is measured from left end of
the cylinder. The desired position is given as a
sinusoidal signal with 0.05 m amplitude and baseline on
0.075 m at 1 Hz, while the desired stiffness is a
sinusoidal signal with 2.5x104 N/m amplitude and
baseline on 5x104 N/m at 1 Hz.

Figure. 3. External forces during the process.

Figure. 5. Stiffness tracking in time. The reference trajectory
(blue) is reached by K during the whole process due to its
priority in the controller.

Figure. 6. Residual graph. The residual (red) accurately tracks
the disturbances shown in Fig. 4. The threshold is shown as
two symmetrical dotted parallel lines (pink and blue). Only the
two disturbances that are between the threshold lines are not
detected as collisions.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
MBCDA is a light-computing and efficient collision
detector that makes use of the available sensors of
BMVSA. It is important to note the high impact of
tuning of Ki and selecting rthreshold. Several thresholds
can be established to classify the detected external
force. Currently, MBCDA is being tested on a
prototype with positive results. For future work,
collision classification and reaction algorithms will be
implemented to ensure safety during pHRI.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, cone beam CT (CBCT) image guidance has
turned into a widespread clinical routine imaging
modality in interventional and therapeutic procedures.
In conventional CBCT, a circular source-detector
trajectory is used to acquire a high number of 2D
projections in order to reconstruct a 3D volume.
However, this standard methodology has some
limitations. Repetitive intraoperative 3D scans are often
needed during surgery, and in complex interventions
surgical or interventional devices hamper access to the
patient. Here, imaging can be problematic due to the
geometric constraints related to the imaging device,
patient positioning table and operating room. In
addition, a high number of projections is needed for
adequate 3D reconstruction based on such a circular
trajectory which causes a lot of radiation dose to the
patient. Therefore, it is desirable to have some
optimized source-detector trajectories with arbitrary
orientation and minimal number of projections. Such
trajectories are easier to apply in the surgery room and
will give less radiation dose to the patient. CBCT
reconstruction based on general source-detector
trajectories is also interesting for other various
applications. For example, target-based CBCT
reconstruction is interesting as it gives us the
opportunity to have an appropriate reconstruction at a
particular region of interest. Such a target-based CBCT
reconstruction requires source-detector trajectories
which are beyond the standard circular imaging method.
In [1,2] some trajectories with arbitrary orbital tilt as
well as non-circular trajectories are introduced in order
to perform task-driven CBCT imaging. Several other
non-circular trajectories have been proposed in the
literature to overcome the drawbacks of circular
trajectories [3,4]. Furthermore, there is another
limitation regarding the imaging geometry of CBCT
devices for circular trajectories: the working volume of
such a device is limited given the currently available xray detectors and is always at the center of rotation of
the device. By abandoning the necessity of a fixed
isocenter using a non-isocentric CBCT reconstruction,
we can extend the size of the working volume and also
perform the reconstruction for the areas which are not
necessarily at the center of rotation. Tomosynthesis
devices utilize these geometries in a limited fashion.

Therefore,
applying
a
non-isocentric
CBCT
reconstruction for such an applications can cause big
benefits. Based on the knowledge of the authors, there is
no open source CBCT reconstruction able to perform
arbitrary trajectories and do reconstruction based on
such trajectories. Thus, it is rewarding to provide an
open source platform for researchers able to perform
CBCT reconstruction based on variety of arbitrary
source-detector trajectories, which can also be nonisocentric. This article shows a modification of the
open source Tomographic Iterative GPU-based
Reconstruction (TIGRE) Toolbox [5] to perform
reconstruction from cone-beam projection images which
were acquired at arbitrary orientations and positions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The TIGRE Toolbox is a free open source toolkit which
allows fast reconstruction of CBCT geometries. It is a
MATLAB-CUDA toolbox in which the forward and
backward projections are implemented in CUDA,
making use of fast calculations from the graphics
processing unit (GPU) and the reconstruction algorithms
are implemented in MATLAB. In this study, we
modified TIGRE to perform arbitrary trajectories.
In order to properly specify a source-detector arbitrary
rotation based on Euler angles we needed to follow
some conventions as described in [6]. We modified the
TIGRE CUDA codes related to forward and backward
projections and implemented the Z-Y-Z convention to
calculate an intrinsic rotation matrix as bellow:
(
)
(
)
(
)
( )

[

]

where c and s represent cos and sin respectively.

Figure. 1. Philips Allura FD20 Xper C-arm located at Department
of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology and Nuclear
Medicine,Wiener Neustadt, Austria.
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Real projection

Simulated projection

Figure. 2. Some examples of projections at arbitrary
orientations and positions. Simulated projections (Left), Real
data projections (Right).

Coronal

Real data
Standard
CBCT

RESULTS
We made some experiments in order to investigate the
ability of the modified codes to perform reconstruction
based on arbitrary trajectories. We used an Alderson
head phantom in our experiments. A Philips Allura
FD20 Xper C-arm (Fig.1) was used to acquire
projections by applying a sample arbitrary trajectory.
We employed an image set including 264 projections at
different arbitrary orientations and translations using the
C-arm device. We also used a CT scan of the head
phantom and used this as a digital phantom. We used
this digital phantom to verify the modified software as
the first standard verification step. Afterward, we also
verified the modified software experimentally based on
real data. We performed some simulations on the head
digital phantom to acquire synthetic image projection
with the same applied orientations and translations as
the real data. Some examples of projections for both real
and simulation data are shown in Fig.2. We investigated
the reconstructed results based on the employed
arbitrary trajectory for both simulated and real data. We
used
Adaptive-Steepest-Descent-Projection-OntoConvex-Sets (ASD-POCS) algorithm implemented in
TIGRE for CBCT reconstruction. We illustrate the
results of the reconstruction for both real and simulation
data as well as a standard CBCT as a ground truth in
Fig.3. Our reconstruction results as shown in Fig.3 show
the ability of TIGRE to successfully reconstruct images
based on the arbitrary trajectory for both simulation and
real data. We used Normalized-Root-Mean-SquareError (NRMSE) to evaluate the result of reconstruction.
The value of 0.28 was achieved for NRMSE between
the real data reconstructed volume and the standard
CBCT volume. This value was achieved for our sample
trajectory and lower values of NRMSE are expected for
more optimal arbitrary trajectories.

Sagittal

Simulation

Axial

Figure. 3. Reconstruction Results related to the simulation
(First row), real data (Second row) for sample arbitrary
trajectory. Head phantom CBCT CT (Third row) for standard
circular trajectory.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We successfully modified TIGRE software tool to
perform reconstruction based on arbitrary trajectories.
We released the resulted codes freely available at
https://github.com/CERN/TIGRE/releases/tag/v1.3.
This work opens new possibilities for free, fast and
reliable reconstruction algorithms based on variety of
arbitrary/non-isocentric trajectories to other research
groups.
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